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Abstract

The formation process and characteristics of sprays from annular liquid je t breakup 
in moving gas streams have been investigated. In the first part of the thesis, a  linear 
instability ajiaiysis is carried out for the instability and breaJcup of annular liquid 
jets. A  dispersion relation has been derived and solved numerically by using M ullers 
m ethod. Temporal instability analysis shows tha t two independent unstable modes, 
para-sinuous and para-varicose, exist for the annular jet instability. The para-sinuous 
mode outgrows the para-varicose one at relatively low gas-liquid density ratios and 
large Weber numbers as typically encountered in the twin-fluid atom ization. The 
curvature of the annular je t promotes the je t instability and may not be neglected 
for the breakup processes of annular liquid jets. Not only the velocity difference 
across each interface but also the absolute velocity of each fluid is im portant for 
the je t instability. Co-flowing gas a t high velocities is found to significantly improve 
atom ization performance.

A mesh-searching method has been developed to determ ine absolute mode of 
instability. The numerical results indicate th a t both absolute and convective insta
bility exist for para-sinuous and para-varicose modes under certain flow conditions. 
Para-sinuous unstable waves outgrow para-varicose ones, and hence dom inate the jet 
instability according to both absolute and convective instability analysis. The liquid 
viscosity has a simple stabilizing effect on the je t instability while the gcLS inertial 
force shows fairly complex influence on the absolute instability of the jet. The con
vective growth rates for various inner gaa velocities indicate th a t not only the velocity 
difference between, but also the absolute velocity of the liquid and gas. determ ine the 
je t breakup process.

In the second part of this thesis, experim ental investigations have been conducted 
for the breakup process of annular w ater je ts  exposed to an inner air stream  by pho
tographic technique, and the characteristics of the resultant sprays by Phase Doppler 
Particle Analyzer. Two annular nozzles of the same structure but different dimen
sions are designed and constructed especially to  provide smooth contraction for the 
liquid flow. The test apparatus is constructed to produce the annular liquid sheets 
or sprays of good quality.

Flow visualization reveals that there  exist three regimes, i.e., bubble formation, 
annular je t formaion and atom ization regime for the jet breakup process. W ithin 
the bubble formation regime, the je t breakup characteristics measured from the pho
tographs taken under various liquid and  gas velocities show tha t uniform bubbles axe 
observed for various air-to-water velocity ratios. The je t breakup and wave lengths
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decrease with the air-to-water velocity ratio. The measurements are compared with 
the predictions by the linear instability analysis, and fair agreement is obtained.

Spray characteristics measured by a Phase Doppler Particle .A.nalyzer indicate that 
using atomizing air enhances the jet breaJcup process and improves the atomization 
performance by producing fine sizes of droplets and increasing the uniformity of drop 
sizes. The drop axial velocity has a jet-type distribution in the radial direction, and 
decreases monotonically along the spray axis. Increase in the water and air velocities 
results in higher drop axial velocity. The droplet size described by its Sauter mean 
diam eter (SMD) reaches a minimum value at the central region of the spray and 
increases towards the spray edge. The SMD has a complex variation along the spray 
axis.
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C hap ter 1

In trod u ction

When a liquid is injected under pressure from a nozzle into a surrounding gas medium, 

a continuous liquid jet is formed. Because of its inherent instability or its inability 

to sustain itself against even small perturbations, to which any physical system is 

subject, the liquid jet develops unstable waves, which amplify downstream, and even

tually it disintegrates into a train of droplets. The process of the liquid jet breakup 

consists of two fundamental steps. The first step is that the jet breaks up into liga

ments. The second is that the ligaments further disintegrate into fine droplets. This 

process of liquid jet breakup into ligaments and then ligaments into droplets of fine 

sizes is often referred to as liquid atomization. The nozzle from which the liquid 

emanates is called atomizer, and the cluster of fine droplets so produced is usually 

termed as a spray.

Sprays have wide applications in not only our daily life but also industries for 

decades [1. 2]. Hair sprays can be generated by simply forcing jelly through a fine 

orifice nozzle. .Agricultural spraying of herbicides, fungicides and insecticides is carried 

out on a huge scale in all countries using aircraft and tractors. In m aterial processing 

industry, liquid metal and ceramic sprays are used to manufacture tools, dyes, gear
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wheels and a wide vaxiety of objects with complex shapes. Instead of casting and 

machining materials, m aterial shapes are being formed by spraying layer upon layer 

of materials onto substrates. In food processing industry, spray drying is used very 

often to remove moisture and produce dry packaged foods and powders. Sprays 

axe also widely used in pharmaceutical processes, and oral or nasal sprays are used 

by millions of people every day. In combustion applications, liquid fuel sprays are 

necessary for the efficient and effective combustion of liquid fuels and the control of 

pollutant emissions in power generation and propulsion systems.

In reality, almost every application has its own specific requirement of spray char

acteristics. This makes the design of atomizers and the organization of atomization 

processes extremely im portant in order to produce sprays with the required specific 

spray angles, shapes and penetration as well as specified distributions of drop size, 

velocity, number density and liquid flux. There are. baisically. three types of atomiza

tion: pressure, rotary and twin-fluid atomization. Pressure atomization is achieved 

simply by forcing the pressurized liquid through an orifice, and a pressure atomizer is 

simple in construction and hence inexpensive as well. The disadvantage of pressure 

atomization is its narrow operating range. This type of atomization is extensively- 

used in our dafly life, such as hair and detergent sprays, and also in industry such as 

in diesel engines, jet engines and ramjets. .A.S for a rotary atomization, rotating and 

speed controlling devices are required to generate the rotation motion for the liquid 

to be atomized. This type of atomization is capable of handling slurries and often 

applied in spray drying and cooling systems.

The third category is so-called twin-fluid atomization, that is the focus of this 

thesis. In general, the relative motion between the two fluids is utilized to  disintegrate 

the liquid to be atomized, and the other fluid can be a gas. its own vapor, or even 

another liquid which is immiscible with the atomizing liquid. In practice, most twin-
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fluid atom ization belongs to the air-assist or airblast atom ization. The main difference 

between the two is that the air-assist atomization use relatively small quantities of 

air flowing at very high velocities (usually sonic), whereas the airblast atomization 

utilizes large amounts of air flowing at much lower velocities. In combustion systems, 

both air-assist and airblast atomization are ideally suited for dispersing liquid fuels, 

and the most common approach is that the liquid is first spread into cylindrical or 

annular sheet called prefilming, and then exposed to high velocity air streams on 

either one side or both sides of the sheet. .A.s a result, an annular liquid sheet or 

jet is formed with two gas-liquid interfaces of finite radii of curvature. Such a liquid 

jet is unstable against any disturbances, even infinitesimally small ones, and the 

instability is manifested through the onset and growth of unstable waves propagating 

downstream. When the amplitude of the unstable waves exceeds a  certain critical 

value, the continuous liquid jet breaks up into discreet ligaments and then individual 

droplets.

Twin-fluid atomization is of significant fundamental and practical im portance be

cause of its extensive applications in pharmaceutical and chemical processing, spray 

drying operations, power generation and propulsion systems. The formation and 

characteristics of sprays are strongly affected by the breakup process of the annular 

liquid jets.

Therefore, the development and growth of unstable waves on the annular liquid jet 

subject to inner and/or outer gas streams are investigated in this thesis theoretically 

by using the linear instability analysis, and experim entally by using the photographic 

and video-graphic techniques. The resulting spray characteristics such as the distribu

tion of droplet size, velocity, number density and liquid flux are measured by Particle 

Dynamics Analyzer (PDA). The PD.A,. based on the light scattering interferometry 

and phcise Doppler principle, is a time-averaged, spatial-resolved and non-intrusive
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instrum ent. Hence, it is a  recognized state-of-art instrum ent ideally suited for spray 

characterizat ion.

1.1 Scope and Objectives

The present work investigates interfacial instability of an annular viscous liquid jet 

subject to internal and /or external gas stream s and the characteristics of the resulting 

sprays. In the first part of the thesis, a linear instability analysis of the liquid jet is 

performed. The effects of various parameters such as finite curvature, liquid viscosity, 

surface tension, liquid and gas density on the je t breakup processes are examined 

quantitatively by solving the dispersion relations numerically.

In the second part, an experimental investigation is carried out for the formation 

and the characteristics of sprays from the annular liquid je t disintegration. Photo

graphic technique is used to assess the jet breakup characteristics such as dominant 

growth rate and wave length of the unstable surface waves and jet breakup length. 

The measured data  from the photographs taken are compared with the predictions by 

the linear instability theory. In order to study atom ization mechanism of hollow-cone 

sprays formed by twin-fluid atomizers, an Phase Doppler Particle .Analyzer is adopted 

to measure drop sizes and velocities. Of special interest are spatial distributions of 

the drop axial velocity and size as well as the effects of liquid and gas flow rates on 

the drop velocity and size.



P A R T  I: L IN E A R  IN S T A B IL IT Y  

A N A L Y SIS



C hapter 2

In trod u ction

In this chapter, classic linear stability theory or small disturbance theory in hydrody

namics is introduced starting from some basic concepts for the theory, mathem atical 

procedure involved in stability or instability analysis, and finally the dispersion rela

tion which governs the characteristics of unstable wave evolution.

2.1 Basic Concepts

The hydrodynamic equations, in spite of their complexity, allow some simple patterns 

of flow as stationary solutions. However, these patterns of flow can be realized only 

for certain ranges of the parameters characterizing them. Outside these ranges, they 

cannot be observed in real hydrodynamic systems because of their inherent instability, 

in another word, their inability to  sustain themselves against small perturbations to 

which any physical system is subject. Then the question is whether the permissible 

pattern of flow is stable or not when it is disturbed, even slightly. There are three 

possible responses; the disturbance may gradually damp such that the flow system
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returns to its original state: the disturbance may persist with similar m agnitude 

or oscillate with time: the disturbance may grow in amplitude such that the flow 

system progressively departs away from its initial state and never reverts to it. These 

three responses are named (asym ptotically) stab le , neutrally  stab le , and u n stab le , 

respectively. .A. system m ust be considered as unstable even if there is only one  

particular disturbance with respect to which it is unstable. On the other hand, a 

system can not be considered as stable unless it is stable with respect to every possible 

disturbance to which it can be subject. .Among these three classes of states, the 

neutral state which separates the stable from unstable states is also called m arginal 

s ta te  and is always one of the prime objects of hydrodynamic stability studies.

2.2 Small Disturbance Theory

Small Disturbance Theory is a theory used to study the instability of a hydrody

namic flow system by applying small disturbances to the base flow and then observ

ing whether the disturbed flow is stable, neutrally stable or unstable. For a given 

hydrodynamic system, the base flow is first obtained from the governing equations of 

hydrodynamics. Then the base flow is assumed to be disturbed by small (infinitesi

mal) disturbances, and the equations governing the disturbed flow are obtained from 

the governing equations of hydrodynamics. By linear stability theory, all term s which 

involve higher orders than the first order of the disturbances are neglected, and only 

the linear terms of the disturbance are retained. For non-linear stability theory, the 

finite amplitudes of the disturbances are allowed. The evolution of disturbances are 

then followed.

The m athem atical procedure involved in linear instability analysis is now almost 

stajidardized as listed below [3]:
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(a) Select a base flow

(b) Add an infinitesimal disturbance to the base flow

(c )  Find the disturbance equations

(d) Linearize the obtained disturbance equations

(e) Solve the linearized equations by assuming a wave form solution (e.g. a traveling

wave form)

(f) Solve for the eigenvalue problem, i.e.. find the dispersion relation

( g )  Interpret the stability conditions and draw a chart showing the neutral curves and

growth rates, find the maximum wave growth rate or dominant wave num ber 

from the dispersion relation.

.As for the linear stability analysis for a steady simple base flow, the disturbance 

(or solution) is typically assumed in the form of normal mode. i.e.. exp[z(oz — fit)]. 

This is because any disturbance can be resolved into independent components or 

modes in the form of exp[f(oz — Of)], and for a linear system each mode can be 

treated separately. The solutions obtained in this manner are often called norm al 

m ode solutions.

2.3 Linear Instability Analysis

In linear instability ajialyses. the dispersion relations for liquid or gas jets are usually 

solved to determ ine the values of Q. and the spatial variations of corresponding wave 

components q  as eigenvalues or eigenfunctions. Here. and a  could all be complex 

numbers as =  fir +  HI, and Or +  m ,. However in some cases, either their real parts
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or imaginary parts may vanish. Depending on the signs of Q. and q  satisfying the 

dispersion relations, three modes of instability may be possible for liquid or gas jets, 

which are te m p o ra l,  convective and a b s o lu te  instability.

Corresponding to the wave form. e.xp[f(Qc — Qf)j. a te m p o ra l  in s ta b il i ty  mode 

would exists if a  is real or q ,  = 0 and Q is complex with Q, > 0 representing the 

temporal growth rate of a certain disturbance (of wave number q^). In this case, the 

disturbance will grow exponentially with tim e until it is so large that nonlinearity 

becomes significant. The disturbance is. therefore, said to be u n s ta b le . If fl, =  0. 

it means that the disturbance stays as it is. and it is said to be n e u tra lly  s ta 

ble. However if fl, < 0. the disturbance is damped exponentially until its complete 

disappearance, which is said to be (asymptotically) s ta b le .

Usually, there will be a critical value of the wave num ber Or. which separates the 

unstable from the stable region of disturbance wavenumbers. That is D, =  0 at such 

a critical value of the wave number Qr often named s ta b i l i ty  lim it. Within the 

unstable region, there usually exists a particular mode of disturbance whose growth 

rate D, reaches a maximum. This mode is termed the mode of maximum instability 

or fastest growing mode or d o m in a n t m o d e . It is this dominant unstable wave 

mode that could actually be observed in reality if all modes of disturbances have 

comparable initial magnitude.

In practice, a disturbance will be not only one normal mode, but usually some 

superposition of many normal modes determ ined by the nature of the initial distur

bances. For an unstable system, a localized initial disturbance not only will grow, 

but also may propagate and spread, with each unstable component growing at its 

own rate and moving at its own phase velocity. Generally, the space-time evolution 

of a localized initial disturbance in an unstable system could be classified into two 

physically distinct categories:
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(a) the disturbance can grow as its center propagates away from its origin, such that

eventually at a  fixed point in space the disturbance decays with time. This is 

called co n v ec tiv e  in s tab ility :

(b ) the growing disturbance can engulf more and more of space as time goes on. such

that eventually at every spatial location the disturbance grows. This is referred 

to as ab so lu te  in s ta b ility .

To determine whether absolute and/or convective instabilities exist for a particular 

system with disturbances in the form of .4q exp (i(QC — Of)], the analysis usuaJly starts 

from the dispersion relation. .According to Briggs [4] and Bers [5]. it is essential to 

search for pinch points (oo.flo) on the complex o-plane with qq., < 0 and f2o,, >  0 

for absolute instabilities. Notice that one pinch point with fio.i >  0 for an absolute 

instability represents one normal mode, the normal mode with the largest positive 

Qq., is the majcimum instability mode which dominates the tim e-asymptotic response 

of the system.

The pinch points (qq. flo) may have the other two possibilities. One is that Qo.i =  0 

stands for a critical s ta te  which separates absolute from convective instability. The 

other is flo.i < 0. meaning that disturbances at every spatial location will die away 

with tim e, such th a t the original unperturbed sta te  retains. This indicates that 

there are no absolute instabilities. However, spatially growing waves or convective 

instability may exist. Since convectively unstable waves possess the character of a 

w av ep ack e t rather than a single wave, it is the wavepacket th a t propagates and 

spreads out while it grows. The method to find convective instabilities is to solve 

the dispersion relation for a(H r) with fl, =  0. If a , solved is of negative values, the 

disturbances grow and propagate through the space in the positive z direction, as it 

is usually set in the direction of jet flow originated from a nozzle, and vice versa.
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The differences among tem poral, absolute and convective instability modes are 

summarized in .\ppendi.\ .A.
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C h ap ter 3

L iterature R ev iew

The instability and breakup process of liquid jets have been the research subject in 

connection with liquid atomization for more than a century. Since Rayleigh [6 . 7. 8] 

Ccirried out the first stability analysis for cylindrical liquid columns in vacuum, many 

studies have contributed to the instability analyses of jets of various cross sectional 

shapes under different flow conditions (see .\ppendix C). Most of the earlier studies 

focused on temporal instability analyses. For example, for a cylindrical liquid jet. 

the first stability analysis by Rayleigh was tem poral one [6 . 7. 8]. Then Weber [9], 

Sterling and S lei cher [10]. Lin and Kang [11] and many others [12] also conducted 

temporal analyses by taking into account the effects of different parameters such as 

gas density, liquid velocity and viscosity. The spatial instability was first introduced 

to je t instability studies by Keller et al. [13] for a cylindrical liquid jet. although the 

idea of spatially amplifying disturbances has been known in many other problems in 

hydrodynamics [14. 15. 16. 17] and plasma instability [4. 5].

The instability and breakup of annular liquid sheets, which axe often referred to 

as annular liquid jets as well, axe of significant scientific and practical importance, 

and extensive studies have been conducted in the past in relation to the formation of
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spherical shells [18. 19. 20. 21]. water bells [22. 23. 24] and acoustical barriers [25]. 

and only a limited number of studies are related to liquid atomization and spray 

application [26. 27]. For a  given liquid and annular nozzle, the annular je t converges, 

at relatively low velocities, to become an ordinary liquid jet some distance downstream 

of the nozzle primarily due to the capillary effects. The geometric configuration and 

instability mechanism of annular jets [24. 28] and the related water bells [23] as well 

as compound jets [29. 30] have been studied in great details, including the effects of 

gravity [23]. surface tension [24]. buoyancy [31] and pressure (or velocity) differences 

[22. 24] between the inner and outer gas regions.

At  relatively high liquid velocities, unstable waves develop at the two interfaces of 

an annular liquid jet. The growth of these waves eventually leads to the breakup of the 

jet into ligaments and finally individual droplets. This process of the je t disintegration 

is often employed for the formation of liquid sprays [26. 27]. One typical type of 

sprays, hollow-cone sprays formed from conical liquid sheet disintegration, has been 

extensively used in practical applications, ranging from pharmaceutical and chemical 

processes, spray drying operations to power generation and propulsion systems. Such 

a conical liquid sheet involves three im portant characteristics. First, the liquid sheet 

is very thin. Second, it has two interfaces with finite radius or curvature. .A.nd last its 

thickness changes with the downstream distance. To fully understand the mechanism 

of hollow-cone spray formation, the instability of such a conical liquid sheet has to be 

investigated. However, because of the complexity of the problem, such a liquid sheet 

has been conventionally modeled by a constant (but very small) thickness with infinite 

radius, which is a plane liquid sheet case [32. 33. 34. 35, 36, 37. 38]. The instability 

and breakup characteristics of thin and radically moving liquid sheets whose thickness 

reduces eis the distance from the nozzle increases have also been studied [39. 40]. 

In order to assess the effects of finite curvature on the sheet instability processes.
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annular liquid sheets with well-defined curvature need to be studied. This is one of 

the motivations for the present work. not her motivation of this work is that an 

annular liquid sheet can be regarded as a generalization including three well-known 

limiting Ccises. a cylindrical liquid jet. thin planar liquid sheet and cylindrical géis 

jet (Appendix C). The investigations on the annular sheet instability is. therefore, 

necessary and essential for the understanding of liquid jet disintegration processes.

3.1 Temporal Instability

.\ few studies have been carried out to investigate the  breakup process of annular 

liquid jets based on te m p o ra l  in s ta b ili ty  analyses. .As summarized in Table B.l. 

Crapper et al. [41] analyzed theoretically the instability of an inviscid annular liquid 

sheet moving in an inviscid stationary gas medium. The temporal wave growth rates 

were obtained for two unstable wave modes, para-varicose (symmetric), and para- 

sinuous (anti-symmetric) with the approximation of very thin liquid sheets. Meyer 

and Weihs [42] investigated the capillary instability of a static viscous liquid sheet in a 

moving gas stream  with a particular type of disturbances by assuming the amplitude 

ratio of initial disturbances at the outer interface to th a t at the inner interface equal 

to the ratio of the inner to outer radii of the jet. The instability of a stationary viscous 

annular liquid sheet with unequal gas velocities for the inner and outer gas streams 

was formulated by Lee and Chen [43]. Two dispersion relations corresponding to 

each interface were derived. However, only cases for inviscid liquids were theoretically 

examined in their study. Obviously, in the previous works, either stationary liquid 

or gets was considered. However in twin-fluid atom ization, the velocity of air streams 

on one side [43. 20] or both sides [44. 45] of liquid sheets is very im portant for the 

breakup process of the liquid sheets. Using high-velocity gas can promote the breaJcup
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processes of the liquid sheets and improve atom ization performance. On the other 

hand, since the Galilean transformation of coordinate often changes the characteristics 

of the tem poral-spatial evolution of unstable waves [5. 46]. the absolute velocities of 

both liquid and gas should be taken into account.

Therefore as one part of this work, a temporal instability analysis is carried out 

for an annular viscous liquid jet exposed to both inner and outer geis streams of 

unequal velocities [47. 48]. The general forms of the dispersion relation and the 

equations for the amplitude ratio of initial disturbances at the two interfaces are 

derived by considering absolute velocity of each flow. The effects of geometrical and 

flow param eters are examined based on numerical results obtained from the dispersion 

relations.

3.2 Absolute and Convective Instability

There are very lim ited previous works on absolute and convective instability analy

ses for liquid je ts  or sheets. Especially for annular liquid sheets or jets, there is no 

any work published so far. The first work by Keller et al. [13] waa for a cylindrical 

liquid je t. For the first time. Keller et al. pointed out th a t the tem poral instability 

theory implies th a t the disturbance wave grows in am plitude everywhere along the 

je t. even in the immediate neighborhood of a nozzle, which is contrary to the ex

perim ental observations [33. 49. 35]. The instability and breakup of a liquid jet or 

sheet discharged from a nozzle was due to spatiaily rather than temporally growing 

disturbances. They also found that the temporal and spatial instability at sufficiently 

large Weber num bers are related by C aster’s relation [50]. Leib and Goldstein studied 

the absolute instability of a cylindrical inviscid [51] and viscous liquid jet [52]. and 

showed tha t the je t is absolutely unstable for Weber numbers below a certain critical
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value and is convectively unstable when the Weber number is above the critical value. 

The effect of the am bient gas density on the absolute instability of cylindrical liquid 

jets W cis studied by Lin and Lian [53]. Spatial mode of instability was also identified 

for plane liquid sheets, as Lin et al. [54] did in their studies for a viscous liquid sheet 

in a stationary gas medium. They reported th a t the sinuous mode of disturbances 

is neutrally stable below a critical Weber num ber of one . and in the sense of Briggs 

[4] and Bers [5] they termed it as pseudo-absolute instability. For sinuous mode at 

Weber numbers higher that the critical value of one and for varicose mode at any 

Weber number, convective instability exists in the system for a non-zero gas density. 

Li [37] further analyzed the problem and pointed out that liquid viscosity plays a duaJ 

role of stabilizing and destabilizing for sinuous mode at low Weber numbers, while for 

varicose mode and sinuous mode at higher Weber numbers, it is cdways stabilizing. 

The same problem has also been addressed by Ibrahim [55] and the subject has been 

reviewed by Li [37].

As a part of this work, absolute and convective instability are reported for an 

annular viscous liquid jet with its inner c in d  outer sides exposed to inviscid gas streams 

of unequal velocities [56]. .An efficient mesh-searching method over the complex plane 

of wave number is used to determine the absolute modes of instability [57]. The 

effects of geometrical and various flow param eters are examined. It is found that 

both absolute and convective instability exist for para-sinuous and -varicose modes 

under certain flow conditions. For para-sinuous mode, the annular liquid je t with an 

inner gas moving at relatively small velocity can have convective or absolute instability 

depending on specific flow conditions. However, the jet héis only absolute instability if 

the inner gas is either stationary or moves a t sufficiently large velocity. Para-sinuous 

unstable waves outgrow para-varicose ones, and hence dom inate the je t instability 

according to both absolute and convective instability analysis. The liquid viscosity
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has a simple stabilizing effect on the jet instability while the gas inertial force shows 

fairly complex influence on the absolute instability of the jet. The convective growth 

rates for various inner gas velocities indicate that not only the velocity difference 

between, but also th e  absolute velocity of the liquid and gas. determines the jet 

breakup process.
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C hapter 4

Linear In sta b ility  A n a lysis

An annular liquid jet is formed by discharging liquid from an annular nozzle into 

surrounding gas streams of unequal velocities as shown in Figure 4.1. The formed 

annular liquid je t is subjected to the influence of surface tension and the gaseous 

pressure difference between its two sides. The linear instability for the liquid jet is 

then studied by imposing small two-dimensional disturbances at the two interfaces 

based on Small Disturbance Theory as introduced in Chapter 2.

4.1 Basic Assumptions

To simplify the problem, the  following assumptions are m ade without a loss of the 

main characteristics of the problem;

(a) Both liquid je t and ga.seous media are assumed to be incompressible since both

velocities are presumed to be small compared to the velocity of the sound;

(b) Surrounding gas is inviscid. but liquid is viscous with constant viscosity ///;
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(c )  Fluid properties such as density pe and pg and surface tension <r are assumed to

be constant:

(d ) Gravity effect is neglected:

(e )  The base liquid and gas flows are semi-infinitely long and ajcisymmetric with

different uniform velocities Uf'. L'a'• and Ub' for the liquid, inner gas and outer 

gas. respectively, in the  axial direction:

(f) Two-dimensional dispersive wave is supposed to propagate in the axial direction.

Outer gas

►  Inner gas

►  Liquid jet

Figure 4.1: Schematic of an annular liquid jet exposed to inner and outer gcis streams

4.2 Formulation

Figure 4.1 shows an semi-infinitely long annular liquid je t with inner radius r^" and 

outer radius r&". To derive the dispersion relation and the equation for the am plitude 

ratio of initial disturbances at two gas-liquid interfaces, two-dimensional infinitesimal 

disturbances are applied at the two interfaces. Since the gravity is neglected, the
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pressure fields for the base flows are constant within the liquid and gets, respectively, 

and have a jum p across the two gas-liquid interfaces, due to the effect of surface 

tension a.  When disturbances develop in the liquid jet. resulting in the interface 

deformation and deviation away from its equilibrium configuration, the flow field is 

disturbed with the perturbed flow velocity u and pressure p superimposed on the bcise 

flow velocity Ü and pressure P.  Then in a cylindrical coordinate system (:.  r. 9). 

the perturbed flow fields become:

U„ =  Ü „ -f u„. u„ =  ( u„. r„. 0). - I - (4.1)

where the subscript n = (. a and 6 correspond to the liquid je t. the inner and outer 

gas streams, respectively. The base flow quantities are given by:

Ü ,  =  (tv.0.0).  Û ,  =  ( r / . O . O ) .  Û6 =  ( 6 V . 0 . 0 )

Pf = Pa — crjrY = Ph + cr/rb’

The equations governing the motion of the perturbed flow are the continuity equa

tion for incompressible flow and balance of momentum, which become, upon lineariza

tion.

V • u„ =  0 (4.2)

+ =  —V  4- V^u„ (4.3)

The boundary conditions that the solutions of the above governing equations have 

to satisfy are the kinematic and dynamic conditions at the inner and outer interfaces, 

which are represented by r =  r Y  + r)a{:.t) and r =  rb' + r)b{̂ ~ f). respectively. In linear 

instability theory, these conditions need not be applied at the disturbed liquid-gas 

interfaces. Rather, they can be linearized in the same manner as done above for the 

governing equations. Then the linearized boundary conditions can be applied at the
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unperturbed interfaces. Because the interfaces are m aterial surfaces, the kinematic 

boundary conditions are

at r =  r ~  and

at r = r/,'

The dynamic condition implies that the shear stress must vanish at the interfaces 

because of the inviscid assumption for the gas phase, and normal stresses across 

the interfaces must be continuous with allowance for the effect of surface tension cr. 

Mathematically, these dynamic conditions can be expressed as follows:

IJ.(  h ——^ =  0 (at r -=■ ra and r = rf, ) (4.6)

Pa -  pe+ = -cr (at r =  r / )  (4.7)

P f , - p e A 2 p t ^ =  +  ( a t r  =  r6*) (4.S)

Further, in the ambient gas phase, the effects of disturbances should physically

remain bounded, whether it is at the centerline or far away from the liquid jet. That

is.

Ua and Pa bounded as r —*• 0 (4.9)

u& and pb bounded as r —+ oo (4.10)
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The solutions to the governing equations are sought in terms of the normal mode 

in the following form:

(Un.Pn-r]a.T]b) = [Û„ ( T ). ( T ). . Cfc] exp {z(oZ -  Qt)} (4.11)

where n = I .a  and 6. and tf, are the amplitudes of initial disturbances at the inner 

and outer interfaces, and are regarded to be much smaller than the inner and outer 

radius as well zis the thickness of the annular liquid jet. The real part Qr of a  is axial 

wavenumber of the disturbance and is related to the disturbance wavelength A by the 

relation Q r =  2~/A. The imaginary part q ,  stands for the rate of growth or decay 

of the disturbance through space. The imaginary part fl, of represents the rate of 

growth or decay of the disturbance with time, the real part fir is equal to 2~ tim es 

the disturbance frequency, and —flr /o  represents the wave propagation velocity of 

the disturbance.

Substituting Eq. (4.11) into the governing differential equations. Eqs. (4.2) and 

(4.3). yields the required general solutions with unknown integration constants which 

can be determ ined by using the boundary conditions. Eqs. (4.4). (4.5). (4.6) and two 

limiting conditions Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10). The solutions are

=

Pa

for the inner gas flow.

Ub

Vb =

Pb =

lAocVa-

(4.12] 
I \(ar^' )

eaPglo(ar) . _  ^>2 .(a.—nq

A i(a r6')

iebly{ar)^ b ’ _  (4 .13)
Ai(Qr&')

_ ebPgho{(^r)
qA i (arfc*)
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for the outer gas flow, and

u/ =  =  [.4 i5/o(5r) — A2SKo(Sr]  +  ,43Q/o(Qr) — .44QA'o(Qr)]e'*“*~^‘'
r  cfr

V (  ~ ------- — z Q e ‘ “̂ '  ^ ^ * [ , 4 i / i ( 5 r )  +  , 4 2 A i ( 5 r )  +  . 4 3 / i ( a r )  +  . 4 4 A i ( q t O | . 1 4 )
r oz

P (  — — p ( i o i L ( '  — n ) [ . 4 3 / o ( o r r )  — . 4 4 A o ( c k r ) ] e ‘*“ *

for the liquid flow, where 

• 4 i  =  

■42 =  

•43 =  

44 =

22Qf//[e6A'i(5rg*) -  £gAi(5rj,')] 
[Ii{Sra~)Ki{Srb’ ) -  I i (Srb' )Ki{Sra' )]  

2iai/f[tqIi(Srb')  -  
I i{Sr^ ' )Ki (Srb")  -  Ii(Srb’ )h \ ( Sra ' )  
ll'dS'^ +  Q^)[eqA'i(Qrj,~) — £6A'i(Qra‘ )] 

a [ / i ( a r a ‘ )A'i(Qr(,-) -  Ii(ctrb')K\(Qra')]
ii/dS^ 4- a^)[tbIi(arY)  -  Cg/i(Qrfe~)]

Q[/i(Qr„-)A 'i(Qn*) -  /i(ori*)A 'i(Q ra*)]‘

Substituting the above solutions of each flow. Eqs. (4.12). (4.13) and (4.14). into 

the dynamic boundary conditions at the two interfaces. Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). leads 

to two equations with two unknowns Ca and £>,• Since these two equations are ho

mogeneous. the coefflcients of the equations must satisfy a condition for non-trivial 

solutions to exist. That is the determ inant of the coefficient m atrix must vanish, 

which gives the following dispersion relation between f2 and a.

((5  ̂-f q")"A4Aj -  4Q̂ 5A3Ae -  - ^ (a L Y  -  Q)
I ra’ l'l

+ -
P g l o ( a r Y )  
Pi h(ara ' ) { a i V - ^ Ÿ

2ia
X < (5"̂  4- )^A4A 2 — 4q^SA3A5 H {ciL’t — LI)

rb vi

+  -vi“
Oc<7 ̂  1
pe r& pe K'i(arb') 

a

1
ra n ’

=  0 (4.15)
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The relation between the wave amplitudes at the inner and outer surface, as the 

part of the solution, is expressed cis:

tf, aG^
(4.16)

G3 =  +
a

2ia
( j4 =  ( A ct —  (o f f — Cl) — 4o

ra'l'f

+ ^ ( - L - a " )  +  ("(“ ’•'■'’ ( o r . - - n i^

6

Or.

(4.17)

Pii^r rg"' p(i/p IiiaVa

—  —

ta bGe

Ct

Gq =  ( +  Q*)^A4A 2 H—~ — (of / — n ) — 4q^5A3A5

w  -  n)=
P(ur Tf,' pfUf- I \ i ( a n ‘ )

where, the dimensional variables are q  and Cl, wave number and frequency: i ' Y - I  a' 

and L'f)~• the velocities of liquid je t. inner gas and outer gas streams: p( and Pg. liquid 

and gas density: and r^ .  inner and outer radius of two interfaces: cr. surface

tension of liquid and gas: U(. kinem atic liquid viscosity: 5  =  ; /  and

A’, modified first and second kind Bessel functions: and 

Ai =  Io(arY)Ki{ctrC) +  Ko{ara‘ )Ii{ocri,'):

A2 =  Io{ari, ' )Ki{ara') + KQ(arb')I\{Qra'):

A3 =  [h{Sra')I<i{Srb’ ) -  h i S r O K i i S r Y ) ] - ' :

A4 =  [/i(Qra*)A 'i(or6") -  /i(Q r6")A 'i(ora’ )]"^

As =  Io{Srf,’ )Ki (Sra' )  +  Ao(5r6”) /i(5 ra ‘ ):

As =  /o(5r,-)A 'i(5r6*) +  A o(5r,-)/i(5r6*):
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4.3 Dimensionless Forms of Dispersion Relations

The dimensional dispersion relation. Eq. (4.15). and initial am plitude ratios at two 

gas-liquid interfaces. Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17). for annular liquid jets are necessary to 

be in non-dimensional forms for further numerical analyses. The dimensionless forms 

are presented in the following section. .A.s a partial check for the equations derived 

above, the dimensionless forms of dispersion relations for three limiting case (see 

•■\ppendix C) of plane liquid sheets, cylindrical gas jets and cylindrical liquid jets are 

retrieved from that for annular liquid jets and also presented below.

4 .3 .1  A nnular Liquid Jets

The dimensional variables in Eq.(4.15) are non-dimensionalized as follows:

(a) Length scale is denoted by r/,. which could be one of three choices- half sheet

thickness (rj,* — rY)/'2. inner rY  and outer radius r^" of annular sheet

(b ) Velocity scale is denoted by L’h'- which could be one of three choices- liquid jet

i / ‘ . inner L'a' and outer gas stream velocity tV

(c) Tim e (t) is normalized by [rh/L'h')

(d ) Wave number k =  avh

(e) Reynolds number. Æ =  Uh'Thli'i

(f) Weber number. We =  pei'k’'rh.l(T

(g) s =  Srh =  '̂2 -t- iRt{kUt — u;)

(h ) Wave frequency, ^  =  Çlrh./Uh~
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(i) The geom etric sizes, ajid are normalized by r^. i.e. =  r^ '/ r^ .  r& =  

rb'/rh

(j) Density ratio , p = p^jpt-

Substituting the above non-dimensional variables into Eq. (4.15) and tim es both sides 

of the equation by we have:

is~ fĉ ) — 4k̂ sN-jNq 4

/o(^n
-\-p{ ki  a —

Ii{ka

X i  ( s" -|- At* ) -^2-^4 — 4A'^S_\3_^5 4-

Æ - -  — fh(ki ' (  -  Q]
r„ (4.18)

1

Æ - +  — Re(kU( -  
n

k^r^rb
is- +  P )"A 4  -4A-*A =  0

The am plitude ratios of the initial disturbances. Eqs. 4.16 and 4.17. at the inner 

and outer interfaces become:

or

| ( s ^  - I -  A ' 2 ) ^ A i A 4 —  4 A ^ s A 3A e  4 -  B a |  

4 P  A 3 — (s^ 4- k’̂ YN.^/k

(4.19)

Tb ■|(5  ̂ 4- k̂ ) A 2A 4 — 4 P s  A 3 A s  4- Bb'̂
(4.20)

where

">ik
-  — Fk { kUi -u j )

Vn

'■Sîfeî
‘~>ik

4- - f k i k C i - u j )  
n
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Another dimensionless form of dispersion relation, obtained by re-arranging Eq. (4.18). 

especially for the calculations of absolute instability, are as follows:

( kL ( — uL.') —2 p lo(kra)
A 1A4 hikva) { k U a - ^ ' Ÿ

4 P
# 2 k — s

—2ik(kU( — u." 

A 3A6

2k -
1

A iA 4ra.
1

Ai A4.

X l i k U ,  -
A 2A4 Ki(krb)

4 P
# 2

k — s

-2îk{kU(  

A 3A 5

2 k +
1

A2A4r&

A 2A4.
1

PA ^A iA 2A 4^r.r&
=  0

(4.21)

where s =  + i lk{ki ' (  — uj):

Ai =  Io(kr^)K\(krb)  4- A o ( P a ) / i ( p 6):

A 2  =  I o { k r b ) K i { k r a )  -t- I \ o { k r b ) I i ( k r ^) :

A 3  =  [ / i ( s r a ) A ' i ( s r 6 )  -  / i ( s r & ) A ' i ( s r a ) ] " \

A4 =  [Ii ikra)Ki(krb)  -  /i(P & )A 'i(P a )]" \

A s  =  7 o ( s r i ) A ' i ( s r a )  4- A ' o ( s r 6 ) / i ( s r a ) :

Ae =  /o(-sra)A'i(sr&) 4- Ko{sra)Ii{srb).

The relation for inviscid annular jet can be obtained from Eq. (4.18) with Re —» oc.

(kL £ — u;) A i — p{ki a — loikr a) 11 \{kr a) 4- k{ —- — k^)/We A 4- '

| ( H ' ,  - ^ ) ^ A 2 -  [p (P '6 A o (P 5) /A 'i (P 6) +  t ( - L  -  P )/lV e] A 4- '}  (4.22)

{kUl-Lj)*
P r^rs

=  0

{kUt - u J Ÿ
£» tr .  -  [p(kUa -  t't/W e] A ." '}

(4.23)
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or

_  ______________________(IHe -
k n { { k C ( - ^ - ) ^ A 2 -  +  -  k^)/We]

4.3.2  A sy m p to tic  R ela tion s for L im iting  C ases

The asymptotic relations can be obtained for three limiting cases of plane liquid sheet, 

cylindrical geis jet and cylindrical liquid jet from the dispersion relation for annular 

liquid sheets by applying appropriate limits of the radius and r& of two gas-liquid 

interfaces (see .Appendix C).

(a) P lan e Liquid S h eet— A pproxim ation  o f  Large S h eet Radii

To obtain the dispersion relation for plane viscous liquid sheets in stationary 

gciseous environment from Eq. (4.21). let

Ta —► CC 

f OC

Tf, — Ta = const.

In this case, the half thickness of the liquid sheet, (rf," — ra")/2 . is chosen as the 

reference length scale or r;, =  (r&" — )/2. By applying the asymptotic relations for

the Bessel functions with large arguments.

/o(z) -
irx

Ao(x) -
V Zx

l i ( i )

I\ \{x)

\ Z 2 t t x  

TT
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where x  =  kr^. sr^. kxb and sr&. and approach infinity for finite k and j .  

we have:

Ai =  A ; 

A 4 

A 3

As =  Ae

' I k ^ r ^ n
'Iky/raVb

f - 2t  _  g2k
'Isy/rgrb

g -25 _  g25
g-25 ^  g25

2sy/r^rb
(4.25)

Times Eq. (4.21) by (A iA 2A4^), substituting Eqs. (4.25) into the equation, and 

considering L'a = i  b = 0 as well as

g 2i _|_ g2A- 
_ g - 2t  g2t  

g-25 _|_ g 25

—  +  e ^ 5

—  ^  — 2^  ^ 2 k

4
_/=-25 _l f,25+  e' 

4 -  (c-2* +
(e-2k _ ^ 2 k f

4 -  (e-2* +  e^')^
(e~-^ -  eZ5)2

— e^*)(e"^* — e^*) — 4
( g - 2 5  _j_ e 2 5  j ( g - 2 fc _j_ g 2 t )

=  ^ [tanh(Ar) +  coth(t)]

=  ^ [tanh(s) +  coth(s)]

=  tanh (t) — coth(Ar)

=  tanh(s) — coth(s)

=  ^[tanh(Àr) coth(s) +  coth(&) tanh(s)]

Eq. (4.21) becomes, after decomposition and re-arranging.

{kL'( — v j ) -|-
2 P
iRe

tanh(Ar) -I- tanh(s) + fKj^ -  —  = 0 
ne^ vve

(4.26)
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or

(fcL f — v̂’) +
2k!.2

iRe
4k^s T k^

coth(fc) +  coth(j) 4- pu:' — —  = 0 
/te*̂  vVe

for sinuous and varicose instability mode, respectively.

(4.27)

(b) C ylindrical G as J e t -  L im it o f  Large O uter R adius

-A.n inviscid gas jet submerged in a moving viscous liquid stream can be retrieved by 

considering

Ta =  const.  

rj, —̂ oc

In this case, the inner radius r,* is chosen as the reference length scale, i.e.. = Va'

and Ta =  1. Then by using the asym ptotic relations for the Bessel functions with 

large arguments.

\ / 2 - x

2x

X X

/o(-r) -

K q ( x ) -

h ( ^ )  - 

A'l ( X ) -

where x  =  kri, and sr&. and approach infinity for finite k and s. 

we have:

A 2

A 4

2kri,

h { k ) J 2krb

1 ^
\l 2kr

\/2xkrb
gfcrfc

y/2xErl  

 ̂\ /2xkrb

-1
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A 3

A 5

Ag

Ai A^ 

A2 A 4 

A3A 6 

A3A 5

1 - 1

gSrt,

A'o(t)

- 1
Ap(a)
A'i (5)

- I (4.28)

Multiplying the first factor of the first term in Eq. (4.21) by ( A 1A 4 ). the second 

factor of the first term by (A 2A4) and the second term  by (A 1A 2A 4). Eq. (4.21) will 

be reduced, after applying Eq. (4.28). to:

{ki ( — lj) —
2zAr̂ -12

(4.29)

or

A(A:) Ao(Ar) Æ
4 t[-3

A '
k — s

K q{s ) Ki (k)
+

A:Ao(A;)
k ( l - k ^ ) K \ { k )

We Ko(k)

{ki  f — u,')

=  0 (4.30)
A'i(s) Ao(Ar)

Eq.(4.29) represents the classical Kelvin-Helmholtz instability with the effect of sur

face tension included [38, 58], and is identical to the results for a stationary gas 

medium over a flowing liquid stream [38].

Equation (4.30) is the limiting form for the para-sinuous mode, and represents the 

dispersion relation for a gas jet in a moving liquid medium. Clearly it is related to 

the disturbances at the inner interface. For p =  0 and Re —>■ 00 , Eq.(4.30) becomes

k ( l- k ^ ) A 'i ( k )
( k i ' . - u j y  =

We Koik)
(4.31)
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which is identical to the result first given by Rayleigh [8].

(c) C ylindrica l Liquid J e t -  Lim it o f Sm all Inner R adius

A viscous cylindrical liquid jet can be obtained by allowing

Tq —► 0

rj =  const.

In this case, the reference length scale is chosen to be the outer radius r&". such 

that the dimensionless outer radius r& =  1. The dispersion relation. Eq.(4.21). can 

then be reduced by using the asymptotic relations for the Bessel functions with small 

arguments. However, since the arguments of the Bessel functions in Eq.(4.21) are 

either (fera) or (sTo). the asymptotic relations can only be utilized if both s and fc 

remains finite values when —+ 0. Because s^ = fĉ  +  iRe(fci'i — u,'). this requirement

is satisfied by assuming u,' is finite as the inner radius vanishes. .A.s —» 0. the 

asymptotic relations for Bessel functions to be used are:

A'i(x)

/i(-r)

A'o(z)

fo(j-)

- l n ( x )

1

(4.32)

with X =  fcr„ and sr„.
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By applying the above relations. Eq. (4.32), we have:

A2

A4

Ai A4

A 2A 4

A3

A 5

Ae

A 3A 6

A3A 5

Ki{k)  -  ln{kra)Ii(k)  

+  ^ A o ( t )

h { k )

0

- M i lh(k)

A'i(s) — ln(sra)/i(s) 

0
/q(̂ )
/ l ( * )

(4.33)

M ultiplying the first factor of the first term  in Eq. (4.21) by (rgA iA 4). the second 

factor of the first term  by (A 2A 4 ) and the second term by (r^A i A 2A^). Eq. (4.21 ) will 

be reduced, after applying Eq. (4.32) and Eq. (4.33) as well as noticing [raln(&ra)j 

and [ra In(sr^)] vanish as —*• 0. to:

h ( k ) '
Ki(k)  Io{k) Re 

4 P  r, Io(s) Ii(k)

{ k i \ - u s ) 9 —

Re^ /i(-s) Io{k)
+

Io(k) 
k{ 1 — k~] Ii{k)

or

4 P
Re^

A'i(A:) Io{k) Re 
I{(k) I [{s)Ir{k)

K——— S

1 +

l ie

I[{k)

loik)
=  0 (4.34)

{kCi-us]

+

7o(t) 
p i - P ) A ( t )

We Io{k)
=  0 (4.35)

Io(k) /i(-s) Io{k)^

upon re-arranging Eq. (4.34). which is identical to that by Lin and Kang [11] and 

Sterling [10].
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4.4 Computational Algorithm

The dimensionless forms. Eqs. (4 .IS) and (4.21). of the dispersion relation are solved 

to yield numerical results for annular liquid jet instability. Each form of the dispersion 

relation is a complex equation with the fourth order for wave frequency u,'. Therefore, 

the solution is not unique for a given flow condition. Both u; and k in the equation can 

be complex variables. When u,- is complex but k  real or =  0. the imaginary part 

of a,’ represents tem poral growth rate of disturbances. Hence for temporal instability. 

it is to solve complex wave frequencies from Eq. (4 .IS) for given real wave numbers 

kr with k, = 0. In this C c ise . Eq. (4.IS) is a quartic equation for u,’. and has four roots. 

The two solutions with positive real parts of complex wave frequency represent two 

families of unstable solutions, while the other two solutions with negative real parts 

of complex wave frequency correspond to stable solutions which are not concerned in 

this thesis.

.\s  for absolute instability, both u; and k are complex with u,’, standing for temporal 

wave growth rate and A:, for spatial growth rate. To find the absolute instability, pinch 

points ko on the complex A'-plane with a,’, >  0 are to be sought from the dispersion 

relation. Eq. (4.21). numerically. .A. mesh-searching technique hais been developed for 

this purpose. The details for this technique is presented in .Appendix D.

.Another instability mode th a t a flow system may have is convective instability. 

meaning that disturbances in the system grow only with spatial locations. What 

need be solved from the dispersion relation Eq. (4.18) is complex k for given real 

wave frequency sjJr with =  0. The solution to be considered is the one with 

A', < 0. representing unstable convective wave growth. It is known that the convective 

instability occurs only for those flow conditions under which a;, < 0 for the pinch 

points. Therefore for any flow system , it is usual to find the absolute instability mode
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first and then the convective instability.

Muller's m ethod [59] is used for all modes of instability analysis mentioned above. 

This method requires three initial guesses. The computational iteration is terminated 

when the relative error between the successive solutions is less than a certain pre-set 

tolerance, usually 10“® in this work.

The modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind with complex arguments 

are evaluated by the iterative scheme [60]. It should be noted that the evaluation of 

the Bessel functions with complex argument, especially the modified Bessel function 

of the second kind, involves mzmy difficulties since there is no reliable and accurate 

commercial software package available [61]. Considerable efforts have been devoted 

to improving the com putational accuracy of these Bessel functions.
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C h ap ter 5

R esu lts  and D iscu ssion

The numerical results based on linear instability analysis are presented in this chapter. 

The dimensionless dispersion relation. Eq. (4.IS) or Eq. (4.21). is solved by using 

Muller's method [59]. To begin with, the temporal instability is first studied to 

illustrate in general effects of various parameters on annular liquid sheet instability 

and to understand the fundamental mechanism of the breakup process of annular 

liquid jets. Secondly, the absolute instability is investigated. The critical Weber 

numbers which separate absolute from convective instability are presented for various 

flow conditions. Finally, the convective instability analysis is performed to examine, 

especially, the effects of gas stream velocities.

5.1 Temporal Instability

In this section, the temporal wave growth rates are presented for annular viscous 

liquid jets. The effects of geometric parameters are first discussed by considering the 

stationary surrounding gas. The second part of this section focuses on the effects
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of various flow parameters, such as gas and liquid velocities, liquid viscosity, liquid 

and gcis density and surface tension, on tem poral wave growth rates uj, and dom inant 

wave numbers kr,m-

5.1 .1  E ffects o f  G eom etr ic  P aram eters

The geometric parameters, which play an im portant role in the instability of annular 

liquid sheets or jets, are the inner radius r^. outer radius or half thickness (r& —rg ) /2  

of the annular sheet. When they are assigned different extreme values, as indicated 

in .Appendix C. three limiting cases of plane liquid sheet, cylindrical gas je t and 

cylindriceil liquid jet can be approached geometrically. However, of main concern in 

this instability analysis are if the dispersion relations for these three limiting cases 

Ccin be retrieved from that for annular liquid jets, and if the numerical solutions from 

solving the dispersion relation of annular liquid je ts  can approach those for the three 

cases when various values are cissigned to and and the extrem e conditions are 

approached by and r&.

In the following section, the asym ptotic behavior of the dispersion relation Eq. (4. IS) 

for annular liquid jets, is examined for different extrem e geometric conditions. The 

detailed procedures for retrieving the dispersion relations of the three limiting ceises 

from that for the annular liquid je t are presented in Section 4.3. The numerical so

lutions of these dispersion relations are discussed, and the effects of the geometrical 

param eter on the jet instability are examined.

(a) A p p rox im ation  o f Large S h eet R adii —  P lan e Liquid S h eet

.As shown in Section 4.3. the dispersion relations, Eq. (4.26) and Eq. (4.27), for 

plane liquid sheets are retrieved from tha t for annular liquid jets aa r^’ and rj* ap

proach to infinity with keeping the sheet thickness (rj,* —To”) constant. The equations.
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Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20). for the am plitude ratio of the initial disturbances at the two 

interfaces of the annular liquid sheet becomes either Ca/tb =  1 or Ca/tb =  —1 for the 

plane liquid sheet. The result o{ Ca/tb =  I corresponding to Eq. (4.26) indicates that 

the two interfaces of the liquid sheet are displaced in the same directions, which is 

often referred to as sinuous mode of disturbances. On the o ther hand, the initial 

am plitude ratio, ta/tb  =  — I for the result given in Eq. (4.27). implies that the two in

terfaces are displaced in exactly opposite directions, corresponding to a varicose mode. 

Therefore. Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) represent, respectively, the dispersion relations for 

the sinuous and varicose disturbances for viscous plane liquid sheets moving in a sta

tionary inviscid gas medium, and they are identical to the results given previously by 

Li and Tankin [36]

For annular liquid sheets. Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) indicate th a t the initial d istur

bance am plitude ratio is generally a complex rather than a real value as for the plane 

liquid sheet shown above. This implies that the two interfacial waves differ not only 

in the m agnitude of the initial disturbance amplitudes but also in the phase angle. In 

general, the phase difference between the two surface waves will be neither zero nor

Because a zero phase difference represents the sinuous mode (exactly in pha.se) 

and a phêise difference of % corresponds to the varicose mode (exactly out of phase), 

apparently, the strictly sinuous and varicose mode only exist for plane liquid sheets. 

For the present annular liquid sheets, the two unstable interfacial waves are neither 

sinuous nor varicose. Rather, they will exhibit a phaae difference 6 between them as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1 However, aa the inner and outer radius of the annular sheet 

approach infinity, the above analysis implies that one unstable mode will approach 

to sinuous mode, and the other to varicose mode. .\s  the numerical com putation 

indicates, in general the value of 9 for the former case remains fairly close to zero, 

while for the la tter close to tt. Therefore, the two unstable modes will hereafter be
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referred to as para-sinuous and para-varicose mode.

The numerical results from the dispersion relation. Eq. (4.18). for the annular 

liquid sheets are obtained by using successively large values for the inner and outer 

radius and r& (—» oc) while m aintaining the sheet thickness 2rk constant. The 

results show how a plane liquid sheet is approached, and also reveal the effect of 

the sheet curvature on the instability process. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 present two sets 

of typical unstable solutions, with one set being at a relatively high Weber number 

and the other at a low Weber number. It is clear from Figures 5.I.A. and 5.1C that 

the disturbêuice growth rate decreases for both para-sinuous and para-varicose modes 

as the radii of the annular sheet increase. This indicates that the sheet curvature 

has a destabilizing effect on the sheet breakup process. Figures 5.IB and 5.ID show 

that in general the am plitude of the disturbances at the outer interface is larger than 

its counterpart at the inner interface for the para-varicose mode, while the result 

is just opposite for the para-sinuous mode. When and rj, become large, both 

surface waves tend to have the same magnitude of amplitude, as this is the case 

clearly shown earlier by the analytical approach. Therefore, the curvature effect is 

seen to reduce the relative am plitude of the disturbances at either the inner or outer 

interface, depending on whether it is the paua-varicose or para-sinuous mode. The 

phase difference 9 between the two surface waves is very close to the value of tt for the 

para-varicose mode, and zero for the para-sinuous mode. For example, for the results 

shown in Figures 5.1.4 and 5.IB . 9 a t the maximum growth rate is approximately 

equal to 0.03 degree while 9 has a value of 180.57 degree for the results given in 

Figures 5.1C and 5.ID.

.4t low Weber numbers, the behaviors of the am plitude ratios and the phase 

differences between the two interfacial waves are very similar to those at high Weber 

numbers discussed above. However, eis shown in Figure 5.2A. the growth rate for a
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Figure 5.1: The curvature effects on the disturbance growth ra te  and am plitude  ratio
for .A.. B para-varicose and C. D para-sinuous modes. We =  100. Æ  =  1000, p =
0.001. r / i  =  (r&' — r a " ) / 2  (hence r& =  r ,  2 )  and as shown.
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thin annulax liquid sheet exhibits two peaks for the para-sinuous mode. The peak at 

the smaller wavenumber. which will be referred to as the first peak hereafter, is fairly 

independent of the viscous effects. Whereas the peak at the larger wavenumber. or 

the second peaJc. is fairly insensitive to the curvature effects.

It is seen in the figure that the first pealc is influenced significantly by the sheet 

curvature. Even when the inner and outer radii, normalized by the half sheet thick

ness. reach the order of 10“*. the corresponding growth rates are still considerably 

larger than the values for plane liquid sheets {r^ = = oc). But for the results given

in Figure 5.1. and on the order of 60 are sufficiently large for the present results 

to approach those of plane liquid sheets. This implies th a t the curvature of the annu

lar sheet is an im portant param eter for the sheet instability process, and the critical 

sheet radius beyond which the curvature effect can be neglected depends strongly on 

the flow conditions. The significant enhancement of the instability process by the 

sheet curvature may explain why in practice annular or conical liquid sheets have 

much smaller breakup lengths than the corresponding plane liquid sheets.

.Although liquid viscosity has little  effect on the first peak as shown in the figure, 

the second peak increases considerably with the Reynolds number, indicating viscous 

eflfects promote instability. In fact, the second peak even becomes larger than the 

first peak at Re = 0.1 for =  10“* and oo. implying that in reality it dominates 

the instability process under these conditions. These instability characteristics are 

very similar to plane liquid sheets at low Reynolds numbers examined by Li and 

Tankin [36]. Similarly, it can also be shown that the first peak here is due to the 

aerodynamic interactions between the liquid and gas phases, while the second peak 

is primarily promoted by viscous effects. The viscous promotion of the instability is 

achieved by the resonant effects due to interfacial pressure fluctuations, which result 

from a frequency shift and a phase shift between the gas and liquid phase pressures
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induced by the liquid viscosity [36]. From these points of view, the first peak may be 

called aerodynamic instability while the second peak viscosity-enhanced instability. 

However, it should be pointed out that even for the second peak, an examination 

of disturbance energy [38] reveals that liquid viscosity still dissipates disturbance 

kinetic energ}'. while interfacial pressure fluctuations provide the energ}' source for 

the growth of disturbances. This cleeirly illustrates the dueil role the viscosity plays in 

the instability process. O ther examples of dual effects of viscosity have been discussed 

in [36].

.A.S a comparison, the corresponding results for the para-varicose mode are given 

in Figure 5.2B. The growth rate curves for =  2 x lOP. 4 x 10 .̂ lO"* and oc coincide 

with one another, and hence is not discernible. Clearly at these large sheet radii, the 

results axe identical to plane liquid sheets. Further, it is seen that the growth rate 

increases with the Reynolds number, indicating that the viscous effect reduces the 

instability of the para-varicose mode.

(b) L im its o f Large O uter Radius —  Gas Jet in a Liquid M ed iu m

The equations. Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.30). obtained from the dispersion relation for 

annular liquid sheets by allowing the outer radius r;, of the annular sheet to approach 

to infinity while keeping the inner radius Va constant in Section 4.3. are the ones 

for inviscid gas jets exposed to moving viscous liquid streams. It can be shown that 

corresponding to Eq. (4.29). the am plitude ratio ta/tb goes to zero from the negative 

side, indicating this solution is approached from the present para-varicose mode as 

rb —t- oc. For sufficiently large r&. it is seen that this mode is associated with the 

outer interface, which becomes a plane surface separating two homogeneous fluids 

as Tj, —> oo. Therefore, the instability associated with the outer interface is due to 

the velocity discontinuity across the interface, and Eq. (4.29) represents the classical 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability with the effect of surface tension included [38, 58], and
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is identical to the results for a stationary gas medium over a flowing liquid stream 

[38] if Ua in the equation is set 0.

Equation (4.30) is the limiting form for the para-sinuous mode, and represents the 

dispersion relation for a quiescent gas column in a moving liquid m edium . Clearly 

it is related to the disturbances at the inner interface. For p = 0 and Re —+ oc. 

Eq. (4.30) becomes

which is identical to the result first given by Rayleigh [S] for this case. It is seen that 

the unstable wavenumber range is d ictated by A: < 1 or the dimensional wavenumber 

becomes a < 1/ra". and the growth rate becomes Q ~  1/rc". Therefore, both the 

dimensional unstable wavenumber range and growth rate can be very large as the 

inner radius is reduced. The source of this instability is due to the surface tension 

effects [Sj.

The above two unstable solutions for —*• oc can also be retrieved numerically as

shown in Figure 5.3. For the para-varicose mode given in Figures 5.3.A and 5.3B. it 

is seen that the growth rate gradually increeises to the value for the classical Kelvin- 

Helmholtz instability at ri, % 100. and the disturbance amplitude at the inner interface 

vanishes for —+ oc. Therefore, the two interfacial waves become independent of each 

other. For the para-sinuous mode (Figures 5.3C and 5.3D), the growth rate reduces 

as T{, increases, and approaches to the results for a gas column in a moving liquid 

medium at 10. and the disturbance am plitude at the outer interface gradually

goes to zero, another way of showing decoupling of the two interfacial waves. Hence, 

disturbances at one interface have little  influence to the instability development on 

another interface when r& is sufficiently large.

(c) L im its o f Sm all Inner R adius—  R ound  Liquid J e t
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The equation. Eq. (4.34). obtained from the dispersion relation for annular liquid 

sheets by allowing the inner radius of the annular sheet approaches to zero when 

keeping the outer radius r& constant in Section 4.3. represents the dispersion relation 

for a cylindricaJ viscous liquid jet exposed to an inviscid gas stream , which is identical 

to the dispersion relation for a viscous round liquid jet in an inviscid quiescent gas 

medium [11. 54] if U>, =  0 in the equation. The amplitude ratio approaches zero 

from the negative side, indicating that the above equation is approached from the 

para-varicose mode of the annular liquid sheet. Hence it becomes clear that the para- 

varicose mode is associated with the outer interface at sufficiently small inner radius

Ta.

On the other hand, if s and k (i.e.. the unstable wavenumber range) are not finite 

as Ta —f 0. the asymptotic relation for the Bessel functions cannot be applied. In fact, 

the second unstable solution, which is the para-sinuous mode in this case, is associated 

with the inner interface as —+ 0. Because the surface tension term , cr/ra', becomes 

dominant for sufficiently small inner radius and the surface tension force promotes 

capillary instability, both the unstable range and the growth rate for the para-sinuous 

mode will be very large and in fact, approach to infinity as vanishes. Physically, as 

Ta —*• 0 . the influence of the outer interface will diminish and two surface waves will 

be eventually decoupled. Then the instability associated with the inner interface will 

represent an inviscid gas column in a moving liquid medium, a ceise analyzed in the 

previous section. Mathematically, it can be shown that the dispersion relation for this 

mode is reduced to Eq. (4.30) by choosing the inner radius as the reference length 

scale, and m aintaining the resulting dimensionless growth rate and wavenumber finite 

as To —+ 0 .

These behaviors of the two unstable solutions can be also seen from the numeri

cal results shown in Figure 5.4. Figures 5.4.A. and 5.4B present the results from the
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dispersion relation. Eq. (4.18). for the para-varicose mode. It is clearly seen that the 

growth rate approaches nicely to the results for round liquid jets, and the correspond

ing disturbance am plitude at the inner interface decreases gradually to the value of 

zero, as expected, when —+ 0. However, for the para-sinuous mode as given in 

Figures 5.4C and 5.4D. the growth rate decreases first, then it keeps on increasing 

along with the unstable wavenumber range as the inner radius is reduced. Fur

ther. the growth rates for the para-sinuous mode is generally much larger than the 

corresponding values for the para-varicose mode. Hence the para-sinuous mode will 

dom inate and be observed in reality. Then it seems th a t the present annular sheet 

results could not be continuously reduced, in practice, to round liquid jet results since 

the latter is the limit of the present para-varicose mode as discussed earlier.

The explanation may lie in the fact that the disturbance am plitude at the inner 

interface, as shown in Figure 5.4D. becomes very large (—*■ oc) for the para-sinuous 

mode as Tg —» 0. Hence at sufficiently small inner radius, the inner wave amplitude 

may become so large that the inner interface at the wave troughs may reach the 

centerline of the annular sheet, thus forming the enclosed gaa bubbles periodically 

along the annular jet. .\s  the inner radius vanishes, the size of the gas bubbles 

reduces to zero, hence retrieving the round liquid jet. This scenario of recovering the 

round liquid jet from the annular liquid sheet has been ailuded to  by the previous 

experimental observations [20], but is discussed explicitly here for the first time from 

a theoretical point of view. The formation and separation of the gas bubbles from 

the annular liquid sheet have been the subject of extensive previous investigation 

[18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 28. 31. 30].

The results presented above make it possible to identify and classify the eigenval

ues of the flow system, and to gain some insight into the physical nature of the jet 

instability. For annular liquid sheets, unstable interfacial waves a t the two liquid-gas
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interfaces are neither sinuous (exactly in phase) nor varicose (exactly out of phase) 35 

for plane liquid sheets. In Fact, there exists a phase difference 6 of certain numerical 

value between two interfacial waves. .According to the 0 values from the dispersion re

lation. the corresponding two sets of solutions obtained cure term as para-sinuous and 

para-varicose ones depending on whether the 9 value is close to 0 or t t .  The results 

shown above also serve as a partial check on the dispersion relations derived in this 

study, and help guiding initial guesses in the numerical solutions of the dispersion 

relations.

5.1 .2  E ffects o f F low  P aram eters

The flow param eters affecting the instability of annular liquid jets are mainly the liq

uid and gas velocities and densities, liquid viscosity, and surface tension. To illustrate 

the effects of these flow parameters, the numerical solutions of the dispersion relation. 

Eq. (4.18). are presented in two parts. In the first part, the dependence of the tem 

poral wave growth rate u,’, on various flow param eters are presented. In the second 

part, the dominant wave number kr,m is examined under various flow conditions.

(a) E ffec ts  o f  Flow  P a ra m e te rs  o n  T e m p o ra l W ave G ro w th  R a te s

To show th e  effects o f  liqu id  a n d  gas v e lo c itie s  on the instability of annular 

liquid jets, the dispersion relation. Eq. (4.18). is solved for temporal modes of unstable 

wave growth rate at a fixed nozzle geometry of r ,  =  40.12 and Vf, = 42.12 for various 

inner i'a and /o r outer gas-to-liquid velocity ratio Ub- The flow conditions and nozzle 

sizes used here correspond mostly to those used in the experiments to be presented 

later. The numerical results are presented in Figures 5.5 to 5.8.

Figure 5.5 shows the unstable wave growth rate w, for different velocities of the 

inner gas stream  Ua with stationary outer gas medium {Ub = 0). It is seen from
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Figure 5.5A that the growth rate for para-sinuous disturbances decreases along with 

the dominant wave number as the inner gas velocity increases from 0 to 1. or the 

velocity difference {Ni'a =  a — 1|) between the gas and liquid phases at the inner 

interface decreases from 1 to 0. Further increase in the inner gas velocity Ua up to 2 

causes the growth rate u,v to increase since the velocity difference NL'a increases from 

0 to I. The unstable wavenumber range does not change significantly for 0 < Ua < 2. 

When Ua is larger than 2. u-v increeises considerably while the dominant wave number 

increases relatively slowly. Clearly the velocity difference across the interface enhances 

the jet instability and extends the unstable wave regime to higher wave numbers. 

However, it is seen that the growth rate at a higher gas velocity (e.g., Ua =  1.7) is 

larger than that at a lower one (e.g.. i'a = 0.3). even though the velocity difference 

across each interface is the same. Hence, it indicates that not only the velocity 

difference across each interface but also the absolute gas and liquid velocity themselves 

affect the breakup processes of annular liquid jets. Calculations of disturbance energy, 

similar to that of Li [38] and Lin and Creighton [.54]. implies that a shift in the 

disturbance frequency and phase angle of gas pressure fluctuations [36] is responsible 

for this behavior.

.\s for the para-varicose mode (Figure 5.5B). the growth rate u;, also increases 

with the velocity difference A t a. but approaches a certain limit. This indicates that 

when the gais velocity is suflaciently large, further increase in the gas velocity has 

little effect on the growth rate of the para-varicose mode. This is because the para- 

varicose mode, as shown by Li [38] for plane liquid sheets, is always related primarily 

with the smaller of the two velocity differences across the two interfaces, whereais the 

para-sinuous mode is always aissociated with the larger velocity difference across the 

interfaces. It is also seen from Figure 5.5 that the unstable wave growth rate for 

the para-sinuous mode is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than that for
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the corresponding para-varicose mode, indicating that in practice, the para-sinuous 

unstable waves will outgrow para-varicose ones and predominate the je t breakup 

processes. However, it is known that the para-varicose mode becomes more important 

as the gcis-to-liquid density ratio p increases. .A.s Rangel and Sirignano [62] show for a 

plane liquid sheet, the growth rates for both modes become comparable a t /) =  0.25. 

and the para-varicose mode becomes dominant at /) =  1. For the present problem, the 

para-sinuous mode héis much larger growth rate than the corresponding para-varicose 

mode for the density ratio up to about 0 .1. which corresponds to the conditions in 

rocket engines and is probably the highest density ratio th a t may be encountered 

in practical applications. Therefore, only para- sinuous solutions will hereafter be 

presented.

When the inner gaa stream is stationary (L j =  0), but the outer gas velocity Ub 

is varied, the wave growth rate u;, exhibits the same trends as discussed above. The 

comparison of these two sets of para-sinuous growth rates are shown in Figure 5.6 at
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low and high gas velocities, respectively. ,\t low gaa velocities ( f a  <  2 or Ub <  2 ). 

it is seen from Figure 5.6A that the growth rate a.’,, shown by the dashed curves for 

Ua =  0 . is larger than that given by the solid curves for Ub = 0 for a comparable gas 

velocity on the other side of the liquid jet. For either Ua >  2 or Ub > 2 and the gcis 

on the other side of the liquid jet stationary. Figure 5.6B shows th a t a.-, for Ub =  0 is 

larger than that for i'a =  0. From both Figures 5.6.A and B. it is seen that the larger 

wave growth rate always occurs when the velocity difference across the inner surface 

(A f a =  |f a — 1 |) is larger than that across the outer interface ( A f  & =  |f'(, — 1|). This 

implies that to promote jet instability, a gas stream  applied to  the outer interface is 

more effective than to the inner surface when the gas velocity is less than twice the 

liquid velocity, while the gas stream with a velocity higher than  twice the liquid 

velocity should be exposed to the inner interface. This m ay explain why the air 

stream  in practical air-assisted atomization is sometimes supplied inside of the liquid 

jet. and sometimes outside of the jet. It is also interesting to  see from Figure 5.6B 

that the tailing portion of the growth rate curve at higher wave numbers increases 

with the gas velocity, and exceeds the leading portion at lower wave numbers when 

the gas velocity is approximately higher than 6 . This indicates tha t the dominant 

wave length may not decrease smoothly with the gas velocity, rather may have a 

sudden decreaise under certain flow conditions, e.g.. at the inner gas velocity Ua of 

about 6 for the present case. Therefore, the corresponding drop size may suddenly 

decrease significantly as the gas velocity is gradually increased.

To examine the effect of co-flowing gas stream  on the je t breakup process, the 

para-sinuous wave growth rate is shown in Figure 5.7. for various gas velocities on 

both sides of the liquid jet. For comparison, the growth ra te  due to a single gas 

stream  on the inner side of the sheet is also shown in Figure 5.7. It is obvious from 

Figure 5.7.A th a t the co-flowing gas stream increases the wave grow th rate significantly
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Figure 5.6: Wave growth rate of the para-sinuous mode for different velocities of gas 
stream  on either inner or outer side of the jet. = 40.12. Æ  =  4112. We = 19.25 
and p =  0.00129. A: low and B: high gas velocity.

as compared with a single gas stream. It especially shifts the dominant wave to  shorter 

wave lengths. This indicates that using co-flowing air in air-assisted atom ization is 

beneficial for the improvement of the atomization performance compared with a single 

air stream  when the air velocity is at leeist three or four times larger than the liquid 

velocity (Figure 5.7A). When the dimensionless gas velocity is lower than 2. as shown 

in Figure 5.7B. the co-flowing gas stream  has little effect on the wave growth rate. 

Hence, it is less a ttractive for practical applications at low gas velocities.

Shown in Figure 5.8 is the wave growth rate with the same velocity jum p across 

each interface but distinct velocity difference (Ud =  i'a — Ub) between two gas streams 

for each pair of curves. It is seen that the growth rates for each peiir of curves are 

aJmost the same, indicating that it is the velocity discontinuity across each interface 

th a t mainly determines the growth rate. The small difference shown is due to the 

different outer gas velocities {Ub = 0 for solid curves and Ub =  2 for dashed curves), 

implying also th a t the breakup of the ajinulax liquid jet depends on not only the
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velocity difference across each interface but also the absolute velocity of each liquid 

and gas stream. However, it should be pointed out that the effect of absolute velocity 

is relatively small and at best secondary compared to that of velocity differences 

across the interfaces.
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Figure 5.7: Wave growth rate of the para-sinuous mode for different velocities of gas 
stream s on one side and both sides of the jet. = 40.12. Be =  4112. We = 19.25 and 
p =  0.00129. high and B: low gcis velocity.

The para-sinuous wave growth rates shown in Figures 5.9. 5.10. and 5.11 illustrate 

the effects of gas-to-liquid density ratio, liquid viscosity and surface tension on the 

breakup process of an annular viscous liquid jet with fi.xed je t radii (r^ =  40.12 and 

Vfy =  42.12).

Figure 5.9 shows the growth rate at Re =  1000. We =  1000. and different d en sity  

ra t io s  p of gas-to-liquid with (5.9.\) and without velocity discontinuity across the gas- 

liquid interfaces (5.9B). It is clear that the growth rate, the limiting and dominant 

wavenumber all increase with the density ratio as shown in Figure 5.9.Â . This indicates 

tha t the presence of the surrounding gas promotes the sheet disintegration process 

when there is a velocity difference at any interface. A large density ratio (i.e.. low
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liquid or high gas density) is always beneficial to the breakup of annular sheets. These 

results are consistent with the earlier studies on a cylindrical liquid je t [63] and plane 

liquid sheets [36. 38]. W ithout velocity discontinuity at the gas-liquid interfaces 

(Figure 5.9B) increasing liquid density or decreasing gas density promotes the Jet 

breakup process, an effect opposite to the result with the velocity discontinuity éis 

shown in Figure 5.9.Â . This implies that the presence of a gas medium would suppress 

the jet instability for the special caise of Ua — L \ =  1.

To examine the v iscous effec ts  o f liq u id , the para-sinuous wave growth rate at 

various Reynolds number is presented in Figure 5.10 for We =  500 and p =  0.001. 

The inviscid solution is obtained from Eq. (4.22). It is seen from Figure 5.10 that 

the growth rates increaise with the Reynolds number, similar to that with a velocity 

difference across the gas-liquid interface [47]. This implies th a t liquid viscosity has a 

stabilizing effect at high Weber numbers. However, for a th in  annular sheet at low 

Weber numbers as shown in Figure 5.2, liquid viscosity may induce additional mode 

of instability, ajid may even become dominant under certain conditions. For most
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of practical applications where the Weber number is usually large, liquid viscosity 

reduces the degree of sheet instability.

S u rfac e  te n s io n  effect is examined by observing the para-sinuous growth rates 

shown in Figure 5.11 at different Weber numbers. It is found that the surface tension 

has a destabilizing effect when there is no velocity difference between the liquid and 

gas phases (Figure 5.11.\). This means that without aerodynamic interaction, the 

capillary force is the only source of the jet instability, consistent with the observation 

for a cylindrical liquid column by Rayleigh [6]. However, it is observed that with 

a velocity difference across any interface, surface tension is the source of instability 

only at low Weber numbers (Figure 5.1 IB). .A.t high Weber numbers, the source of 

the jet instability is the aerodynamic interaction between the liquid and gas phases. 

This is because, as for Rayleigh instability [6]. surface tension has a destabilizing 

effect only for long wavelength disturbances. .A.s Weber number increases, the unsta

ble disturbances move into short wavelength range where the surface tension heis a
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stabilizing effect. This indicates that in atomization processes which usuadly occur at 

high Weber numbers, the onset of atomization is primarily due to the aerodynamic 

interaction that leads to the pressure fluctuation, which in turn causes the resonant 

oscillation of capillary waves at the liquid-gas interfaces [11].

(b) E ffects o f  F low  P aram eters on D om inant W avenum ber

The dominant wave number kr,m- for which the growth rate is a maximum, is 

im portant for practical applications, because it gives an indication of the ligament 

breakup length, and in the absence of secondary atom ization, a direct link to the 

drop size of the resulting sprays. Therefore, the effects on kr,m of various gas-to- 

liquid velocity ratios and density ratios. Weber numbers and Reynolds numbers have 

been investigated. The dependence of kr,m. on various flow parameters can also be 

seen partly from Figures 5.5 to 5.11. For example, the dom inant wave number in 

Figure 5.6 decreases slowly for Ua < 1 (or Ub < 1), and then increases quickly for 

Ua >  1 (or f/i, > 1) with Ua (or Ub)- .A.ppaxently, the surrounding gas streams with 

high velocities can improve the atomization performance in the sense of reducing
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the droplet sizes. There is no significant changes with the dom inant wave number 

between the case of the gas stream  inside of the liquid jet and th a t of the gas outside 

of the jet under the conditions considered, unlike wave growth rate. The co-flowing 

gaa streams increase the dominant wave number significantly when the gas-to-liquid 

velocity ratio is higher than 2 (see Figure 5.7).

Further results concerning the dominant wave number are presented in Figure 5.12. 

The dominant wave number kr,m is plotted with the inner gas stream  velocity Ua for 

three different density ratios p in Figure 5.T2.A. It is seen that at a constant density 

ratio kr,m decreases slightly first for i ’a < 1, and then increases with Ua for Ua > 1. 

Clearly, a minimum dominant wave number occurs at about Ua =  1, showing that the 

droplet size may have a maximum if the gas velocity is the same as the jet velocity. 

When Ua > 1, the dominant wave number increases smoothly with the gcis velocity 

until a sudden increase in tr.m at a fixed Ua. e.g., Ua % 6 for p = 0.00129, is reached. 

Beyond this point, the dominant wave number increases sharply with Ua- The double
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value of kr.TTi at certain L\ and p suggests that broader distribution of droplet sizes 

in a spray may occur a t a practical condition. It can also be seen from Figure 5.12A 

that the dominant wave number kr.-m. always increases as the gas-to-liquid density 

ratio p increases, and the occurrence of the double-value kr,m depends not only on 

the gas velocity but also the density ratio, as shown earlier in Figures 5.6B and 5.9B. 

Therefore, it is the inertia  of the gas stream  that mainly affects the uniformity of 

droplet sizes in sprays.
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Figure 5.12: Dominant wave number for the para-sinuous mode with =  40.12 and
Uf, = 0. (a) Re =  4112. We = 19.25 and (b) p =  0.001. L \ =  2.

Different from the effect of the gas inertia on the dom inant wave num ber Azr.m- 

Weber number We and Reynolds number Re exhibit monotonie variation influence 

on the dominant wave number, .^s shown in Figure 5.12B. fcr.m increases with We 

for a constant Re. and increases also with Re a.t a fixed We. This indicates th a t both 

surface tension and liquid viscosity may reduce the dom inant wave num ber. That is 

the wavelength linked to  the droplet size in liquid jet atom ization may be increased, 

showing that to improve liquid atomization performance, less viscous liquid and small
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surface tension fluid should be utilized in practice.

5.2 Absolute Instability

•Absolute instability is presented in this section for an annular viscous liquid jet with 

its inner and outer sides exposed to inviscid gcis streams of unequal velocities. The 

dispersion relation is solved by using Muller’s method. .An efficient mesh-searching 

method is used to find absolute instabilities for both para-varicose and para-sinuous 

modes of instability (See Appendix D for details about the method). The critical 

Weber numbers, which separate the region of convective from absolute instability, 

are presented under various flow conditions. The effects of various flow parameters 

are examined, especially the effects of the inner gas velocity on the je t instability. 

A liquid jet is of absolute instability if disturbances grow in the flow system not 

only through spatial locations but also with time. In another words, the imaginary 

part fc, of complex wave num ber k must be negative and the imaginary part u;, of 

corresponding complex wave frequency lj positive. .As the temporal growth rate u;, 

varies from a positive to negative value with the Weber number increased and all the 

other flow param eters fixed, the instability mode of the jet will change from absolute 

to convective. The Weber num ber at which =  0 is then a boundary separating 

absolute from convective instability, and therefore defined cis critical W eber number 

M-'cc. It is found that under certain flow conditions, finite critical W eber numbers 

exist for both para-sinuous and -varicose modes for annular liquid jets. Unlike plane 

liquid sheets, there is no absolute instability [Wtc =  0 ) at aJl for para- varicose mode 

137],

The critical Weber numbers shown in Figure 5.13 are obtained under various flow 

conditions for para-varicose mode. Figure 5.13.A illustrates the dependence of the
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critical \A/eber number Wê . on the dimensionless inner radius of the annular je t. 

To dem onstrate how Wcc for a cylindrical liquid jet is approached as the inner radius 

Ta* vanishes by keeping the outer radius r&" constant. r&" is selected as the reference 

length scale and the liquid velocity U(' is used as the reference velocity scaJe. W hen 

the Weber number of the system is larger than the critical Weber number the 

jet is of convective instability while when it is smaller than the jet is absolutely 

unstable. The critical Weber number We<- shows complex variation as decreaises 

with the Reynolds numbers Re. fixed. However as approaches zero, the critical 

Weber num ber for a cylindrical liquid jet is obtained [53]. The increase in Wcc with 

Re implies that the liquid viscosity reduces the region of absolute instability and hence 

enlarges the region of convective instability.
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Figure 5.13: Critical Weber number with various flow parameters for para-varicose 
mode, i ’e =  I and Ui, =  0. (a) =  1. La =  0 and p =  0.001: (b) r ,  =  40 (r*, =  rg -t-2)
and Re =  100.

Figure 5.13B presents the dependence of the critical Weber number Wèc on the 

inner gas velocity L a for three fixed density ratios p. The reference length and velocity 

scale in this case are chosen ais the half jet thickness (r&' —ra")/2 and the liquid velocity 

Ut" respectively. As shown in Figure 5.13B. Wcc increases with the inner gas velocity 

Ua, reaches a maximum and then decreases monotonicaily for sufficiently large Ua~
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The critical Weber numbers Wtc are finite even at L'a =  0. different from that for 

para-sinuous mode to be discussed below. It is also seen that the curves of Wtc is 

almost symmetric about i \  = 1. This implies th a t the relative velocity between 

liquid and gas determines the absolute instability for para-varicose mode at different 

density ratios, although the geis inertial force seems to have very complicated effects 

on the absolute instability.

For the para-sinuous mode of annular liquid je t instability, the critical Weber 

numbers H'e^ are shown in Figure 5.14 for various flow parameters and fixed jet di

mensions. The half jet thickness and liquid velocity L'U are chosen as the reference 

length and velocity scale for this result. It is seen from Figure 5.14.-\ that the crit

ical Weber number increases with the Reynolds number Æ for fixed inner gas 

velocities Ua- The result indicates that the liquid viscosity has stabilizing effect on 

the absolute instability of para-sinuous mode as for para-varicose mode for annular 

liquid jets and cylindrical liquid jets [57].

The effects of the inner gas velocity L'a on the critical Weber number iVcc can be 

clearly seen from Figure 5.14B. For fixed three constant density ratios p and the other 

parameters. Wtc approaches infinity at both L'a = 0 and L'a =  2. On the other hand, 

as L'a increases, but well within the range of 0 < L'a < 2. the jet can be of either 

absolute or convective instability. The Wtc curves are not exactly symmetric about 

L'a =  1. indicating that it is absolute velocity of. rather than relative velocity between, 

liquid and gas flow that determines the absolute instability of the jet. The effects 

of gas-to-liquid density ratio p can also be seen from Figure 5.14B. For 0 < L a < 

the critical Weber number Wtc decreases as p increases while for Ua < 2 but close 

to 2 p presents a tendency to increase Wtc- This dual-effect of p. or opposing and 

promoting absolute instability of annular liquid jets, is similar to that for cylindrical 

liquid jets [57].
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Figure -5.14: Critical W eber number with various flow param eters for para-sinuous 
mode, = 40 (rj =  -1- 2). Ue =  1 and U>, = 0. (a) p =  0.001: (b) Re — 1000.

Comparison between Figure .5.13 and Figure 5.14 shows that the  critical Weber 

number for para-sinuous mode is one or two orders of m agnitude larger than that 

for para-varicose mode. This means that under one condition, e.g., Ua = 0. We =  1 

and the same other param eters as in Figure 5.14B. the para-varicose solution predicts 

convective instability for the  jet while the jet is of absolute instability for para-sinuous 

mode. .Apparently in this case, it is the para-sinuous mode or absolute instability that 

dominates the jet breakup process rather than the para-varicose m ode or convective 

instability when the W eber number is smaller than the critical W eber number for 

para-sinuous mode.

5.3 Convective Instability

.An annular liquid jet is of convective instability when the Weber num ber of the system 

is larger than the critical W eber number. A typical exam ple for the convective growth 

rates ki are shown in Figure 5.15. illustrating the effects of the inner gas velocities Ua 

based on both para-sinuous and para-varicose solutions. It is seen from  Figure 5.15A
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th a t kt for para-sinuous mode possesses a minimum a t f ^ ,  =  l o r  w ithout a velocity 

difference between the liquid and inner gais stream, and increases generally as the 

velocity difference increases. However, the growth rates k̂  are different even for the 

same velocity difference, e.g. Ua =  0.5 and 1.5 as well as Ua =  0.3 and 1.7. This 

implies that not only the velocity difference but also the absolute velocity controls 

the convective instability for the para-sinuous mode. For the para-varicose mode as 

in Figure 3b, however, it is the velocity difference rather than the absolute velocity 

th a t determines the convective instability. The aerodynamic interaction between the 

liquid and gas basically enhances the jet breakup process for both modes. The results 

from Figures 5.15.A and B also indicate that k̂  for para-sinuous mode is at least one 

order of m agnitude larger than that for para-varicose mode, showing th a t the para- 

sinuous mode outgrows the para-varicose one for convective instability, just as for
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Figure 5.15: Convective wave growth rate at different velocities of the inner gas 
stream , =  40 (r;, =  -t- 2). Ue =  1. Ui, =  0. Æ =  1000. W e = 100 and p = 0.001.
(a) para-sinuous mode: (b) para-varicose mode.
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5.4 Summary

The linear instability analyses have been carried out for an annular viscous liquid 

jet exposed to both inner and outer gas stream s of unequal velocities. Numerical 

results from solving the dispersion relations by Muller's m ethod were presented for 

various flow conditions. The effects of the geometrical and various flow parameters 

were examined based on temporal, absolute and convective instability analyses.

The temporal instability analysis shows th a t there exist two independent unstable 

modes, para-sinuous and para-varicose, for the annular je t instability. The para- 

sinuous mode of interfacial waves outgrows the para-varicose one at relatively low 

gas-liquid density ratios and large Weber numbers. For the  practical im portance of 

large Weber numbers such as related to liquid atomization, the para-sinuous mode 

is always predominant. The curvature effects in general increase disturbance growth 

rate, and may not be neglected for the breakup process of an annular or conical 

liquid sheet. .-\n annular jet with a sufficiently small thickness tends to break up 

much fcLSter than the corresponding plane liquid sheet, in accordance with existing 

experimental observations. It is seen that not only the velocity difference across each 

gas-liquid interface but also the absolute velocity of each fluid phase is important 

for jet instability, although the effect of absolute velocity is secondary compared to 

that of relative velocity. Co-flowing gas at high velocities is found to significantly 

improve atomization performance while a low velocity co-flowing gas stream  has little 

effect on jet instability when compared with the case where a gas stream of the same 

velocity is applied only on one side of the liquid jet. A high velocity gas inside of the 

annular liquid jet promotes the jet breakup processes more than gas outside of the 

jet with equivalent velocity. When there is a velocity difference across éiny of two gas- 

liquid interfaces, the presence of ambient gas medium always enhances the annular jet 

instability. The liquid viscosity has a stabilizing effect at high Weber numbers, while
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at low Weber numbers it enhances the instability for para-sinuous disturbances under 

certain conditions. It is found that there exists a critical limit for Weber num ber, 

below which the surface tension is the source of instability. Whereas above it. the jet 

instability is suppressed by surface tension effect, and is promoted by the aerodynamic 

interaction between the liquid and gas phase. On the other hand, when there is no 

velocity difference across any of two gas-liquid interfaces or equal liquid and gtis 

velocities, liquid and gas density as well as surface tension exhibit effects completely 

opposite to those with velocity discontinuity across interfaces. However, the viscous 

damping effect on jet instability always exists for the cases with and without the 

velocity differences at high Weber numbers. In practical twin-fluid atomization, where 

there always exists a velocity difference between liquid and gas . the atomization 

performance is therefore enhanced by an increase in the liquid inertia, density ratio 

and relatively large gas velocity, and hindered by the effect of surface tension and 

liquid viscosity.

A mesh-searching technique has been developed in this thesis to determine the ab

solute mode of instability. The critical Weber numbers are obtained under different 

flow conditions. It is found that the annular liquid je t has absolute instability when 

the Weber number for the flow system is smaller than the critical Weber num ber 

while it is of convective instability if the system Weber number is larger than the 

critical Weber number. The instability analyses indicate that both absolute and con

vective instability exist for para-sinuous and para-varicose modes under certain flow 

conditions. For para-sinuous mode, the annular liquid jet with an inner gas moving 

at relatively small velocity could have convective or absolute instability depending on 

specific flow conditions. However, the je t is of only absolute instability if the inner 

gas is either stationary or moves at sufficiently large velocity. Para-sinuous unstable 

waves outgrow para-varicose ones, and hence dom inate the jet instability according
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to both absolute and convective instability analysis. The liquid viscosity has a simple 

stabilizing effect on the je t instability while the gas inertied force shows fairly com

plex influence on the absolute instability of the jet. The convective growth rates for 

various inner gas velocities indicate that not only the velocity difference between, but 

also the absolute velocity of the liquid and gas. determ ines the jet breakup process.
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C hapter 6

In trod u ction

Sprays have been used in a wide range of practical applications. There are. for 

example, combustion sprays in the combustors of gas turbine aircraft engines, and 

non-combustion sprays for drying, food processing as well as painting and coating. 

Due to the increasing demand on not only combustion but also non-combustion sprays 

of high quality in diversity of practical applications, the design, testing and analy

sis of sprays have reached the highest levels in the overall field of spray science and 

technology. Large amounts of experiments are necessary to provide desired spray 

characteristics for different usage. For each specific design of an atomizer, the man

ufacturers conduct on-site testing of individual nozzles by measuring detailed spray 

characteristics such as spray angles, shape, penetration, size, velocity, number density 

and liquid flux distributions under different liquid and gas flow rates. The measured 

data are then analyzed, compared and used to modify the atom izer design. There are 

various means to take these measurements, which are developed with one having dif

ferent emphases from the others. The most versatile and reliable one in recent years 

is Phase Doppler Particle AnaJyzer (PDPA) based on laser light scattering interfer- 

ometry, although Laser Diffraction Particle Analyzers still plays am im portant role in
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spray measurements. The two-component PDP.A makes simultaneous measurements 

of size and velocity of individual droplets possible. The technique is similar to conven

tional dual-beam Lciser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) except that four photo-detectors 

are located in separate places of the receiving optics «issembly. Coupled with pho

tographic and imaging techniques, quantitative and qualitative information can be 

obtained for the liquid je t breakup process or early stage of spray formation.

6.1 Basic Concepts

.A. liquid jet can be formed by injecting liquid through a nozzle into a surrounding 

géiseous environment. Regardless of its geometric shape, it always breaks up imme

diately at the nozzle exit or some distance downstream from the nozzle due to its 

inherent instability. How fast it collapses depends on what instability mode distur

bance waves at the gas-liquid interface!s) have and how fast the disturbances grow. 

If the jet is of convective instability, the disturbances will grow downstream through 

space until the disturbance am plitude is large enough to cause necking of the liquid 

je t. In this case, bubbles may be formed after the je t is pinched-ofF if there exists 

a gas core inside of the liquid as in an annular liquid sheet. The length from the 

nozzle exit to the point of pinching-off is defined as b re a k u p  le n g th . The length 

in axial direction of the fiow between two adjacent peak or valley of the disturbance 

wave is known as w ave le n g th , and the corresponding radial change of the interface 

off the jet equilibrium position is related to wave g ro w th  ra te . Usually bubble 

diameter, jet breakup length, disturbance wave length and growth rate are the  main 

parameters considered to characterize je t breakup processes. The sta te  that there is 

wave-type of disturbance growth present at the gas-liquid interface is named b u b b le  

fo rm a tio n  re g im e  of je t breakup process. Whereas the state for which an irregular
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annular liquid sheet is formed is called a n n u la r  j e t  fo rm a tio n  reg im e . However, if 

the liquid je t disintegrates immediately at the nozzle exit into a train  of droplets, the 

je t breakup process is in a to m iz a tio n  reg im e . The instability mode for this case is 

hard to identify. The jet might have absolute instability or perhaps non-linear effect 

becomes dominant.

Liquid atomization is a process that a liquid jet breaks up immediately at a nozzle 

exit into a train of drops of fine sizes. The clouds of drops is called a s p ra y . There 

are many different parameters th a t characterize sprays depending on what applica

tions the sprays are used for. Bcisically. the parameters listed below are considered 

im portant and universal for almost every application.

(a ) Mean velocity: U = H-V.C'./H

(b ) RMS velocity: ^ £ ( ^ 7 ^ 0 ^

(c) Turbulent intensity: the ratio of RMS to mean velocity, indicating the velocity 

fluctuation of the flow

(c) Mean diam eter, arithmetic average diam eter of drops passing through the mea

surement volume: Dw = N, Y ID J  Yi

(d ) Sauter Mean Diameter: £>32 =  H

(e) Number density: the number of drops passing through per unit measurement

volume.

where i denotes the velocity or size range considered. ;V, is the number of drops in 

velocity or size range i.

The most reliable instrum ent, which can provide both droplet velocity and size 

inform ation simultaneously, is Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA), or Particle
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Dynamics Analyzer as it is often called as well. The principles of PDP.\ is described 

briefly in the following section.

6.2 Phase Doppler Technique for Spray Charac

terization

The Phcise Doppler Particle .Analyzer (PDP.A). which is developed based on the prin

ciples of Lciser Doppler .Anemometers, is one type of non-intrusive optical technique to 

measure the local and instantaneous velocity and size of particles suspended in flows. 

It has many advantages, over traditional measurement techniques (e.g. Malvern Laser 

Diffraction), which are:

(a) No probe in flow (non-intrusive)

(b) High spatial resolution

(c) Velocity components can be measured precisely.

The disadvantages of this technique are:

(a) The accuracy of measurements depends on the degree of particle sphericity

(b) The apparatus and flow field must be transparent

(c) System is quite expensive.

The operation principle of PDPA for velocity measurements are based on the 

theory developed by an .Austrian physicist. Christian Doppler. In 1842. when he 

began to review the wave theory of light, by which color perceived by the eye is
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dependent on the frequency of pulsation which stimulates it. he found that anything, 

which changes the interval between these pulsation, changes the perceived color. If 

the light source and observer are both at rest, then the observed and the emitted 

frequency are the same. If the observer moves towards the source, however, the 

frequency will increaise. and if he moves away it will decrease. Movement of the 

source will produce the similar effects. This thought becomes Doppler's theory today 

and is used for measurement of motion by comparing the frequency of scattered light 

to the frequency of light incident on the scattering particles.

For simultaneous particle size and velocity measurements, a receiving optics unit 

is needed in addition to  what a convectional Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) hcis. 

The familiar dual-beam scattering arrangement for LDV is used. The two beams of 

equal intensity but different frequency intersect and form an interference fringe pat

tern or measurement volume. When a transparent spherical particle passes through 

the meêisurement volume, the scattered light from the particle will form a moving 

interference fringe pattern. Since the Doppler frequency shift of this scattered light 

interference fringe pattern is a function of the beam intersection angle, light wave 

length, and velocity of the particle, the velocity of the particle can be obtained by 

measuring the Doppler frequency shift using a photodetector to collect the scattered 

light and convert the light signals into electric signals. Two or more photodetectors, 

placed at separate places, will get the scattered light signais of the same Doppler fre

quency shift but with a relative phase shift. The phase shift contains the information 

on drop size, and therefore can be used to determ ine the diam eter of the drop.

In this work, annular water jets exposed to air streams inside of the water jets are 

investigated experimentally by two means. One is photographic technique, and the 

other laser Doppler interferometry. In the first part of the experiment by photographic 

technique, a number of photographs are taken a t different water and air flowrates for
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a fixed nozzle dimension using Pentax-A 135 camera. The bubble diam eters, jet 

breaiiup lengths, disturbance wave length and growth rates are then measured from 

the magnified projections of the negatives using a slide projector. In the second 

part of the experim ent. Dantec Particle Dynamic .\naiyzer (PDA), one type of Phase 

Doppler Particle .Analyzer, is utilized to measure spatial distributions of droplet sizes 

and velocities for various water and air flowrates. SIZEware software provided by 

Dantec company is used on a PC com puter to control the entire process of setting 

up the tests, acquiring and processing data. The droplet size and velocity data  after 

data processing are analyzed and typical results are presented in the next chapter.
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C h apter 7

L iterature R ev iew

The current industrial applications of sprays are almost exclusively based on exten

sive experim entation for a given fluid and nozzle to obtain empirical correlations of 

spray characteristics under certain flow conditions. Since empirical correlations are 

different from one nozzle to another and one fluid to another, and depend on specific 

flow conditions, considerable amounts of experiments are necessary. Previous works 

available in the literature in this research area fall into two main categories: liquid jet 

breakup processes, and characterization of the résultant sprays from the jet breakup. 

The studies of liquid jet or sheet breakup can provide fundamental physical insights 

for spray formation and characteristics, and are usually taken as the first step for the 

studies of sprays.

Over the years, the breakup of liquid jets or sheets and characteristics of the resul

tant sprays in twin-fluid atom ization have attracted  considerable attention because of 

their wide applications in power and propulsion systems. Diverse experimental inves

tigations have been conducted using different structures of atomizers under various 

flow conditions. Regardless of the complexity of the structure of real atomizers, there 

are basically three types of nozzles which can produce different geometricaii shapes of
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liquid jet or sheet, such as cylindrical jet. plane sheet and annular jet or sheet. Pre

vious experiments available in the literature are mostly about the breakup processes 

of cylindrical liquid jets and plane liquid sheets as well as the characteristics of the 

resultant sprays. There are only a few works directed at the  breakup processes and 

spray formation of annular liquid jets. Especially, there are no works reported so far 

for simultaneous drop size and velocity measurements using Phase Doppler Particle 

-A.nalyzers. which has become almost a standard instrument to characterize sprays in 

recent years. However, the review about those works for cylindrical liquid jet and 

plane liquid sheet are necessary because the fundamental physics of these three types 

of jets or sheets are the same.

.\s Lefebvre summarized in his article [1]. the principle factors governing the mean 

drop sizes produced by twin-fluid atomization are the air velocity, air-to-liquid ratios, 

and surface tension, bcised on experimental d a ta  obtained on many different types of 

atomizers in which air is used as the principle driving force for atom ization. For the 

clcissical mechanism of jet breakup, involving flow instabilities and wave formation, 

atomization occurs slowly and is strongly influenced by variations in liquid viscosity, 

air density, and the initial diam eter (or thickness) of the liquid jet (or sheet). However, 

if atomization occurs very rapidly, these param eters have little  effect on mean drop 

sizes of sprays.

7.1 Previous Experiments on Cylindrical Jets and 

Plane Sheets

The instability of capillary liquid jets or cylindrical liquid je ts  was studied by Sterling 

and Sleicher [10]. Weber's theory [9] based on the linear stability theory was modified 

by considering velocity-profile relaxation due to fully developed lam inar flow inside
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the nozzle paissage. The continuous je t lengths predicted by the modified theory were 

compared with the experimental measurements using photographic techniques. They 

found that the jet length increases with the je t velocity and reaches a maximum at 

some critical jet velocity. The predicted values of the maximum jet length and critical 

velocity by Weber's theory disagree with the experiments. But those predicted by 

the modified theory agree well with the experiments.

Focusing on cylindrical liquid je ts in the atomization regime, Reiz and Bracco 

conducted the experiments using fourteen sizes of cylindrical nozzles for five m ixtures 

of water and glycerol as working liquids and three kinds of gases «is the ambience 

[64]. Spray angles were meeisured from the photographs taken under various condi

tions. and compared with the predictions by linear instability theory. .A mechamism 

that combines liquid-gas aerodynamic interaction with nozzle geometry effects was 

identified to be compatible with their experiments.

. \  not her work by Shavit and Chigier studied the disintegration processes of cylin

drical liquid jets surrounded by annular air je t in an airblast coaxial atomizer [65]. 

Fractal dimensions of gas-liquid interfaces were measured in the breakup region of 

disintegrating liquid jets by photographic techniques. The liquid intact length or jet 

breakup length amd drop sizes of sprays were also measured. Their results showed 

tha t increasing the air velocity results in a higher fractal dimension and lower intact 

length as well as smaller drop size. Whereeis the increase in the liquid velocity causes 

the breakup point and the location of the peak value of the fractal dimension are 

relatively far downstream from the nozzle exit.

.A. recent work by Lai et. al [66] presented an experimental study of drop trans

port phenomena in a research simplex atomizer with and without atomizing air. The 

working liquid used was methanol atomized in air. A two-component Phase Doppler 

Particle Analyzer was utilized to measure droplet sizes and velocities at different spa
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tial locations in the spray with a fixed air-to-liquid mass ratio. For each measurement 

at one location. 30.000 validated samples were collected except at a few locations near 

the outer boundary of the spray. The analysis of the histogram data showed that the 

transport of part of the smaller drops from the outer region to the central region 

was the key process responsible for the increase in Sauter Mean Diam eter, the drop 

number density and velocity fluctuation downstream.

.\s for the disintegration of plane liquid sheets, a num ber of workers have been 

studying the Kelvin- Helmholtz wave growth on liquid sheets [32. 33. 67]. the breakup 

processes and liquid atomization [49. 68 . 44. 69] using either photographic techniques 

or phase Doppler interferometry. Starting from Squire [32] in 1953. a linear instability 

analysis was conducted for a two-dimensional moving film, and the predicted wave 

lengths were compared with the measured values from photographic measurements. 

The comparison showed that the predicted wave lengths were of the same order as 

the measured value.

Rizk and Lefebvre performed an experim ental investigation on airblast liquid a t

omization [68]. Droplet sizes were measured using the light-scattering or Laser diffrac

tion technique. Two prefilming airblast atomizers were specially designed to produce 

a flat liquid sheet with both sides of the sheet exposed to high velocity air. By one of 

them , a thin liquid film of uniform thickness can be produces while in the other one 

the film thickness can be adjusted. It was found that the initial liquid film thickness 

plays an im portant role on mean drop size and drop-size distribution. High values of 

liquid viscosity and liquid flow rate result in thicker films. Whereas high air velocity 

and density are conducive to thinner films which are better for liquid atom ization.

The development, stability and disintegration of plane liquid sheets exposed to 

high-velocity air streams on both sides were studied by Majisour and Chigier [44]. 

M icrophotography was used to cissess the global structure of the spray. Detailed
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measurements of mean drop size (SMD) and velocity for sprays were made using a 

phase Doppler particle analyzer. W ithout air flow the liquid sheet converges toward 

the cLxis as a result of surface tension forces. The convergence length increzises with 

the liquid flow rate. W ith air flow a quasi-two-dimensional expanding spray is present. 

The air flow was found to be responsible for large ordered and small chaotic cellular 

structures. These structures are bounded by large diam eter ligaments containing 

thin membranes inside. The ligaments break up into large drops in the spray and the 

membranes contribute to the formation of the small droplets. The characteristics of 

these drops in sprays were then examined by using a phase Doppler spray analyzer. 

The measurements of Sauter mean diameters (SMD) and mean velocities were taken 

at different locations for various liquid and air flow rates. The results showed that 

for a fixed liquid flow rate, the SMD decreases gradually as the air/liquid mass ratio 

is increased. However, for each liquid flow rate, there is a lim it to the effectiveness of 

the increased air flow rates. The SMD shows an initial decrease followed by a graduai 

increase along the spray axis. The droplet velocity profiles were found to be mainly 

dependent of the air velocity profiles and to be Gaussian in form with velocity maxima 

on the spray axis. A  similar work was also presented by Stapper and Samuelsen [69]. 

for the  breakup of a two-dimensional liquid sheet in the presence of co-flowing air 

shear.

7.2 Previous Experiments on Annular Jets

M otivated by scientific interest in the fluid m otion of a hollow je t. and by the potential 

utility of a method for the mass production of rigid shells of high quality, Kendall 

[20] conducted an experiment on an annular w ater jet formed by an annular nozzle 

of 4.0m m  in diam eter with a air flow at its core. The photographs taken for the jet
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showed that periodic, axisymmetric oscillations arise spontaneously within the liquid 

sheet emerging from the ajinular section of the nozzle and grow rapidly along the 

axial direction such that a sealing-off and encapsulation of the core gas occurs within 

a few jet diameters, followed by a pinchoff of the liquid between adjacent bubbles. 

However, this experiment of bubble formation was carried out for relatively low liquid 

and gas velocities such th a t uniform spherical liquid shells or bubbles occur as the 

results of annular sheet breakup, and no sprays of a m ultitude of droplets with various 

sizes were produced.

Lee [70] studied the interfacial instabilities on the breakup of annular liquid sheets 

subject to internal and /o r external gas flows. The experiments were conducted for 

a liquid sheet emerging from an annulus of 12.7mm in inner diam eter and 22.2mm 

in outer diam eter formed by two concentric tubes. A  linear temporal instability 

analysis was carried out for a better understanding of air-assisted atomization. Three 

flow regimes, i.e.. Rayleigh, interm ittent and atomization, were identified and a flow 

map was constructed based on the photographic measurements. The comparison 

of the predicted bubble formation frequencies with the measured values indicated 

reasonable agreement of theory with experiment except when the air velocity was 

increased where the interm ittent regime was approached.

To explore experimentally the mechanisms of annular liquid sheet instability and 

spray formation. Lavergne et al. [71] investigated an annular liquid sheet. -iOOfim 

thick, breaking up in two co-flowing air streams. The experiments were conducted 

using a high-speed video cam era for the jet breakup characteristics and Phase Doppler 

Particle .\nalyzer (PDP.A.) for the characterization of the resultant sprays. They 

confirmed tha t there exist three different flow structures or atomization processes 

under various air flow conditions as Lee [70] observed. The observed wave frequencies, 

am plitudes, and breakup lengths were found to be dependent on the flow conditions
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for each flow regime. The PD P.\ measurement indicated the representative spray 

behavior of an airblaat atomizer. The mean axial velocity profile far down stream 

was found to be similar to that for plane liquid sheets. The Sauter Mean Diameters 

measured for droplets exhibited a modified size distribution due to the swirl effect, 

and larger diameters were present near the spray boundaries than near the spray 

centerline. However, very limited data  were present in their work.

It is evident that the existing experimental investigations on the annuleir liquid 

sheet breaicup are very limited. The available information is insufficient to understand 

overall mechanisms of annular liquid sheet disintegration and the spray formation. In 

this work, a moving annular liquid sheet injected from well-designed annular nozzles 

of different sizes into surrounding gas streams is investigated experimentally. Photo

graphic technique and the Phase Doppler Particle .Analyzer are applied to study the 

liquid sheet disintegration process and characterize the resultant sprays.
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C h ap ter  8 

E x p er im en ta l F acilities and  

T echniques

Annular nozzles, liquid and gas supply facilities are designed and constructed in this 

work. Two annular nozzles are m ade with the same structure but different sizes. The 

one with a larger diam eter is mainly for the investigation of the liquid jet breakup 

mechanism by photographic technique while the other is for the study of character

istics of the liquid spray by applying Laser-Doppler shift principle. The instrum ents 

used are a photographic camera. Pentax-.A. 135. for the former, and a phase Doppler 

particle analyzer. Dantec Particle Dynamics .Analyzer, for the latter. The exper

imental configuration, operating principles of the instrum ents, test conditions and 

procedures are described in this chapter.
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8.1 Design and Structure of Nozzle

The nozzle used in this work is the one with an annular section for liquid how. which 

is formed by inserting a tube in the center of a large pipe. It is designed specially with 

a contraction for the liquid flow to reduce non-uniformity in the mean flow and Wso 

the turbulence level of the flow. For the purpose of this experim ental investigation, 

the contraction is essential for the annular nozzle to  generate liquid jets, and form 

nice bubbles or sprays with fine sizes of droplets after the jets breah up.

8.1.1  N o zz le  D esign

The m ethod for the design of the nozzle contraction in this work is based on the 

study on the design of three-dimensional wind tunnel contractions by Downie et al. 

[72]. In their study, it was shown that producing an optimal geometric shape for the 

flow channel is im portant since the shape of the contraction heis a critical effect on 

the velocity distribution. Pairs of matched elliptic axes were used and proved to be 

a simple way of achieving satisfactory profiles for the contraction. However in this 

work, this is modified to meet special requirement of large contraction ratio, e.g., 15.7. 

As shown in Figure 8.1. two elliptic arcs {A B  and C D )  are connected in between by 

a straight line (BC), and this is seen to produce also a very smooth contraction.

8.1 .2  N o zz le  S tru ctu re

Shown in Figure 8.1 is the sectional view of annular nozzles. The annular section for 

the liquid flow is formed by inserting a pipe in the center of the outer one. W ith the 

size of the outer pipe fixed, the thickness of the annular liquid sheet can be adjusted 

by using different sizes of central core pipes. The dimensions of the two nozzles used
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Figure 8.1: Sectional view of annular nozzle

in this work are listed in Table 8.1. Note that L b -L c and L q denote the lengths 

from Point B. C and D to the nozzle exit respectively, and and

the corresponding diameters.

Table 8.1: Main Dimensions of the two .Annular Nozzles (Unit: mm)

Dimensions L , 4*2 L d Lc
Nozzle .A. 105 60 48 80 40 50
Nozzle B 105 60 48 80 40 58
Dimensions L b *.4 *3 *4
Nozzle .A 32 20 15.4 10.00 9.525 8.83
Nozzle B 33 25 10.8 2.54 2.375 1.5875

The uniformity of the flow and turbulence level in the test section are also im

proved by placing a honeycomb and fine wire-mesh screens upstream of the inlet to 

the nozzle.
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8.2 Setup of Test Apparatus

The experim ental apparatus shown in Figure 8.2 consists of a nozzle (see Figure 

8.1 for the nozzle structure) with its annular section connected to the water supply 

facility and the central core pipe linked to the compressed air supply. The water in 

the water tank is pressurized by the compressed air in order to m aintain as steady 

(IS possible flowrates during tests. When this pressurized water flows through the 

annular section of the nozzle, an annular water sheet (also called jet) or water spray 

is formed with its inside surface exposed to the air stream . A  floating flowmeter is 

mounted on each pipeline connected to the nozzle to m easure the water and air flow 

rates. Both water and air flow rates are adjusted roughly by using the choke valves 

upstream  of the flowmeters, and then regulated finely by the standard vaJves built in 

with the flow meters. The water during the experiment is collected by an open tank 

and then drained out directly after the test is completed every time.

8.3 Instrumentation for Measurements

The experim ents performed in this thesis contain two parts. For the first part, a 

Pentcix-.A. 135 camera is used to take directly photographs of the water jets at rela

tively low water and inner air velocities. In the second part, a Dantec Particle Dy

namics Analyzer (PDA) is the instrument utilized to characterize the sprays formed 

after the break up of water jets in the case of relatively high water and air velocities. 

The specifications for all the instruments and auxiliary are  presented in Appendix E.
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Figure 8.2: Experim ental setup for the formation of liquid je ts  or sprays
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8.3.1 P h otograp h ic  Technique

In this experim ent, the ajinular nozzle is held vertically so as to form the liquid jets 

in the vertical direction. The Pentax-.A camera is then set at certain height in the 

plane orthogonal to the je t center plane to avoid deflection of the je t image éis much as 

possible. When taking photographs, the bulb shutter speed is selected for the camera. 

Therefore, a strobe is necessary to produce light pulses of adjustable time duration 

and to allow single short exposure photograph of an instantaneous water jet to be 

taken. In addition, to improve the quality of the jet photos, the ma.ximum aperture 

of the camera is used to gather as much light reflected from the jets as possible. Since 

the grain size of ISO 400 black and white 35 mm films is estim ated to be 0(5/zm), 

no blurring due to the motion of the liquid sheet should be present.

The simplest way to make measurements of the je t is to use a slide projector to 

magnify the negatives, and then take measurements from the magnified projections. 

By this m ethod, the bias errors from human eyes could be reduced.

8.3.2 P a rtic le  D yn am ics A nalyzer S ystem

The Dantec Particle Dynamics Analyzer (PDA) used in this work is similar to a 

conventional laiser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) except that three photo-detectors are 

used in the receiver unit to measure droplet sizes and velocities simultaneously. It 

consists of three units. Transm itting Optics. Receiving Optics and Signal Processor 

as shown in Figure 8.3. The operation principle of this PDA and its three units are 

described in the following section.

(a) P D A  O p eratin g  P rin cip le

In the PD.A transm itting  optics unit, a linearly polarized helium-neon laser gun 

provides the coherent light source. This beam is split into two parallel beams of
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equal intensity with one beam frequency-shifted by a Bragg cell. The resulting pair 

of beams pass through a spherical lens and intersect at the focal point where the 

measurements are to be taken. set of plane parallel interference fringes with a 

spacing determined by the laser wavelength and the angle between the two beams is 

produced in the crossing region, and forms an measurement volume in the shape of a 

three-dimensional ellipsoid.

When a droplet passes through the meaisurement volume, the scattered light forms 

an interference fringe pattern that sweeps past the detectors in the PD.A, receiving op

tics unit at the Doppler frequency, which is a unique function of the beam intersection 

angle, laser wavelength and droplet velocity. Thus the droplet velocity is determined 

from the Doppler frequency. Each detector produces a similar Doppler burst but with 

phase shift between them. For a given optical configuration and droplet index of re

fraction. this phase shift is proportional to the droplet diameter. Three detectors are 

used to ensure that diameter ambiguity does not occur in sprays where phase shifts 

greater than .360 degrees may occur. By the means of three detectors, the droplet 

size and velocity are able to be measured simultaneously.

The optical signal collected by the receiving optics unit is converted into electric 

signal by a photomultiplier. The resulting Doppler signal is then processed by a signal 

processor, and downloaded into a computer for data  storage and analysis. Meanwhile, 

the Doppler signal can be monitored graphically in real tim e on an oscilloscope. The 

detailed theoretical description of PDA principle can be found elsewhere [73].

(b) P D A  Hardware and A uxiliary

The Dantec PD.A system used in this experim ent is shown in Figure 8.3. It is 

operated in near backward backscatter mode with the receiving optics unit located 

on the same side as the transm itting optics unit. The Dantec 55X transm itting optics 

provides a lOmW helium-neon laser as the coherent light source. By a beam splitter,
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this léiser beam is split into two beams of equal intensity. After one of them is shifted 

by a frequency of 4-40MH z  through a Bragg cell, the two parallel beeims are focused 

and the measurement volume is formed by the Dantec 55X57 front lens of 310mm 

focal length. In the Dantec 57N10 PDA receiving optics unit, the scattered light 

from a particle at the intersection point or in the measurement volume is collected by 

the Dantec 55X57 front lens and then focused at a slit aperture by a focusing lens of 

310mm focal length. This aperture restricts the detection of light scattered from other 

than the sample volume. There are three 55X08 photomutipliers located separately 

in the receiving optics unit, which convert the light signal into electric signal or 

Doppler signal. The Doppler signal is then transferred into Dantec 58X10 PDA 

Signal Processor, processed there and downloaded into a PC-.A.T type of computer 

for the data  storage and analysis. On the other hand, the Doppler signal from the 

Signal Processor can also be transferred to an oscilloscope for graphical monitoring. 

For the detailed specifications of each unit, refer to .Appendix E.

The traversing system used in this work was originally designed by Billenness [74]. 

It is a three-dimensional m anual system made of rigid 13mm thick aluminum and 

precision lead screws with anti-backlash nuts. The axis in each direction is equipped 

with a steel rule to locate the measurement volume to the nearest millimeter. The 

to tal length of traverse is 600mm in x ' . 350mm in y' and 270mm in z' direction. 

By using a graduated dial built on the lead screw, the measurement volume could 

be positioned with a resolution of 0.05mm in x' direction and 0.013mm in y' and 

z' directions. The accuracy of the movement was checked with a dial indicator, and 

was generally better than 0.025mm [74]. The position of the nozzle relative to the 

traverse is shown in Figure 8.4. x ' and y'  ajcis of the traverse are along two orthogonal 

radial directions of the spray, and z' axis is along the spray axis and opposite to the 

how direction.
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Figure 8.3: Schematic of the PDA setup
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22 22

Figure 8.4: Sampling positions for PDA measurements

(c) P D A  Software

The software, named SIZEware. is written in Fortran 77 language and runs on 

PC-AT type computers supported by DOS. It controls PDA setup, data acquisition 

and processing. Specifically, it has six main functions: instrum ent control, data acqui

sition. file creation and maintenance, conversion of raw data, processing of converted 

data  and graphic output of results. The statistical results provided by SIZEwcire are 

mean. RMS skewness and flatness of measured velocity: cross moments of velocities; 

mean. area, volume and Sauter mean diameter: as well as concentration, volume 

fraction, void fraction and volume flux.
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8.4 Test Procedure and Conditions

The experiment conducted in this work consists of two parts. In the first part, the 

breakup process of the annular water jet exposed to the moving air stream in its 

centre is studied by photographic technique. In the second part, characteristics of 

non-burning annular water sprays in air is examined by applying Phase Doppler 

diagnostics. For each part of the experiment, one annular nozzle of the fixed geometry 

and size is used to produce water jets or sprays under various flow conditions. .A.s 

shown in Table 8.1. there are two sizes of annular nozzles. Nozzle .A is for study of 

the jet breakup process while Nozzle B is for the spray characterization.

The test procedure for both parts of the experiment is almost the same except 

that for the laser Doppler measurements, the traverse system is needed to locate the 

mecisurement volume at different positions within the spray. The procedure listed 

below is common to both parts of the experiment before the measurements are talcen.

(1 ) Clean the water tank  using the compressed air and ensure there is no rust re

maining in the test facilities shown in Figure 8.2.

(2 ) Check the flow path  inside of the nozzle and connect a right size of nozzle to the

pipelines

(3) Mount a pair of flowmeters with right flow ranges upstream  of the nozzle

(4) Fill the water tank by the tap water to about two thirds of the to tal water volume

(5) Check the pressure of the compressed air supply and set it a t a desired value

(6 ) Open the valve at the pipeline from the compressed air supply to the water tank

and leave it open during the test to maintain the pressure inside of the water 

tank
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(7) Weiit for about 30 mi n  for the pressure in the water tank  to  be stabilized.
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8.4.1  F low  V isu a liza tio n — P h otograp h y

Flow visualization is achieved by photographing the water je ts  generated by Nozzle 

A (see Table 8.1 for its detailed dimensions) at relatively low w ater and air velocities. 

.After following the test procedure described in the previous section, it is necessary 

to turn off all the lights and turn on the strobe with a desired light frequency and 

intensity. Then numbers of photographs can be taken by Pentax-.A 135 camera, which 

is set at the bulb shutter speed, for various water and air flow rates. The cajnera 

shutter and strobe are synchronized. When the negatives of the photos are ready, the 

measurements are made from the magnified projections of the negatives by a slide 

projector. The detailed test conditions are summarized in Tables 8.2 to 8.4.

Table 8.2: Working Fluids and Conditions for Photographic M easurements

Liquid tap water
Gas compressed air
Room Temperature 21°C
Pressure in Water Tank 40 psig
Pressure of Compressed .Air 20 psig

Table 8.3: Working Conditions for Pentax-A 135 Cam era

Focus Length 0.6 m
.Aperture 3.5
Shutter Speed bulb
Film Speed ISO 400
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Table 8.4: Water and .A.ir Flowrates Used for Photographic Measurements
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W ater Flow Rate (10  ̂ m^/s) .Air Flow Rate (10 m^/s )
1.262 2.360. 4.720

(0.2 G P M ) (0.5. 1.0 S C F M )
1.577 2.360. 4.720. 7.080

(0.25 G P M ) (0.5. 1.0. 1.5 S C F M )
1.89.3 2.360. 4.720. 7.080

(0.3 G P M ) (0.5. 1.0. 1.5 S C F M )
2.524 2.360. 4.720. 7.080. 9.440

(0.4 G P M ) (0.5. 1.0. 1.5. 2.0 S C F M )

8 .4 .2  D rop let S ize and  V eloc ity  M easurem ents

At relatively high water and air velocities, water sprays are produced by using Nozzle 

B (see Table 8.1 for its dimensions). The Dantec Particle Dynamics .A.nalyzer (PD.A.) 

needs to be aligned up. and the system to be checked following the  procedure on 

Page 92 prior to making measurements. During the test, the traverse is used to move 

the PD.A measurement volume through the space within the spray so that Doppler 

frequencies are measured at different spatial locations for each pair of water and air 

flow rates. SIZEware software is running on the PC .AT type com puter during the 

test for the data acquisition. .According to the size range of droplets to  be measured, 

the angular separation of detectors indicated by reading on the m icrom eter dial on 

back of .57N10 PDA Receiving optics should be adjusted and m atch that is set for 

.Angle .Adjustment in Receiving Optics Setup window of SIZEware. The Bandwidth 

param eter in Bandwidth setup window should also be selected corresponding to the 

velocity range for every test. The key parameters set for PD.A system and test 

conditions for the Doppler frequency measurement are presented as follows. For 

details about how to use SIZEware. refer to SIZEware User's Guide [75].

(a) K ey  Param eters S et for P D A  S ystem
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The param eters listed in Table 8.5 are main parameters set for all the PDA mea

surements in this work. The other parameters, such as .A.ngle Adjustm ent and Band

width. need to be selected whenever the test conditions are changed, which affect 

the droplet sizes and velocities. The available option for .Angle .Adjustment is any 

one number in the range of 0 to 2 m m  corresponding to a maximum diam eter. The 

Bandwidth param eter can be any one number of 0.12.0.40.1.20.4.0.12.0 and 36.0 

corresponding to velocity range of —21.4 to 107.4 m/s .

Table 8.5: Kev Parameters Set for PD.A Svstem

Laser light

Type
Power
Wave length
Diameter of focused Laser beam 
Laser beam intersection

He-Ne 
10 m W  
632.8 nm  
0.25 m m  
5.53°( half angle)

Measuring volume Diameter
Length

0.25 m m  
2.6 m m

Transm itting optics

Fringe spacing 
Number of fringes 
Beam separation 
Focus length of front lens 
Bragg cell 
Polarization angle

3.5807 ^ m  
70
55 m m  
310 m m  
40 M H z  
90°

Receiving optics

Focus length of front lens 
Polarization angle 
Scattering angle (effective) 
Particle density
Particle/m edium  refractive index 
Polarization orientation 
Fringe rotation angle

310 m m  
90°
150
1 gjcm^  
1.334/1.0 
perpendicular 
0

(b) W orking Flu ids and Test C onditions

The PDA measurements in this part of the experiment are performed for different 

water and air flow rates at different spatiai locations within the water sprays, which
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are determined by the coordinates in the x'. y' and direction of the traverse. The 

relative position of Nozzle B or the resulting spray to the Cartesian (x'. y' . r ')  coordi

nate is shown in Figure 8.4. The other coordinate (x. y. z) with its origin at the center 

of the nozzle exit (x' = y' = 623.82 m m  (24.56 in) and z' = 278.57 mm  (10.968 in)) 

is also used for the purpose of plotting and analyzing the test data (see Figure 8.4 for 

the relative position of two coordinates). The working fluid and test conditions are 

summarized in Tables 8.6 to 8.9.

Table 8 .6 : Working Fluids and Conditions for PD.A. Measurements

Liquid tap water
Gas compressed air
Room Tem perature ■irc
Pressure in W ater Tank 60 psig

Table 8.7: Test Conditions for PD.A Measurements in two Orthogonal Radial Direc
tions

z' = 128.016 m m  (5.040 in) Q/ =  388 m l / m i n  
z =  151.575 m m  Qa = 26200 m l / m i n

x' (mm) y' (mm)
Starting Ending Increment Starting Ending Increment
598.424 654.304 
(23.560 in) | (25.760 in)

2.540 
(0.100 m)

598.424 
(23.560 in)

659.384 
(25.960 zn)

2.540 
(0.100 in)

X (mm) y (mm)
Starting Ending Increment Starting Ending Increment
-25.400 27.940 2.540 -25.400 35.560 2.540
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Table 8.8: Test Conditions for PDA Measurements at Different Locations

y' =  143.581 mm (5.6528 in) Q( =  388 m l / m i n  
y =  0.000 m m  =  26200 m l / m i n
z'  (mm ) Range for x'  (mm)
101.600 
(4.000 in)

593.344 -  659.384 
(23.360 -  25.96 in)

127.00 
(5.000 in)

593.344 -  654.304 
(23.360 -  25.760 in)

165.100 
(6.500 in)

603.504 -  649.224 
(23.760 -  25.560 in)

203.200 
(8.000 in)

608.584 -  641.604 
(23.960 -  25.260 in)

241.300 
(9.500 in)

613.664 -  633.984 
(24.160 -  24.960 in)

z (mm ) Range for x (mm)
176.9745 -30.480 -  35.560
151.5745 -25.400 -  30.480
113.4745 -20.320 -  25.400
75.3745 -15.240 -  17.780
37.2745 -10.160 -  10.160
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Table 8.9: 
Flowrates

Test Conditions for PD.A. Measurements at Various W ater and .Air

i '  =  623.824 m m  (24.560 in) y' =  143.581 m m  (5.6528 in) 
I  =  0.000 m m  y =  0.000 mm

Qi
(ml/min)

Qa
(ml/min)

z' mm (in) z m m  (in)
Starting Ending Increment Starting Ending Increment

207

22900 248.095
(9.7675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

30.480 175.260 7.620

26200 240.475
(9.4675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

.38.100 175.260 7.620

29500 240.475
(9.4675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

38.100 175.260 7.620

.32745 240.475
(9.4675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

38.100 175.260 7.620

388

22900 232.855
(9.1675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

45.720 175.260 7.620

26200 245.555
(9.6675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

33.020 175.260 10.160

29500 225.235
(8.8675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

53.340 175.260 7.620

32745 225.235
(8.8675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

53.340 175.260 7.620

580

26200 240.475
(9.4675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

38.100 175.260 7.620

29500 232.855
(9.1675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

45.720 175.260 7.620

32745 232.855
(9.1675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

45.720 175.260 7.620

35722 232.855
(9.1675)

103.315
(4.0675)

-7.620
(-0.300)

45.720 175.260 7.620
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C h ap ter 9

R esu lts  and D iscussion

In this chapter, two parts of experimental results are presented and discussed for an 

annular water je t with its inside surface exposed to an air stream . In the first part, the 

jet breakup characteristics are examined by taking photographs using Pentax-.A. 135 

camera. The measurements from the photographs are compared with th e  predictions 

by the linear instability theory. In the second part, the resultant sprays from the 

disintegration of the water jets are investigated by using Dantec Particle Dynamics 

-Analyzer (PD.A.). The size and velocity meaisurements for water drops are obtained 

and discussed.

9.1 Mechanism of Jet Breakup

.An annular nozzle. Nozzle .A. of 10 mm outside diameter is used for generating 

an annular water jet of 0.1187 mm in thickness with éin air core inside of the jet. 

.A set of photographs axe taken for the water jet at four fixed w ater flow rates 

(1.262, 1.577, 1.893 and 2.524 x 10“® m^/s)  and various inner air flow rates (see
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the test conditions in Chapter S). The measurements are made from the magni

fied images of the negatives using a  slide projector. The original d a ta  obtained axe 

presented in Tables F .l to F.4 in Appendix F.

9.1 .1  Flow R egim es

As discussed in Part I of this work, annular liquid jets always break up in the gaseous 

surrounding due to capillary force and aerodynamic interaction between liquid and 

gas. The gets stream inside of the liquid jet is found to play an im portant role in the jet 

breakup process. When this gaa core is stationary, the annular liquid je t may converge 

to its centerline some distance from the nozzle exit if the liquid velocity is relatively 

small. Further downstream, the annular liquid jet becomes similar to cylindrical liquid 

jet and will break up into a train of liquid drops. However, if the gas core is moving, as 

the case discussed here, bubbles will be formed periodically. The photographs shown 

in Figures 9.1. 9.2 and 9.3 are some typical examples to indicate different phases of 

the jet breakup. Three flow regimes, named bubble formation, annular jet formation 

and atomization regime, are identified similar to others [43. 20].

Figure 9.1 indicate the periodic wave motion of the water je t. Under the same 

flow conditions with a relatively low air-to-water velocity ratio, the unstable interfa

cial wave at the water-air interface grows while it spreads downstream in the axial 

direction of the water flow. .A.s the wave amplitude becomes sufficiently large, the 

water sheet contracts toward its central line and a water neck emerges (see the first 

wave valley in Frame .A and B). The neck then collapses and an irregular spherical 

bubble is sealed off due to surface tension effect as shown in Frame C. .After this, next 

period of the wave motion starts. .As it is clear in Figures 9.1. successive nodules of 

encapsulated air are temporarily interconnected by a filament of water which breaks 

subsequently, setting free the individual bubble. This process is referred to cis bubble
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formation. This phase of je t breakup process is therefore defined as bubble formation 

regime.

As the air-to-water velocity ratio increases, it is observed from Figure 9.2 that 

an irregular annular jet is formed. The breakup point of the jet occurs closer to the 

nozzle exit. This phase of the jet breakup process is named as annular je t formation 

regime. The wavy jet surface and segmented thin liquid columns are typical for the 

flow in this regime.

For a further increase in the air-to-water velocity ratio, neither bubbles nor an 

cumular jet is observed (see Frame G and H in Figure 9.3). The water-air interface 

inside of the nozzle becomes highly irregular and the wavy hollow-cone liquid sheet 

disintegrates into ligaments at the nozzle exit. Small drops of water, which are much 

smaller than the nozzle diam eter, are formed. This regime is called atomization 

regime.

A  schematic diagram. Figure 9.4. which indicates the three regimes described 

above, is constructed according to the water and air velocities corresponding to dif

ferent flow regimes. However. Figure 9.4 is only a qualitative description of the flow 

regimes. The bubble formation regime refers to the flow pattern  consisting of individ

ual bubbles. Surface tension is thought to be responsible for the bubble formation in 

this regime. The aerodynamic interaction between liquid and gas may, however, be 

a dominant effect for droplet formation in the atomization regime. The annular jet 

formation regime, corresponding to the flow pattern  with onset of wavy gas-liquid in

terfaces. is one type of flow in between the bubble formation and atom ization regime.
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(A) (B )

Figure 9.1: Different phases of breakup for annular w ater jets-bubble form ation.
Nozzle dimensions: I.D .=9.525 mm, O .D . =  10.000 mm; W ater velocity: 2.165 m /s;
Air velocity: 3.854 m /s.
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( C ) (D)

Figure 9.1: Different phases of breaJcup for annulax w ater jets-bubble formation.
Nozzle dimensions: I.D .=9.525 mm, O.D.=10.000 m m ; W ater velocity: 2.165 m /s;
-A.ir velocity: 3.854 m /s.
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( E ) ( F )

Figure 9.2: Different phases of breaJcup for annular w ater je ts-a jinu iar je t formation.
Nozzle dimensions: I.D .=9.525 mm , O.D.=IO.GOO m m ; W ater velocity: 2.165 m /s;
.A.ir velocity: 20.000 m /s.
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I

(G) (H)

Figure 9.3: Different phases of breakup for annular w ater je ts-a tom ization . Noz
zle dim ensions: I.D .=9.525 m m , O.D.=IO.OOO mm; W ater velocity: 2.165 m /s; Air
velocity: 45.000 m /s .
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Figure 9.4; Schematics of three flow regimes for annular water jets

9.1 .2  Jet Breakup C h aracteristics from  P h otograp h y

•■\n annular liquid jet in the bubble formation regime presents periodical wave motion 

at its gas-liquid interfaces, as mentioned in the above section. It is the interfacial wave 

growth that causes the pinchofF of bubbles and the jet breakup. To characterize the 

jet breakup process in this regime, bubble diameters, wave lengths and wave growth 

rates of unstable interfacial waves as well as jet breakup lengths are estim ated from 

the photographic measurements, ajid also from the temporal instability analysis. The 

comparison between the experimental and theoretical results are presented below.

Tables 9.1 to 9.2 shown below are the je t breakup characteristics and their stan

dard deviations due to multi-photo measurements in real dimensions. The bubble 

diameters £){, in Table 9.1 are obtained by taking the arithm etical average of the 

short Z),,5 and long axial length Di^  of all bubbles on all the photos taken at one 

flow condition and reducing by the corresponding magnification rate mr.  The jet
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breakup length A gis the arithmetical average of those in Tables F .l to F.4 at one flow 

condition and dividing by the corresponding magnification rate mr.  The wave length 

Au, is the arithm etical average of (ra — ri) in Tables F .l to F.4 for aJl photos taken at 

one flow condition and dividing by m r. To be compared with the temporal instabil

ity analysis, the wave growth rate Q, here is determ ined by [AV* /(-3  — -i) ln(%3/ 9i)] 

based on the interface deformation rji and r/3 at zi and Z3 locations in Table F.5. The 

notations of the variables discussed here are shown in Figure 9.5.

7.5 7 .5

O.A7. A 7.A

Figure 9.5: Schematic of bubbles formed after the je t breakup

The test conditions used are summarized in the tables in C hapter S. Four water 

velocities (1.7.32.2.165.2.598 and 3.465 m/s )  and various inner air velocities ranging 

from 3.854 to 15.412 m / s  for each fixed water velocity are tested. It is found that 

the estim ated bubble diameters Df, in Table 9.1 are nearly uniform for the water and 

air velocities considered. The variation between the largest and smallest diameter is 

169c. in the same order as the standard deviation (15.79%) of the bubble diameter 

shown in Table 9.2. The mean diameter is 24.61 m m  or 2.46 times the nozzle diameter 

(O.D.  =  10 m m  and I .D.  =  9.525 mm) ,  different from the prediction of 1.891 times 

of the nozzle diameter for cylindrical liquid jets by Rayleigh [8] but the observed value 

is almost the same as other measurements [43. 20].

The measured wave length A ,̂. jet breakup length Ag and wave growth rate fi,
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Table 9.1: Jet BreaJcup Characteristics Estim ated from Photographic Measurements

ur
(m /s )

i V
(m /s)

Dk
(mm) (m m )

L b
(mm)

n,
(1 /a)

1.732 3.854 27.117 47.459 77.622 0.7346
7.708 25.997 40.175 74.543 0.8060

2.165
3.854 23.784 42.386 66.125 1.6388
7.708 24.285 43.888 72.275 1.3993

11.562 24.303 37.606 58.475 2.4596

2.598
3.854 23.738 54.779 63.381 1.9523
7.708 24.548 39.505 51.424 3.5783
11.562 24.475 35.270 58.621 2.2169

3.465
3.854 22.769 72.410 137.189 0.8319
7.708 23.462 53.785 95.385 2.5629
11.562 24.169 38.862 76.215 3.3677
15.416 26.615 36.646 49.815

are all dependent on specific water and air velocities. The wave length decreases 

in general with the  air-to-water velocity ratio, and so does the je t breakup length L b - 

The relative errors for Lb- L^  and f2, are up to 23.75%. 8.1% and 46.8%. respectively. 

The large uncertainty for Lb meaisurement is because of the periodic wave motion 

of the water je t. To predict Lb  more accurately, continuous photos are necessary 

for estim ating th e  variation in Tg within one period. However, qualitatively, the 

predicted Lb increases with the liquid velocity and decreases with the air velocity as 

the others have observed [44. 65]. Large errors occur for the m easurem ents of the wave 

amplitudes since they are two orders of m agnitude smaller than  the jet dimensions.

9.1 .3  P re d ic tio n s  by T em poral In sta b ility  A n a ly sis  (T .I .A .)

To make comparison, the bubble diameters, unstable wave lengths, je t breakup 

lengths and unstable wave growth rates are calculated based on the tem poral in-
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Table 9.2: Standard Deviation of M ulti-photo Measurements

ur ur Sdo^
( m/ s ) (m/s) ( mm  ) (mm) (mm) (1/a)
1.732 3.854 4.281 1.674 4.440 0.2622

7.708 2.851 3.252 7.630 0.3773
3.854 1.140 2.790 8.917 0.4428

2.165 7.708 0.8671 2.017 9.168 0.3719
11.562 2.289 2.112 7.015 0.9855
3.854 1.345 3.920 11.703 0.0000

2.598 7.708 1.881 2.087 9.817 0.3294
11.562 3.553 1.717 13.921 0.3737
3.854 1.853 4.295 4.512 0.3883

3.465 7.708 2.438 1.664 1.088 0.062412
11.562 1.4.55 1.654 7.627 1.0548
15.416 4.213 1.339 7.253

stability analysis under the conditions comparable with the experiment.

(a) D im en sion less  P aram eters U sed for T .I.A .

The dimensional parameters presented in Table 9.3 are used to estimate the non- 

dimensional param eters, which are comparable with the experim ental conditions. The

Table 9.3: Dimensional Parameters Corresponding to the Test Conditions

Nozzle Dimensions To* =  9.525/2 mm 
r r  =  10.00/2 mm

Reference Length Scale =  (r&" — ra“)/2  =  0.1187 mm
Reference Velocity Scale u r  = 1.7323.2.1653.2.5984.3.4645 m / s
W ater density pe =  1000 kg/m^
.Air density Pg =  1.29 kg/m^
W ater viscosity Pi =  0.001 N  m / s
Surface tension a = 0.074 N / m

non-dimensional param eters estim ated are shown in Table 9.4.
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Table 9.4: Dimensionless Parameters for T.I.A . Calculations

Radii for Annular 
Cross Section

T'a =  Ta l^h =  40.12 
Tb =  rU/rh =  42.12

Density Ratio P  =  P g !  P i  =  1.29 X 10“^
Water Velocity Ut = ur/ur =  1

ur ur Ua = Æ = We =
(m /s) ( m/ s ) ur/ur Pe ur Tf,/pt piUr^Th./cr
1.732 3.854 2.225 205.62 4.81

7.708 4.450
3.854 1.780

2.165 7.708 3.560 257.02 7.52
11.562 5.339
3.854 1.483

2.598 7.708 2.966 308.43 10.83
11.562 4.449
3.854 1.112

3.464 7.708 2.225 411.24 19.25
11.562 3.337
15.416 4.450

(b) P red iction s by T em poral In sta b ility  A n alysis (T .I .A .)

By the linear instability theory, a dominant unstable wave mode, which has max

imum wave growth rate, outgrows the other modes, and is the one to be observed 

in reality. Therefore, to compare with the experimental results, the dominant wave 

number Qr.max are used to estim ate the wave length and bubble diameter D& by 

considering the conservation of the entrapped gas. The maximum wave growth rate 

is Utilized to calculate the jet breaJiup length L b  based on the assumption that 

the pinchofF of bubbles occurs when the amplitude of the dom inant unstable wave 

becomes equal to the mean jet radius. Table 9.6 gives the equations for the calcu

lations of various jet breakup characteristics from T.1..A.. where to in the formula 

for X-B is the amplitude of initial disturbances, which depends on the noise level in
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the physical system under investigation, and one typical values used is 64.74 fim in 

this experimental setup. This value of cq is obtained by forcing L b from the photo 

measurements to satisfy the relation to estim ate the jet breakup length by the linear 

instabilitv theorv.

Table 9.5: Jet Breakup Characteristics Estimated from T.I.A .

ur
(GPM)

ur
(SCFM)

Df,
( mm) (mm)

Lb
(mm) (1/a)

1.732 3.854 19.954 58.328 66.632 154.34
7.708 16.835 35.062 36.421 291.32

2.165
3.854 20.068 59.547 82.302 146.75
7.708 17.038 36.343 46.523 274.79
11.562 13.753 19.117 25.817 464.42

2.598
3.854 20.260 61.108 98.032 141.46
7.708 17.251 37.721 57.904 258.86
11.562 14.224 21.149 32.032 443.53

3.464
3.854 20.178 60.366 126.126 137.35
7.708 17.630 40.266 82.312 230.54
11.562 14.614 22.937 47.135 404.07
15.416 10.837 9.352 27.347 653.22

Table 9.6: Comparison of Photo Measurements with Temporal Instability .Analysis

Jet Breakup 
Characteristics

Temporal Instability 
.-Analysis

Photographic
Measurements

Bubble Diameter (1'2t ! amaiŸ'^ { r r D (measured directly)
Breakup Length (fV /a .m ax )

X  In [(r^' +  r&')/(2eo)j
L b (measured directly)

Wave Length /  O i r ,m a x L uj (measured directly)
Wave Growth Rate D j .T jia x Cf"/(z3 -  - i)  In (773/^ 1)
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9 .1 .4  C om p arison  o f  M easurem en ts w ith  T .I .A . R esu lts

The bubble diam eter D&. unstable wave length Z,„, and je t breadcup length L b esti

m ated from the photographic meaisurements ajid the tem poral instability analysis are 

presented in Figures 9.6 to 9.8 with the air-to-water velocity ratio Ua as the abscissa. 

The solid lines represent the predicted values by the tem poral instability analysis 

while the dash lines stand for those from photographic m easurem ents for four water 

velocities of 1.732.2.165,2.598 and 3.465 m / s .  respectively. The standard deviations 

for each measured data  are also indicated in the figures.

Figure 9.6 shows the measured and predicted bubble diam eter Db for different air- 

to-w ater velocity ratios Ua- The bubble diam eters mezisured from the photographs 

are almost uniform for all the water ajid air flowrates considered, as discussed in 

the above section. The average bubble diam eter is 24.61 m m , which is 2.46 times 

of the nozzle diam eter. The observation th a t the bubble size is independent of the 

flow conditions is consistent with that for cylindrical liquid jets by Rayleigh [8]éind 

for annular liquid jets by others [43, 20|. However, the predicted bubble diam eter 

is dependent on the flow conditions, and decreases with the air-to-water velocity 

ratio. Better agreement of the measurements with the predictions occurs only for 

low air-to-water velocity ratios. For example, at Ua =  1.112,1.48 and 1.78. the linear 

instability theory under-estim ates the bubble diameter by up to 15.8%. For larger 

velocity ratios, the theory does not predict the bubble diam eter well. The reason 

for this might be tha t the air pressure inside of the annular sheet increases with the 

air velocity. In the experim ent, this pressure increeise due to the increase of the air 

velocity results in larger bubble diameters. However, since this pressure increase is 

not taken into account in the predictions by the  linear instability theory, the predicted 

bubble diam eters are smaller than the experimental ones when the air velocity is high.

The je t breakup lengths L b observed from the experiment and estim ated by the
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Figure 9.6: Bubble diameter versus air-to-water velocity ratio. Nozzle mean dicimeter: 
9.7625 mm. Dash line: experiment: Solid line: linear theory.

linear instability theory are shown in Figure 9.7. It is seen that the measurements are 

consistent with the predictions. Both the measured and predicted L b decreeises with 

the air-to-water velocity ratio, indicating that the presence of gas stream  promotes 

the jet instability. Increase in the air velocity may cause the jet to break up closer 

to the nozzle exit. The large discrepancy of 56% between the measurements and 

predictions exists at the largest air-to-water velocity ratio of 5.339 considered in this 

work. The reason for this might be that from one side, the measured L b has larger 

uncertainty due to its periodic variation within one wave length. From the other 

side, the way to predict the wave length by the linear instability theory may require 

certain modification at larger air-to-water velocity ratios, such as non-linear effect or 

gas compressibility effect.

Shown in Figure 9.8 is the comparison between predicted and experimental wave 

lengths L^.  It is seen that both experim ental and theoretical wave lengths decrease 

with the air velocity. This implies th a t utilization of high velocity air in atomization 

may reduce the size of liquid droplets, and therefore can improve the atom ization per-
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Figure 9.7: Je t breaJcup length versus air-to-water velocity ratio. Nozzle mean diam 
eter: 9.7625 m m . Dash line: experiment; Solid line: linear theory.

formance. The discrepancy between the measurements and the estimations become 

greater as the air velocity increases, or when the flow approaches the interm ittent 

regime. The onset of flow turbulence (Reynolds num ber of the air flow is about 

10000) and the thinning of liquid sheets are a potential cause for this discrepancy.

The wave growth rates predicted by the linear instability theory (Table 9.1) are two 

orders of m agnitude different from those estimated from the photographs, although 

the general trend  of variation that the increase of the air velocity enhances the jet 

instability agrees with each other. The reason for this large discrepancy is the larger 

uncertainty of the growth rate measurements from the photos since compared with 

the jet dimensions the wave growth rates is more than one order smaller. In addition, 

the way to predict the wave growth rate by the linear instability theory need be 

improved.
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Figure 9.8: Unstable wave length versus air-to-water velocity ratio. Nozzle mean 
diajmeter: 9.7625 m m . Dash line: experiment: Solid line: linear theory.

9.2 Spray Characteristics

The test apparatus described in Chapter 8 produces sprays of fine droplets with 

Nozzle B {O.D. = 2.54mm and I .D.  =  2.375mm for the annular liquid sheet: core 

pipe I .D.  = 1.588mm for air). The sprays generated at the four w ater flowrates 

(207.388,580 and 780ml /min)  and various air flowrates ranging from 22.900 to 

35.722 m l / m i n  are measured by using Dantec Particle Dynamics .Analyzer (PDA). 

To examine the spray symmetry, measurements are made along the spray radial di

rection ox and orthogonal direction ay on the spray cross section at z =  151.57 mm. 

The size and axial velocity distributions are obtained at up to 25 different loca

tions along the radial direction ox at five different cross sections located at r =  

37.27. 75.37.113.47.151.57 and 176.97 mm. To examine the effects of the water and 

air velocities, the spray characteristics are measured at up to 20 locations along the 

spray azds oz for each pair of water and air flowrates mentioned above.

.At each location within the spray measured, the Dantec PDA and the accompany
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ing SIZEware software provide detailed d a ta  and graph options such as various mean 

droplet sizes and velocities as well as their histograms. For exam ple, the histograms 

shown in Figure 9.9 for the droplet diam eter and velocity provide the detailed infor

mation about counts of droplets per size class for the diameter histogram and per 

velocity class for the velocity histogram. However, in this work, only the data, which 

are representative of spray characteristics often considered in spray application, are 

presented. The original mezisurements are listed in Tables F.6 . F.7 and F .8 in .A.p- 

pendi.x F in details. The general observation of spray characteristics are described 

below.

c
3
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»c3
0
U

0.0k -‘“oai

Diameter (/xm)

.■\xial Velocity (m/s)

Axial Velocity (m/s) 

Diameter (/xm)

Figure 9.9: Examples of drop velocity and size histograms
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9.2.1 S ym m etry  o f  th e  Spray S tructure

(a) S ym m etry  o f M ean A xial V elo c ity  D istrib u tion

Figure 9.10 shows the arithm etic mean axial velocity measured along two orthog

onal radial directions at the axial plane of 151.57 mm from the nozzle exit in the 

spray held. It is seen that the mean axial velocities along both directions have a 

typical Gaussian-type variation, as observed for the spray formed from the plane liq

uid sheet breakup [44] and from the annular liquid sheet breakup [71]. The mean 

velocity reaches the maximum value at the spray centerline, and decreases from the 

spray center to the edges as the spray spreads out. The air entrainm ent from the 

surrounding to the spray edges should be responsible for this decrease of the mean 

velocity at the spray edges. The velocity prohle is nearly symmetric about the spray 

axis parallel to the nozzle axis, which is off the nozzle axis by about 2.54 mm  along 

the ox direction, and 5 m m  along oy axis. The reason for this discrepancy might be 

the annular section for water being eccentric with the core pipe for air since the di

mensions of the annular nozzle are quite small, especially the annular gap being only 

0.08mm. The error may also occur because the nozzle positions were not exactly the 

same before and after it was rotated by 90° during the tests, although much attention 

was paid to it.

(b) S ym m etry  of Sauter M ean D ia m eter  D istr ib u tion

The Sauter Mean Diameters (SMD) shown in Figure 9.11 are nearly symmetric 

about the spray axis, and are off the nozzle axis as the velocity profiles are. The 

measurements along two orthogonal directions differ from each other, showing certain 

degree of non-symmetry of the spray. The SMD increases from the spray central 

region to the edges. The larger droplet sizes near the spray edge is probably due 

to the collision and coalescence of drops. However, in a small region close to the
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Figure 9.10: Drop mean axial velocities along two orthogonal radial directions.
Water velocity: Ug’ = 10.15 m/s .  air velocity Ua~ =  220.61 m / s .  axial location 
r  =  151.57 mm.

center, certain increase in the droplet size is noticed as reported for annular liquids 

in co-flowing air stream s by Lavergne [71]. This differs from what was observed for 

a cylindrical liquid jet surrounded by an air stream [66] and for “sandwich” type of 

plane liquid sheets [44]. in which the smallest droplets are éilways present in the center 

of the spray. The reason for this difference is the presence of air cores. If there is no 

air stream  inside of a liquid jet. there will be no any relative increase of droplet sizes 

in the central region of sprays. However if there is an air core, some relatively large 

droplets will be observed in the central region. This is to be identified by combining 

the variations of the drop size and the number density later.
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Figure 9.11: Drop Sauter Mean Diameter along two orthogonal radial directions. 
Water velocity U(" =  10.15 m/ s .  air velocity U^'  =  220.61 m / s .  axial location z =  
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9.2.2 S p atia l D istr ib u tion  o f  th e  D rop  V e lo c ity  and Size

The spatial variations of the spray characteristics are presented in Figures 9.12 to 9.17. 

In each figure, one of the typical spray characteristics (mean axial velocity, turbulent 

intensity. Sauter Mean Diameter, and number density) is presented for various radial 

positions along ox axis at five axial planes under fixed flow conditions. It is seen from 

the figures tha t all the spray characteristics are essentially symmetric about the spray 

axis.

(a) S patia l D istr ib u tion  o f M ean A xia l V e lo c ity

The spatial distribution of mean axial velocity is shown in Figure 9.12 in the 

radial direction. In the center of the spray, the velocity reaches m aximum and then 

decreases from the center to the spray boundary. .A.long the spray axis downstream, 

the velocity profile indicates the expansion of the spray region. The variation of the
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velocity near the central region is opposite to that near the edge. Near the center the 

éixiaJ mean velocity decreases as the distance from the nozzle increases, while close 

to the edge it increases along the axis downstream. In another words, the droplets 

closer to the nozzle exit have higher velocities than those farther downstream in the 

central region. W hereas near the spray boundary, the droplets closer to the nozzle 

exit have lower velocities than those farther downstream. This is a typical plane-sheet 

type of velocity variation [44]. .A.t the nozzle exit, the initial larger velocity difference 

(e.g. 211m /s) between the liquid jet and the air core results in high velocities of the 

droplets due to strong momentum transfer, .^s the droplets transport downstream 

émd spread out. they are decelerated in general because of the air entrainm ent from 

the surrounding. By taking account of droplet sizes, the smaller drops in the central 

region decelerate faster and move down while near the spray edge, the larger drops 

decelerate slower and move outwards when they move down. .As a result, the velocities 

of the droplets decrease quickly in the central region, but increase slightly near the 

boundary. In general, the velocity profile flattens to a small value downstream along 

the spray axis.

Figure 9.13 shows self-similarity of the drop axial velocity profile. When the drop 

axial velocity L\  normalized by the drop maximum velocity Umax on each corre

sponding spray plane is plotted with the radial coordinate x  normalized by the eixial 

coordinate z. the normalized velocity profiles collapse together reasonably well on 

the velocity correlation for a turbulent cylindrical je t [3]. The velocity profile does 

not become self-similar until the distance from the nozzle exit z is about 30.67 times 

the nozzle diam eter D.  This implies th a t the liquid drops follow primarily the air 

motion in the central region, and have a jet-type of velocity distribution along the 

spray radial direction.

The tu rbu len t com ponent (RMS) of drop aociaJ velocity takes longer to  develop
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than the mean velocity. As shown in Figure 9.14, it is non-similar at z f D  =  30.67. 

and does not become sim ilar until z /D  =  46.17. Note th a t non-similar variation of 

the turbulent component occurs in the spray centrai region.
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I
i
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0.4 0.8-0.4
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Figure 9.14: Self-similarity for the turbulent component of drop axial velocity. Water 
velocity I'l' =  10.15 m / s .  air velocity Ua' =  220.61 mjs .

The turbulent intensity in Figure 9.15 shows the lowest value in the center and 

increases from the center to the spray edge at every spray cross section, although 

the RMS of the mean axial velocity has similar variation with the mean velocity 

(see Table F.7). The turbulent intensity at every radial position decreases as the 

measurement plane moves far from the nozzle exit. This variation is mainly because 

of aerodynamic interaction between the atomizing air and the dispersed phase. In 

the central region, the dispersed phase follows, to a certain degree, the air motion so 

that the dispersed phase flow is relatively stable compared with the outer region. The 

strong turbulent fluctuation near the spray edge is probably due to the air circulation 

around the spray.

(b) Spatial D istr ib u tion  o f  Sauter M ean D iam eter
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Figure 9.15: Spatial d istribution of turbulent intensity. W ater velocity Ue' =
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Figure 9.16 shows the Sauter .Mean Diameter (SMD) versus the radial position 

corresponding to the m easurem ents at five axial spray planes. Coupled with the 

variation of the axial mean velocity (see Figure 9.12). it is seen th a t the variation 

of drop sizes and the drop velocities are consistent with each other in the sense that 

smaJler drops have higher velocities (as in the central region of the spray) and larger 

drops have smaller velocities (as in the outer region of the spray). The high mean RMS 

velocities caused by the high-velocity air motion in the spray central region results 

in small droplets there because high shear and aerodynamic interaction between the 

liquid and geis phase is known to be beneficial for the production of small droplets, 

as predicted by the linear instability theory presented earlier.

It is seen that some increase in the drop size (the SMD) with the axial distance 

exists in the central region, similar to that observed by Lavergne [71]. To explain 

this, it is better to take account of the number density variation versus the radial
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position at five axial spray planes shown in Figure 9.17. The variation of the number 

density is found to be very similar to that for the droplet size. This means that at 

each axial spray plane, there are always less small drops in the central region than 

near the boundary. The reason for this is that there is an air core inside of the 

annular liquid sheet. The presence of the air core results in dilute spray in the central 

region. Meanwhile, the air core dominates the drop motion so that the small drops 

in the center transport to the boundary due to high RMS velocities near the spray 

centerline. As a result, the increase of the SMD may occur in the spray central region 

occasionallv, and the number density decreases in the center.
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Figure 9.16: Spatial distribution of drop Sauter Mean Diameter. Water velocity 
Ut-' = 10.15 m/ s .  air velocity Ua' = 220.61 m/s .

Near the spray edge, there exist more larger drops closer to the nozzle exit than 

farther downstream at a fixed radial position. This can be explained by the spray 

expansion in the downstream direction. Since the trajectory of drops is outward and 

downward at the same time, the drop size on the lower plane is smaller than on the
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upper plane, so is the number of drops.

9.2.3 E ffects o f  th e  Liquid and Gas V eloc ities

To further investigate the characteristics of the hollow-cone sprays formed from the 

annular liquid sheets breakup, the mean axial velocity, the turbulent intensity. Sauter 

Mean Diameter and number density are also presented in Figures 9.18 to 9.25 for 

different axial locations and various water and air velocities. In each figure, the 

variation of the spray characteristics along the spray axis is shown for a pair of water 

and air velocity (U/. Ua)-

(a) Effects on M ean A xial V elocity

The mean axial velocity shown in Figure 9.18 all decreases downstream along the 

spray axis although the velocity gradient in z direction depends on the water and
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air velocities. This decrease in the axial velocity results mainly from the boundary 

growth and the entrainm ent of the ambient air. Rapid mixing of the spray droplets 

with the am bient air and the resulting momentum exchange lead to the deceleration 

of drops in the spray center. .A.t a fixed axial position, the mean velocity increases 

generally with the air velocity for a fixed water velocity. For exaimple. at the water 

velocity of U( =  5.41 m / s .  the mean velocity curve in Figure 9.18 moves up as the 

air velocity increases from 192.83 to 276.72 m / s .  Clearly, when the air velocity is 

higher, the m om entum  transferred from the air to the dispersed phase or droplets is 

larger. Therefore, the drop velocity is higher. However, the axial velocity does not 

increase linearly with the increase of the air velocity. There is an uplimit for the drop 

axial velocity at each fixed water velocity. When the air velocity is of certain high 

value, no further increase in the drop velocity is obtained. Besides, the effect of the 

air velocity on the drop velocity becomes small when the water velocity is high. This 

is because the m om entum  transfer depends on not only air but also water flow, ajid 

the m om entum  for water is fixed when the nozzle cross section area and water flow 

rate are fixed.

On the other hand, the similar variation exists for the drop axial mean velocity 

with the water velocity at a fixed air velocity. That is for a fixed air velocity (e.g., 

Ua =  220.60 m/ s) ,  the increase in the water velocity (e.g., U( = 5.41.10.15 ajid 

15.17 m / s )  causes the drop velocity to increase significantly for low values of the 

water velocity and gradually approaches an up limit when the water velocity is high. 

The effect of the water velocity becomes small when the air velocity is high. It is 

also noticed from Figure 9.18 that at some axial locations close to the nozzle exit, the 

drop velocity decreases with the air or water velocity. The reason for this might be 

that there axe relatively strong flow fluctuation close to the nozzle exit. The turbulent 

intensities listed in Table F.8in .Appendix F vary from 35 to 20% for the axiaJ location
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Figure 9.18: Effects of water and air velocities on drop mean axial velocity along the 
spray axis.
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from the nozzle exit to downstream at all water and air velocities considered. The 

higher values of turbulent intensity occur near the nozzle exit.

According to the conservation of momentum, the momentum of a spray J  must 

remain constant at each cross section of the spray. T hat is;

V = y  O a P a t ^ ^ d A  +  J  Oepiu^dA (9.1 ]

-  =  I0n JP
I +  O i l  — - I u^dA (9.2)

Bcised on self-similarity of the drop axial velocity profiles discussed earlier, we can 

assume:

5 3 = ' ®
where u(r.z).  the axial velocity for both liquid and gas: Umax(~) maximum velocity 

at each spray cross section: r and z. radial and axial coordinate respectively.

Substituting Eq. (9.3) into Eq. (9.2) and re-arranging the equation, it gives:

(9.4)
{;„* [i +  •= .(“ - 1)] 2 r  ( f )  

where 6. the radius of spray at each cross section: O/. liquid volume fraction. When 

=  0 in Eq. (9.4). the inverse of the denominator at the right hand side of Eq. (9.4) 

becomes a constant of 7.4 approximately which is for cylindrical gas jet flow [3]. For 

the spray studied in this work, ot has a value between zero and one. and the integral 

in Eq. (9.4) will depend on the profile of Oi. The drop axial velocities in the spray 

center for various water and air velocities shown in Figure 9.18 (except for those 

measurements very close to the nozzle exit) are correlated according to Eq. (9.4) by 

assuming the profile for Oi is self-preserving, so that
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The correlation coefficient and deviations from the experimental data  are presented 

in Table 9.7 for different flow conditions of water and air velocity. It is seen that the 

correlation coefficients c vary with the water and air velocity slightly, éind are in the 

same order as the value for a cylindrical gas jet. This indicates th a t the motion of 

liquid droplets in the spray is dominated by the air motion in the central region. The 

velocity profile for the droplets is self-similar when the distance is far enough from 

the nozzle exit. The correlation curves shown in Figures 9.19. 9.20 and 9.21 indicates 

a very good agreement with the experim ental data.
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Figure 9.19: Correlation for drop mean axial velocity. Ut' 
correlation Eq. (9.5): Symbol: meaisurement.

=  5.41m /s: Solid line:

(b) E ffects on Sauter M ean D ia m eter

Figure 9.22 indicates the Sauter Mean Diameters for spray droplets at different 

axial locations for three fixed water velocities (Ue =  5.41,10.15 and 15 17 m /s)  and 

four air velocities (LU =  192.83,220.61, 248.04,275.72 and 300.79 m / s ) .  The effects
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Table 9.7: Correlation Coefficient and Uncertainty for Drop Axial Mean Velocity

W ater velocitv .A.ir velocitv Coefficient Deviation
U r  (m/s) Ua' ( m/ s) c (%)

192.83 6.943 7.25
5.41 220.61 8.240 1.98

248.40 9.340 2.60
275.72 9.380 2.75
192.83 7.385 3.28

10.15 220.61 8.594 1.32
248.40 9.740 2.67
275.72 9.590 2.66
220.61 7.293 1.03

15.17 248.40 8.140 4.57
275.72 8.735 5.74
300.79 8.583 6.86

of the water and air velocity on the SMD are not as obvious as on the mean cuxial 

velocity. However, the data points shown in Figure 9.22 can be clcissified into three 

groups. One group of lowest SMD values are obtained for the water velocity of 

5.41 m/ s .  .Another group of data point in the up part of the figure are for the 

water velocity equal to 15.17 m / s .  The group between them is the one for the water 

velocity of 10.15 m / s .  Obviously, the SMD hcis a  global increase with the increase in 

the water velocity among three groups, and in each group, the air velocity shows a 

small effect on the SMD. However, the SMD is reduced in general by increasing the 

air-to-water velocity ratio. For all the water and air velocities (air-to-water velocity 

ratio Ua =  14.57 to 50.96) and at all the axial locations [z =  30.48 to 175.26 mm) 

considered here, the SMD. ranging from 27 to 45 /xm. indicates that using atomizing 

air produces fine size of droplets for the spray and improve atomization performance 

significantly. The reason for this reduction effect of the atomizing air on the drop 

size is that the presence of air stream enhances the liquid jet instability and energy
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Figure 9.22: Effects of water and air velocities on drop Sauter Meaji Diameter along 
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transfer.

On the other hand, the SMD increases generally with the distance from the nozzle 

exit for a low liquid velocity Ui = 5.41 m/ s .  For the higher liquid velocities, the value 

of SMD shows an initial decrease followed by a gradual increase along the spray axis. 

The initial decrease in SMD with z is probably due to secondary atomization and 

the subsequent increase is due to droplet coalescence [44]. The consideration of the 

number density could be more helpful to explain this complex variation of droplet 

sizes. The number density in Figures 9.23 to 9.25 indicates that at a lower liquid 

velocity, there are larger amounts of drops with smaller sizes. The general increase of 

the number density with the eixial location may be explained by secondary atomization 

and radial droplet migration which occur progressively along the spray centerline 

downstream. The initial decrease of the SMD due to the secondary atomization 

results in an increase in the number density. However, the subsequent increaise of the 

SMD cind the num ber density is the result of the balance between the drop coalescence 

and secondary atom ization effects.

9.2 .4  U n certa in ty  o f  M easurem ents

There is a certain degree of uncertainty for the photographic and PDA measure

ments in this work, just like any other experiments. To estim ate this uncertainty, 

it is necessary to consider all the uncertain effects on the measurements. Then the 

combined effect can be assessed. Typical uncertainties in the present measurements 

are described below.

(1) P h o to g ra p h ic  M e a su re m e n ts

The sources, which may cause uncertainty for the photographic measurements, are:

a. Flowmeter readings for both water (Qe) and air flowrates (Qa):
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Figure 9.25: Effects of water and air velocities on number density along the spray 
axis. Water velocity Uf~ = 15.17 m /s .

b . Nozzle dimensions causing an uncertainty for the estim ation of flow cross section 

areas (.4#. .4a):

c. Pressure fluctuation in the supply lines:

d . .Alignment of the cam era relative to the nozzle assembly or annular jets:

e. Sensitivity and resolution of the photographic films and papers:

f. Systematic bias in taking measurements from the magnified projections.

The accuracy of both the water and air flowmeters is ±2.5%  of the flowmeter full 

scale (see .4ppendix E for the flowmeter specifications). Therefore, the  meiximum 

absolute error for the water flowrate is 6q  ̂ =  0.025 G P M  or 1.58 x 10“® m^/s .  and 

6q  ̂ = 0.15 S C F M  or 7.08 x 10“  ̂ m^/s  for the air flowrate. The absolute error for 

the nozzle dimensions is 0.01 m m  for every diam eter meaisurement, and this yields a
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maximum absolute error of =  0.307 mm^ for the water flow cross section zirea and 

6^a =  0.138 m m ‘ for the air flow cross section area. The estim ation of the uncertainty 

for the water and air velocities is eis follows:

(9.6)

(9.7)
.4a ±  <5.4„ .4a

The relative errors estim ated by the above equations are ±9.2% for the water velocity 

and ±12% for the air velocity.

Unfortunately, the other error sources are difficult to estim ate quantitatively. 

Therefore, their estim ations are not given here.

(2) P D A  M e a su re m e n ts

The sources causing uncertainty for PD.4 measurements are:

a  Flowmeter readings for both water (Qf) and air flowrates {Qa)\

b Nozzle dimensions causing an uncertainty of the estimation of flow cross section 

areas ( Af. .4a):

c Pressure fluctuation in the supply lines:

d Optical alignment of the PD.A. instrument:

e .Accuracy of PDA instrument:

f  Random errors in taking measurements.

The uncertainties for the water and air velocity can be estim ated similarly to the 

previous case for the photographic measurements. Since the accuracy of the water 

and air flowmeters is ±2.0%  of the flowmeter full scale, the m axim um  absolute errors
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are = 23.72 m l / m i n  for water flowrate readings and 6q  ̂ =  778 m l / m i n  for the air 

flowrate. The absolute error for the nozzle dimensions is 0.01 m m  for every diameter 

mecLSurement, and this yields a maximum absolute error of 6^, = 0.0772 mm^  for 

the water flow cross section area and <5.4̂ =  0.025 mm^ for the air flow cross section 

area. The maximum relative errors estim ated by Eqs. (9.6) ajid (9.7) are ±17% for 

the water velocity and ±4.66% for the air velocity in the PDA measurements.

The PD.A based on laser Doppler interferometry alm ost becomes a stajidard in

strum ent to characterize the sprays in recent years. It has self-calibration built in the 

system, and is verified to have high accuracy for mea.surements by the manufacture. 

Besides, the PD.A used in this work has been calibrated using a single droplet gen

erator [76]. The droplet size measured was compared with the theoretical prediction 

by Rayleigh [8j. and the accuracy is 0.6%.

9.3 Summary

The experim ental investigations for the jet breakup characteristics and spray for

mation mechanism of annular water jets exposed to inner air streams have been 

presented in this chapter. The photographic measurem ents identify three regimes, 

bubble formation, annular jet formation and atom ization regime, for the je t disinte

gration process. Within the bubble formation regime, the je t breakup characteristics 

are measured from the photographs taken under various liquid and gas velocities. 

The results show that a uniform size of bubbles are observed for various air-to-water 

velocity ratios. This bubble size, almost independent of the air-to-water velocity ra

tio, has an average diameter of 24.61 mm or 2.46 times of the nozzle mean diameter. 

The je t breakup and wave lengths are found to decrease with the air-to-water velocity 

ratio. This means that they both increase as the liquid flowrate increases or as the
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air flowrate decreases. However, the effectiveness of the air-to-water velocity ratio is 

limited. Under certain conditions, further increase in the liquid velocity or decrease 

in the air velocity hais no effect on the je t breakup and wave length. The comparison 

of the photographic measurem ents with the predictions by the linear instability anal

ysis shows certain degree of agreement. However, the linear instability theory may 

be necessary to be modified with non-linear effects for the better predictions of the 

experimental results in fu ture works.

The study of the form ation mechanism of the sprays by a Phase Doppler Par

ticle Analyzer indicates th a t using atomizing air enhances the jet breaicup process 

and improves the atom ization performance by producing fine sizes of droplets and 

increasing the uniformity of drop sizes. The spray characteristic param eters, such as 

drop mean diam eter, velocity, velocity fluctuation and num ber density, are symmet

ric about the spray axis. .At each plane perpendicular to the spray axis, the mean 

eixial velocity measured reaches the maximum value in the spray center and decreases 

from the spray center to the edge. The drop axial velocity has a jet-type self similar 

spatial distribution according to the velocity correlations. Along the spray axis at 

the different axial locations, the drop axial mean velocity increases with the water 

amd air flowrates or velocities. But the effect of the water and air velocities becomes 

small when either water or air flowrate is high. A monotonie decrease is found for 

the axial mean velocity as the distance from the nozzle exit increases along the spray 

ajcis. The SMD is a m inim um  in the spray center and has global increase from the 

spray center to the edge. Along the spray axis, the SMD has a more complex varia

tion. The water and air flowrates also have complex effects on the SMD. Generally, 

the SMD is reduced by increasing the air flowrate or velocity and increased with the 

liquid flowrate or velocity.
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C hapter 10

C onclusions

The interfacial instability and breakup process of annular viscous liquid jets subjected 

to inner and /or outer gas streams and the characteristics of the resultant sprays have 

been investigated in this thesis. The thesis contains two parts. In the first part, 

a theoretical analysis based on the linear instability theory is carried out for the 

instability of annular liquid jets. In the second part, an experimental investigation is 

conducted out for the formation and characteristics of the sprays from the annular 

liquid jet breakup. The flow visualization by photography is performed to assess the 

jet breakup mechanism, and a Phase Doppler Particle .Analyzer is used to characterize 

the resultant sprays.

10.1 Linear Instability Analysis

.\  general form of dispersion relation, which states the relation between the complex 

wave number and frequency of disturbances, has been derived for the annular viscous 

liquid je t exposed to both internal and external inviscid gas streams of unequal veloc

ities by applying the linear instability theory. The equations for the am plitude ratio
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of initial disturbances at the two gas-liquid interfaces are aiso obtained. As a check to 

the equations derived, the dispersion relations for three limiting cases of plane liquid 

sheets, cylindrical gas jets and cylindrical liquid jets are retrieved from that for the 

annular liquid je t by using appropriate approximations for the radii of the annular 

je t. The dispersion relations are then solved numerically by using Muller’s method.

The numerical results based on the temporal analysis reveal the effects of the jet 

geometric param eters and various flow parameters on the jet breakup processes. It 

is found that there exist two independent unstable modes, para-sinuous and para- 

varicose. for the annular je t instability. The para-sinuous mode of interfacial waves 

outgrows the para- varicose one at relatively low gais-liquid density ratios and large 

Weber numbers. For the practical im portance of large Weber numbers such as related 

to liquid atom ization, the para-sinuous mode is always predominant. The curvature 

of the annular je t in general promotes the jet instability, and may not be neglected for 

the breakup processes of annular liquid jets. Not only the velocity difference across 

each interface but also the absolute velocity of each fluid is im portant for the jet 

instability, cdthough the effect of absolute velocity is secondary compared to that of 

the relative velocity. Co-flowing gas at high velocities is found to significantly improve 

atom ization performance. A high velocity géis inside of the annular liquid je t exhibits 

a larger effect on the jet breakup process than a gas stream  outside of the je t with the 

equivalent velocity. The velocity difference across any of two gas-liquid interfaces also 

plays an im portant role in other param etric effects on the jet instability. In practical 

twin-fluid atom ization, where there always exists a velocity difference between liquid 

and gas. the atomization performance is therefore enhanced by an increase in the 

liquid inertia, density ratio and relatively large g«is velocity, and suppressed by the 

effect of surface tension and liquid viscosity.

A mesh-searching method has been developed in this thesis to determ ine absolute
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mode of instabilities. .Absolute and convective instabilities are identified, for the first 

time, for annular liquid jets in moving gas stream s. Two solutions, para-sinuous and 

para-varicose, exist for both absolute and convective instability under certain flow 

conditions. For para-sinuous mode, the annular liquid jet w ith an inner gas moving 

at relatively small velocity could have convective or absolute instability depending on 

specific flow conditions. However, the jet is of only absolute instability if the inner 

gas is either stationary or moves at sufficiently large velocity. Para-sinuous unstable 

waves outgrow para-varicose ones, and hence dominate the je t instability according 

to both the absolute and convective instability analysis. The liquid viscosity has a 

simple stabilizing effect on the jet instability while the gas inertial force shows fairly 

complex influence on the absolute instability of the jet. The convective growth rates 

for various inner gas velocities shows that not only the velocity difference between, but 

also the absolute velocity of the liquid and gas. determines the jet breakup process.

10.2 Experimental Measurements

In the second part of this thesis, experimental investigations have been performed for 

the breakup process of an annular water je t exposed to an inner air stream  and for 

the formation and characteristics of the resultant sprays. Two annular nozzles of the 

same structure but different dimensions are designed and constructed with smooth 

contraction for the liquid flow. The test apparatus constructed in this work consists 

of the water and air supply system, flowmeters and pressure regulating systems. It 

is used, when a nozzle is connected to the water and air pipelines, to produce the 

annular liquid jets or sprays of good quality.

Photographic measurements have identified three regimes, i.e.. bubble formation, 

annular je t formation and atomization regime, for the je t breakup process. Within
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the bubble formation regime, the jet breakup characteristics are measured from the 

photographs taken under various liquid and gas velocities. The results show that 

a uniform size of bubbles is observed for various air-to-water velocity ratios. This 

bubble size, almost independent of the air-to-water ratio, has an average diam eter of 

24.61 m m  or 2.461 times of the nozzle diameter. The je t breakup and wave lengths 

are found to  decrease with the air-to-water velocity ratio. However, the effectiveness 

of the air-to-liquid ratio is limited. Under certain conditions, further increase in the 

liquid velocity or decrease in the air velocity has no effect on the je t breakup and wave 

length. The comparison of the photographic measurements with the predictions by 

the linear instability analysis indicates a certain degree of agreement. However, the 

prediction of the jet breaJcup characteristics by the linear instability theory needs to 

be modified by including non-linear effect and gas compressibility effect in the future 

work.

The study of the formation mechanism of the sprays from annular liquid je t 

breakup by a Phase Doppler Particle .\nalyzer indicates that using atomizing air 

enhances the je t breakup process and improves the atomization performance by pro

ducing fine sizes of droplets and increasing the uniformity of drop sizes. Spray char

acteristic param eters, such as drop mean diameter, aixial mean velocity, velocity fluc

tuation and number density, are symmetric about the spray axis. The drop axial 

velocity has a jet-type self-similar spatial distribution in the radial direction, and 

decreases monotonically along the spray aais. Increéise in the w ater and air velocities 

results in higher drop axial velocity. But the effect of the water and air velocities 

has a certain lim it. The droplet size described by its Sauter mean diam eter (SMD) 

reaches a m inim um  value at the central region of the spray and increases towéu’ds the 

spray edge. The SMD has a complex variation along the spray axis. Under the condi

tions of relatively low w ater flowrates. it increases as the distance from the nozzle exit
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increase. However at relative high water flowrates. the SMD decreases initially and 

then increases along the spray axis downstream. The results also suggest that the 

aerodynamic interaction between the liquid and gas. drop collision eind coalescence 

and transport may be im portant for the liquid atomization using atomizing air.
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R ecom m en d ation s for Future  

W orks

Based on both the theoretic and experimental investigations that have been done for 

the annular liquid jets and the resultant sprays in this thesis, the further works on 

the following aspects are recommended:

(a) The gas compressibility and non-linear effects may be considered in instability

analyses so that the agreement of the predictions by the theory with experiments 

can be improved:

(b) More annular nozzles with different dimensions are necessary to examine the

geometric effects of nozzles on the bubble formation and spray characteristics;

(c) Working fluids other than water as the dispersed liquid and air as the atomizing

gas may be tested:

(d) The test apparatus can be modified to provide more flexibilities for the selection

of the liquid and gas flowrate ranges.
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A p p en d ix  A  

C om p arison  o f  T h ree In sta b ility  

M o d es

Linear instability analyses can lead to three modes of instabilities for a flow system: 

temporal, absolute and convective instability. The main differences among three 

instability modes are presented in Table A.I. When a wave form of is assumed

for the normal mode solution, the real part Or of a represents axial wave number 

of a disturbance and is related to the disturbance wavelength A by the  relation of 

Qr =  2%/A: the imaginary part a , of a  represents spatial growth or decay rate of a 

disturbance: negative Qr of complex number Q is equal to 2% times of the disturbance 

frequency, and -Qr/o. the wave propagation velocity of the disturbance: Q, stands for 

growth or decay rate of a disturbance with time. For all three instability modes, the 

numerical values of Qr from the dispersion relation must be positive for a  disturbance 

wave to propagate from a nozzle downstream in the flow direction while the numerical 

values of Qr m ust be negative for any real flow system.
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Table A .l: Comparison of Three Instability Modes

Instability Mode Physical Description Mathematical
Description

Temporal Disturbance growth n , > 0
with time only Q, =  0

Absolute Disturbance growth not only n , > 0
with time but also through space Û, < 0

Convective Disturbance growth n , =  0
through space only a , <  0
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A p p en d ix  B

Sum m ary o f  P revious W orks

B .l Instability of Annular Liquid Jets

Previous theoretical works on the instabilities of annular liquid jets are listed in the 

following table. These works are all limited to te m p o ra l  in s ta b i l i ty  an a ly ses  for 

incompressible liquid and incompressible inviscid gas.

Table B .l: Previous Works on Temporal Instability Analyses

Reference Liquid Jet Gas Surrounding Emphases
Crapper [41] inviscid

moving
static inner and 
outer gas

effects of sheet 
thickness and radius

Meyer and 
Weighs [42]

viscous
static

moving, equal inner 
and outer gas velocity

critical “penetration” 
thickness

Lee and 
Chen [43]

viscous
static

moving, unequal inner 
and outer gas velocity

effects of liquid viscosity 
and géis velocity

Present
Work

viscous
moving

moving, unequal inner 
and outer gas velocity

effects of liquid viscosity 
liquid and gas velocity, 
density, surface tension
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B.2 Experiments for Sprays Formed by Annular 

Nozzles

Table B.2: Previous Experim ental Works on Je t Breakup and Spray Formation

Reference Kendall [20] Lee [43] Lavergne [71] Present Work

Liquid

water, water
solutions
(containing
alcohol.
salt, and
glycerin).

water water water

GélS

air. helium, 
nitrogen. 
Freon-12

air air air

Nozzle Size 4.0 m m  O.D. 
2.5 m m  I.D.

22.2 m m  O.D. 
12.7 m m  I.D.

0.4 m m  
sheet thickness

2.54.10.00 m m  O.D. 
2.375.9.525 m m  I.D.

Technique photography photography photography
PDP.A.

photography
PDPA

Emphases bubble
formation

jet breakup jet breakup 
drop size 
and velocity 
(lim ited data

je t breaJcup 
drop size 
ajid velocity
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A p p en d ix  C 

G eom etrica l C h aracteristics o f  

V arious J e ts

There are four types liquid or gas jets which are commonly used in connection with 

liquid atomization or bubble formation. These jets, cylindrical liquid je t. plane liquid 

sheet, annular liquid sheet or je t and cylindrical gas je t. have common geometrical 

characteristics. That is they all have gas-liquid interfaces no m atter how many inter

faces they have and whether the interfaces are flat or curved. The cylindrical liquid 

jet. plane liquid sheet and cylindrical gas je t can all be retrieved from an annular liq

uid jet by certain geometric approaching. If the inner and outer radius of an annular 

jet are denoted by r^ ' and r^~ as shown in Figure 4.1. the other type of jets can have 

the radii as listed in the following table.
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Table C .l: Geometrical Characteristics of Various Jets

Jet Type Inner Radius O uter Radius Sheet Thickness
Annular 
Liquid Sheet

ra' n ' rh =  (r&" -  rd ') /2

Cylindrical 
Liquid Jet

let Td" —► 0 fix r&' vary r/,

Plane
Liquid Sheet

let To' —+ oc r&" oc fix Fh

Cylindrical 
Gas Jet

fix Td" let Fb’ oo vary fh
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A p p en d ix  D

M esh -Search ing  M eth od

D .l Introduction

It is known that in reality the instability and breakup of a liquid jet discharged from a 

nozzle are due to not only spatially but also temporally growing disturbances. That is 

the disturbances grow through spatial location and also with time. In linear instability 

analysis, this is called absolute instability.To find out whether an absolute instability 

exists for a particular system with disturbances of the form .4q exp [i{kz — uz ()]. the 

analysis usually starts from the dispersion relation =  0. e.g.. Eq. (4.18).

which implicitly determines an analytical function •jj{k). .According to Briggs[4] and 

Bers[5]. it is essential to search for pinch points on the complex ^'-plane w ith u;, > 0 for 

absolute instabilities. The first step is to locate double roots in k. i.e.. the saddle point 

ko of the function ^:(k). and the corresponding wo. The second step is to  determ ine 

whether ko is a pinch point with uJo.t > 0. which represents absolute instability. The 

numerical method used is the mesh-searching technique over the Ar-plame. which is 

developed based on the principle outlined by Briggs[4] and Bers[5]. The procedure is 

given as follows.
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D.2 Procedures to Find Pinch Points

(1) L im it th e  region on Ar-plane to  be searched

This is the most im portant step. If the region is too small and off the right 

location, saddle points or pinch points may be missed. If it is too large, the grid over 

the X:-plane may become too coarse for a saddle point to be determ ined. Further, 

since numerical solutions of 3?(X:.u?) = 0  are sensitive to initial guesses, it is not easy 

to obtain numerically the same set of solutions over a large region of k. Therefore, 

it is necessary to solve the equation in an appropriately selected range for the real kr 

and imaginary part k, of k.

To determ ine the com putational region in the X:-plane as shown in Figure D .l. 

the tem poral solution need be determined first. If the  imaginary part of w. w /.  is 

positive for a range of real k (Xr, =  0). the temporal instability exists in a particular 

flow system. The superscript t here denotes temporal mode. The estim ation for the 

k region can be made according to the cut-off wave num ber kr,ĉ  and the m axim um  

temporal wave growth rate Since if there is a pinch point ko and it represents

an absolute instability within the region selected, the corresponding wo., is generally 

smaller and at most equal to i.e.. 0 <  û o,. <  [5]- Therefore, m ust be

in the first quadrant of complex u;-plane. On the Xr-plane. the pinch point ko m ust be 

in the fourth quadrant for ko,, <  0 to give a spatial wave growth of the disturbances. 

The upper limit kr,2 for the real part of k should be slightly larger than or at least 

equal to iv.c*- The lower limit k{,i for the imaginary part of k should be of the same 

order of m agnitude as and low enough (or the absolute value is large enough)

such that some mappings of the straight lines at constant k, in the  X:-plane cross 

the m apping of the line X:, =  0, or the temporal growth rate curve, in the w-plane 

from above. The lower lim it Xr̂ .i may be a little smaller than 0, and the upper lim it
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is a little above the real t-ax is just to ensure two branches of solutions in the k- 

plane are complete with the upper branch clearly starting from the upper haJf Ar-plane 

and the lower branch from the lower half Xr-plane. The grids in the Ar-plane and the 

corresponding solution domain in the uj-plane are illustrated in Figure D .l and D.2.

(2) D eterm in e {̂k) by so lv in g  =  0 num erically

Since the dispersion relation for a cylindrical liquid jet has many solutions [13. 51. 

52] and only one of them  represents truly unstable solution, it is necessary to check 

and make sure that the unstable solution is always obtained. Usually, it is better to 

start from the tem poral solution at A:, =  0. which should be known at this step, and 

then find all solutions u." at the selected mesh points shown in Figure D .l. The solved 

..*;(A') at a given k  should be within the region shown in Figure D.2.

(3) L ocate saddle points o f  '̂(k) by p lo ttin g  u,v or over the A:-pIane

Mathematically, a saddle point of «.’(A:) can be determined by either 

D u : d u .\  . du ,'r Du: duJt . d u :.

This means that both the real and imaginary part of the above derivatives must be 

zero. When plotting u.'r or uj, over the A--plane. the saddle point will be the one where 

u-v or W4,’, shows a maximum along the Aẑ -axis and a minimum along the A:,-axis. or 

vice versa.

(4) Show w hether th e  sadd le point found in S tep  3 is a pinch p o in t

contour plot based on the above 3-D mesh plot can be obtained a t various 

constant u-v or u,’, values in the Ar-plane. If the two A:-roots originate from the opposite 

sides of the Ay-axis and merge to ko when u: —>■ u:q from above in the cj-plane.

the point Atq is a pinch point and it represents the absolute instability if wo., is positive. 

Otherwise, it is not.
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Figure D .l: Solution Domain with computational Meshes in Ar-plane

u max

Figure D.2: Solution Domain in u-plane
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Specifications o f  T est F acilities

E .l Test Apparatus

163

Table E .l: Specifications for Test .Apparatus !
Dimension 0 O.6 I X I ..5 m

W ater Tank Max. pressure 100 psig
Material carbon steel

Compressed .\ir Maximum pressure 100 psig
Pressure range 0 — 100 psig

E.2 Photographic Unit

E.3 Particle Dynamics Analyzer System (PDA)
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Figure E .l :  S p ecifica tion s for T est A p p aratu s-II

Flowmeter A

Model block-type H-03285-22
Flow rate range 0 — 1.0 G P M  (water)
Max. operating press. 125 psia
Max. operating tem p. 54“ C
Full-scale accuracy ±2.5%
M anufacture King Instrument Com.

Flowmeter B

Model block-type H-03291-18
Flowrate range 0 - 6  S C F M  (air)
Mclx. operating press. 125 psia
Max. operating tem p. 54“C
Full-scale accuracy ±2.5%
M anufacture King Instrument Com.

Flowmeter C

Model Cole-Parmer 65 — m m  variable 
area. H-03216-38

Flowrate range 0 — 1261 m ljm in  (water)
Max. operating press. 200 psia
Max. operating tem p. 121°C
Full-scaie accuracy ±2.0%
M anufacture Cole-Parmer Instrum ent Com.

Flowmeter D

Model Cole-Parmer 65-mm variable 
area. H-03216-38

Flow rate range 0 — 42094 m l/m in  (air)
Max. operating press. 200 psia
Max. operating tem p. 121“C
Full-scale accuracy ±2.0%
Mauiufacture Cole-Parmer Instrum ent Com.
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Table E.2: Specifications for Photographic Unit

Camera
Model Pentéoc-A 135
Zoom 1:3.5 - 1:4.5
Lens 28 - 80 mm
Manufacture Taiwan

Film Speed ISO 400
Model Strobotac 1531

Strobe Frequency range
Light intensity
Manufacture GenRad. M.A. US
Model

Slide Projector Magnification rate
Manufacture
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Table E.3: Specifications for PDA

Transm itting
Optics

Model 55X M odular LDA Optics
Front lens 79mm dia.. 310mm focus length
Bragg cell +40 M H z  optic frequency shift
Polarization angle 90°

Receiving
Optics

Model 57N10 PDA
Front lens Model 55X57. 310 m m  focus length
Polarization angle 90°
Photomultipliers 55X08

Signal
Processor

Model 58X10 PDA
Dimensions 530 X 470 X 295 mm

Measurement 
range and 
accuracy

Size range for droplets 1-10000//77%
Size accuracy 4 %
Size resolution 9 bits
Max. velocity; 500 m /s
Velocity accuracy 1 %
Max. concentration lO^/cm-^
Concentration .\ccuracy: 30 %

Optics

Laser He-Ne
Max. Laser power 5 W
Configuration near backward backseat ter
Standard measuring 
distance 310 m m

Electronics

Max. frequency range -6  to +30 M H z
Max. bandwidth 36 M H z  (6 selectable ranges)
Input filter flatness 0.5 dB  p-p (over 85 % 

of bandw idth)
-1 dB  at band edges

Min. burst length 280 ns  between 1/e^ levels
RMS phase error 0.5° at S /N = + 6  dB

3.6° at S /N = 0  dB
Max. data  rate 170000 particles/s

at 1 0 0 0 0 0  p art/s  typically less
than 10 % loss of data

Max. dead time 800 ns. typically 500 ns
Phase resolution 8 bits
Frequency resolution typically 8 bits
Arrival tim e resolution 1 f i s /b it
Transit tim e resolution 2.7 f i s /b it
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A p p en d ix  F

O riginal E xp erim en ta l D a ta

F .l Jet Breakup Characteristics

By using a Pentax-A 135 camera, numbers of photographs have been taken for annular 

liquid jets at various inner air Qa and water flow rates Qt a t a fixed nozzle dimension. 

The test conditions for this set of data are presented in Tables 8.2to 8.4. The original 

measurements from the magnified images of negatives by a slide projector are listed in 

Tables F .l to F.4. only for low inner air flow rates when clear wave growth is present 

in the liquid je t. The magnification rates of the data are 7.99 : 1, 8.0 : 1. 6.67 : 1 

and 6.5 : 1 for the water flowrates of 0.2.0.25,0.3 and 0.4 G P M . respectively. The 

variables listed in the tables are denoted in Figure 9.5.

To obtain the data  in real dimensions, the arithm etical average is taken for the 

original m easurem ents of all negatives at one flow condition, and dividing by the corre

sponding magnification rate m r. In this way. the interface deformation of the annular 

sheet described by tji, t]2 and r/3 at the corresponding axial location zg and Z3 is esti

m ated and presented in Table F.5. with r/, =  r, — [z =  1.2.3; r^* =  (rf,* -f- ra‘ ) /2].
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The standajd  deviations due to m ulti-photo measurements are presented in Table F.o 

aiso.

Table F .l: Measurements from Magnified Images for Qt = 0.20 G P M  (unit: mm)

Q .
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

-1 -2 2̂ -3 ^3 L b Li

0.5

0.2(1] 5 S3 55 351 8 536 94 660 394
6 75 48 272 27 485 94 588 361
7 70 49 266 19 476 95 592 376
8 69 49 270 22 475 95 594 370
9 89 70 347 11 539 95 667

1.0

10 100 50 247 16 435 83 565 294
11 135 52 259 19 459 98 598
12 238 71 355 9 540 92 637
13 80 45 190 29 416 88 500 370
14 251 69 374 13 557 92 678 307

Qa
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

Di,s D ul l2 D2 .S D 2 .L T3 D 3 .S Dz.l

0.5

0.2(1] 5 187 300 192 230
6 210 215
7 190 195 395 188 227
8 196 270
9

1.0

10 215 240 175 186
11
12 195 220
13 215 250 314 185 220
14 175 227 320 215 190

F.2 Spray Characteristics

The characteristics of hollow-cone sprays formed from an annular nozzle (Nozzle 

B) are measured at different locations within the sprays for various water and air
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flowrates by using Dantec Particle Dynamics Analyzer (PDA). Three groups of data  

are obtained with the first group for checking the symmetry of the spray, the second 

group for spatial distribution of the spray characteristics and the third group about 

the effects of the water and air flowrates or velocities. The representative variables for 

spray characteristics presented here are the arithmetical mean axial velocity, velocity 

fluctuation (RMS), turbulent intensity. Sauter Mean and arithm etical mean diameter, 

number density and volume flux over 50000 validated drop samples.
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Table F.2: Measurements from Magnified Images for Q( =  0.25 G P M  (unit: mm)

Qa
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

-1 -2 r2 3̂ T3 L b Lx

0.5

0.2(2] 22 55 43 182 32 380 81 480 320
23 36 42 121 38 339 73 440 310
24 183 53 356 9 502 95 614 340
25 80 48 320 12 488 96 582 313

1.0

0.25(1] 0 64 48 300 13 480 95 580 327
1 92 48 400 11 570 99 667 327
2 42 42 141 41 314 64 444 354
3 88 47 330 18 501 97 595 350
4 76 46 330 19 506 94 605 356

1.5

5 49 44 230 27 408 94 515 325
6 37 44 218 29 396 91 490 298
7 86 47 254 17 422 93 525 317

19 45 41 165 31 332 88 434 300
20 34 40 99 37 279 79 375 293

Qa
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

Di,s D ul L2 D2,S D2,L Lz Dz,s D z,l

0.5

0.2(2] 22 193 202 388 188 194 333 178 185
23 194 195 353 165 204 350 185 205
24 190 195 348 183 187 357 180 198
25 190 198 318 183 194

1.0

0.25(1] 0 185 195 365 185 190 375 180 205
1 197 200 355 198 198 433 198 198
2 198 202 360 188 203 354 190 195
3 185 200 336 200 190
4 185 204 381 188 215

1.5

5 185 210 280 185 190
6 199 200 315 173 204 275 188 218
7 186 208 322 172 214 270 183 187

19 184 235 303 172 205
20 177 235 303 160 207 310 185 193
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Table F.3: Measurements from Magnified Images for Qt =  0.3 G P M  (unit: mm)
Qa

(SCFM)
Negative
Number

-1 ri -2 2̂ -3 »*3 Lb Li

0.5
0.3[2] 3 140 38 261 45 330

4 255 42 394 330
5 284 49 422 365
6 76 37 241 33 460 63 545 375

1.0

9 38 35 100 33 293 64 370 257
10 249 54 323 235
11 205 60 302 271
12 100 37 227 19 381 79 455 257
13 158 44 265 263

1.5

14 178 49 257 17 395 78 483 255
15 225 62 290 227
16 196 59 270 229
17 191 47 265 22 403 78 482
18 52 39 180 17 322 75 430 230

Qa
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

Dx.s D ul L2 D 2 .S D2 .L Lz Dz,s Dz.l

0.5
0.3(2] 3 158 165

4 169 150 .390 1.50 164 315 148 160
5 175 150 390 1.55 160 380 155 160
6 138 173 378 160 160

1.0

9 160 189 274 137 175 257 165 165
10 167 170 282 142 180 264 160 170
11 163 170 248 145 168 238 155 177
12 160 173 280 140 153 255 155 165
13 173 175 268 165 170 257 145 180

1.5

14 143 190
15 140 160
16 143 150
17
18 170 210
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Table F.4: M easurem ents from Magnified Images for Q( = 0.4 G P M  (unit: m m )

Qa
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

-1 r\ ! -2 T2 -3 3̂ L b Ti

0.5
0.3(1] 19 195 40 503 32 748 55 874 510

20 170 39 355 35 608 41 868 454
24 194 40 632 24 824 66 933 448

1.0
0.4(1] 0 140 37 358 24 537 69 630 356

1 143 37 334 24 523 65 615 344
2 142 37 332 28 518 62 615 350

1.5

4 79 35 194 25 340 67 434 267
•5 159 44 284 10 417 74 518 265
6 195 46 310 8 445 74 537 263
i 211 45 312 8 450 76 550 255
8 95 36 203 24 356 69 438 250

2.0

9 56 34 134 28 261 71 350 237
10 28 34 110 29 236 67 323 255
11 35 33 47 33 186 57 260 234
12 39 31 85 30 214 62 290 235
13 81 39 165 24 303 72 3 9 6 J 230

Qg
(SCFM)

Negative
Number

D \ , s D x.l L2 D 2 .S D 2 .L Ls D z ,s D 3 .L

0.5
0.3(1] 19 130 160

20 138 150 120 120 345
24 145 165

1.0
0.4(1] 0 125 160

1 128 160 333 160 165
2 135 167 365 155 170

1.5

4 146 180 250
5 160 167 239 150 168 216 145 1.30
6 160 162 233 148 167 210 147 160
< 148 160 245 150 158
8 148 168 259

2.0

9 167 190
10 147 200
11 130 230
12 154 180
13 157 175
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Table F.5: Interface Deformation Estim ated from Photographic Measurements

i y
{m/ s)

I V
(m/ s)

-1
(m m )

7i 
(mm )

-2
(mm)

72
(mm)

-3
(mm)

73
(mm)

1.732 3.854 9.662 1.902 37.697 -2.704 62.854 6.959
7.708 20.125 2.303 35.670 -2.729 60.250 6.458
3.854 11.063 0. 931 30.594 -2.038 53.406 5.900

2.165 7.708 9.050 0.894 37.525 -2.331 59.275 6.344
11.562 6.275 0.519 24.150 -1.356 45.925 6.244
3.854 11.394 0.666 28.561 0.441 47.226 2.578

2.398 7.708 10.345 0.516 24.513 -0.983 38.561 4.144
11.562 21.039 1.865 35.082 -2.083 46.207 5.673
3.854 28.667 1.221 76.410 -0.215 111.795 3.426

3.465 7.708 21.795 0.811 52.513 -0.984 80.923 5.170
11.562 22.738 1.457 40.092 -2.574 61.785 6.196
15.416 7.354 0.380 ^ 16.646 -0.450 36.923 5.242

c r
( m/ s )

I V
(m/ s) (m m )

Sd,,
(mm) (mm ) (mm ) (mm)

Sd, ,
(mm)

1.7.32 3.854 0.964 1.036 4.893 0.876 3.635 0.061
7.708 8.848 1.321 8.665 0.847 7.098 0.621
3.854 7.093 0.548 12.069 1.560 8.682 1.210

2.165 7.708 2.261 0.278 10.765 1.341 10.695 1.627
11.562 2.336 0.310 6.923 0.815 6.7.35 0.675
3.854 0.000 0.000 5.354 0.265 12.656 1.206

2.598 7.708 2.939 0.095 6.021 0.664 11.465 1.734
11.562 7.280 0.502 4.451 0.274 12.761 1.231
3.854 1.778 0.073 17.411 0.714 13.763 1.574

3.465 7.708 0.192 0.000 1.817 0.290 1.237 0.441
11.562 8.103 0.724 7.959 1.200 6.995 0.524
15.416 2.921 0.406 6.222 0.4.50 6.161 0.867
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Table F.6: PDA Measurements in two Orthogonai Radial Directions-I

z — 5.040 inch
Q( =  388.00 m llm in Q a  =  26200.00 m l /m in
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig rm" = 1.7625 m m
P D A  Samples  = 50.000
Radial Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position l \  (m /s) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
X (inch) M  ean R M S S M D Mean (cm~^) (cm^ /  s.amS) (%)
23.560 2.804 2.339 88.379 45.557 4753 0.09682 83.433
23.660 3.426 2.554 83.149 40.582 4905 0.10579 74.543
23.760 4.655 2.983 77.279 38.676 3618 0.10031 64.091
23.860 5.993 3.294 75.315 39.853 2613 0.09995 54.964
23.960 7.873 3.648 70.443 37.878 1943 0.08375 46.338
24.060 9.365 4.010 67.281 38.299 1535 0.07651 42.815
24.160 10.972 4.195 65.219 38.470 1304 0.07548 38.229
24.260 12.990 4.334 62.276 38.912 1005 0.06834 33.366
24.360 14.798 4.390 60.238 39.031 899 0.06781 29.665
24.460 16.449 4.328 57.835 38.582 860 0.06847 26.309
24.560 17.089 5.003 59.455 42.297 1414 0.13342 29.277
24.660 18.085 4.995 60.092 43.537 1172 0.12617 27.619
24.760 18.157 4.894 57.689 40.984 1282 0.11674 26.954
24.860 17.763 5.001 58.724 42.318 1354 0.12962 28.153
24.960 17.418 4.308 58.406 41.748 792 0.07716 24.734
25.060 16.420 4.271 57.500 40.010 832 0.06939 26.011
25.160 14.688 4.435 59.823 41.523 974 0.07853 30.196
25.260 12.531 4.370 62.761 42.709 1049 0.08586 34.871
25.360 10.755 4.230 64.379 43.594 1431 0.10267 39.329
25.460 8.774 4.081 65.458 41.287 1682 0.09050 46.511
25.560 7.369 3.836 67.482 43.095 2191 0.10832 52.051
25.660 5.901 3.435 70.129 43.674 2795 0.11359 58.202
25.760 4.538 3.077 74.161 46.455 3836 0.13754 67.800
25.860 3.517 2.765 76.189 46.549 5244 0.15011 78.639
25.960 2.685 2.373 78.955 49.395 5552 0.12987 88.366
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Table F.6: PD.-^ Mecisurements in two Orthogonal Radial Directions-II

z  — 5.040 inch
Q( = 388.00 m l / m i n Qa =  26200.00 m l / m i n
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig Tm' = 1.7625 m m
P D A  Samples  = 50.000
Radial -A.xial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position ( m/ s ) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
y (inch) Mean R M S S M D Mean (C772-̂ ) (cm^/s.cm^) (%)
23.560 2.860 2.457 81.860 41.360 85.909
23.660 4.145 2.860 77.840 38.420 68.999
23.760 5.535 3.333 74.100 36.800 60.217
23.860 7.438 3.761 72.070 38.160 50.565
23.960 9.311 4.115 69.270 38.220 44.195
24.060 11.140 4.381 65.940 37.940 39.327
24.160 13.240 4.642 62.190 37.420 35.068
24.260 15.610 4.666 60.430 39.140 29.890
24.360 17.370 4.630 -58.090 38.380 26.655
24.460 18.060 5.373 -58.650 41.490 29.751
24.560 19.100 5.281 -56.360 40.010 27.649
24.660 19.190 5.457 58.620 43.020 28.437
24.760 18.420 5.401 57.780 41.280 29.321
24.860 16.500 5.422 59.490 42.380 32.861
24.960 14.790 5.365 62.850 44.090 36.275
25.060 12.180 5.233 66.080 42.964
25.160 9.994 5.008 67.580 46.230 -50.110
25.260 7.764 4.693 70.470 47.380 60.446
25.360 5.756 4.232 73.140 49.210 73.523
25.460 4.163 3.813 75.350 51.290 91.593
25.560 2.746 3.340 77.480 53.000 121.630
25.660 2.760 2.821 79.190 -54.800 102.220
25.760 2.782 2.-506 80.470 49.980 90.079
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Table F.7: PDA Measurements at Different Locations in the Spray-1

z = 9.500 inch
Q( =  388.00 m l / m i n Qa = 26200.00 m l jm in
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig r-m' =  9.7625 mm
P D A  Samples  = 50.000
Radial .A.xial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position U: (m /s) D {pm) Density Flux Intensity
X (inch) Mean R M S S M D Mean (cm~^) [cmS j  s.cm^) (%)
24.160 8.880 6.270 70.826 45.519 1645 0.09024 70.603
24.260 9.112 8.146 59.113 34.360 5887 0.09716 89.391
24.360 17.880 12.160 54.156 32.421 2234 0.07698 68.007
24.460 37.213 14.815 49.395 33.055 425 0.05384 39.813
24.560 51.184 16.365 48.056 34.503 259 0.05073 31.974
24.660 61.378 15.970 43.253 32.932 218 0.03947 26.019
24.760 38.714 15.903 51.227 36.700 368 0.06459 41.079
24.860 14.537 11.018 57.463 36.728 1880 0.10341 75.795
24.960 5.719 5.881 65.974 40.827 7144 0.14908 102.834
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Table F.7: PDA Xleasurements at Different Locations in the Spray-11

z =  8.000 inch
Q i  =  388.00 m l / m m  Qa = 26200.00 m ljm in  
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig Cm' = 9.7625 m m  
P D A  Samples  =  50.000
Radial 
Position 
X (inch)

.A..xial Velocity
(m/ s )

Diameter 
D (pm)

N umber
Density
(cm~^)

Volume
Flux
(cnnnS /  s.cmS)

Turbulent 
Intensity 

(%) 'M  ean R M S S M D M  ean
23.960 5.343 4.425 80.608 52.882 4363 0.11770 82.807
24.060 5.987 4.735 69.145 38.894 4068 0.07446 79.082
24.160 9.185 5.837 58.961 32.816 1842 0.04655 63.556
24.260 12.885 7.906 53.107 32.299 4450 0.06802 61.362
24.360 21.920 9.697 50.107 31.894 1172 0.05877 44.239
24.460 29.516 10.006 50.378 32.353 774 0.06131 33.901
24.560 37.670 10.645 48.720 31.410 495 0.04753 28.258
24.660 41.412 10.745 45.344 31.403 469 0.04489 25.948
24.760 37.825 10.816 45.277 32.804 486 0.04567 28.595
24.860 28.900 10.871 51.733 35.096 661 0.06605 37.617
24.960 18.146 9.416 58.776 36.238 1274 0.08601 51.891
25.060 11.718 6.543 61.726 33.434 1380 0.05316 55.838
25.160 7.032 5.069 69.196 36.749 2633 0.07914 72.088
25.260 4.312 3.741 75.676 42.444 4907 0.09905 86.764
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Table F.7: PDA Measurements at Different Locations in the Spray-III

z = 6.500 inch
Q i  =  388.00 m l lm in  
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig 
P D A  Samples  = 50.000

Qa =  26200.00 m l j m i n  
Vjn" =  9.7625 m m

Radiai Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position LL ( m/ s ) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
X (inch) M  ean R M S S M D M ean (cm~^) (cm^js.cm^) (%)
23.760 3.426 2.884 90.298 51.688 4102 0.10224 84.191
23.860 4.222 3.114 81.381 41.476 3688 0.08704 73.737
23.960 5.659 3.819 73.078 34.962 2971 0.06851 67.490
24.060 8.168 4.480 65.765 31.617 1979 0.05251 54.851
24.160 11.607 5.265 60.071 30.678 1230 0.04095 45.364
24.260 15.456 5.645 55.946 30.316 819 0.03393 36.520
24.360 19.126 7.004 55.132 33.180 1247 0.06576 36.621
24.460 22.922 7.226 52.979 33.045 958 0.06023 31.524
24.560 27.335 7.324 49.895 33.003 779 0.05389 26.792
24.660 28.489 7.365 49.858 34.384 819 0.06678 25.851
24.760 27.261 7.456 49.691 33.956 832 0.06390 27.349
24.860 23.822 7.457 52.480 35.461 950 0.07172 31.303
24.960 19.210 7.094 55.936 34.782 1321 0.08474 31.932
25.060 15.236 5.747 58.021 32.819 907 0.04551 37.719
25.160 11.711 5.388 63.477 33.249 1382 0.05701 46.009
25.260 8.080 4.692 67.396 32.865 2220 0.06674 58.096
25.360 6.348 3.857 69.779 35.509 2647 0.07289 60.767
25.460 3.643 3.108 75.834 36.032 5994 0.08648 85.294
25.560 2.347 2.467 83.481 40.904 8306 0.09387 105.097
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Table F.7: PD.A Meaisurements at Different Locations in the Spray-IV'

z = 5.000 inch
Qt =  388.00 m l lm in  
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig 
P D A  Samples  =  50.000

Qa = 26200.00 m l /m in  
=  9.7625 m m

Radial Axial V’eiocitv Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position i \  (m/ s ) D ( pm) Density Flux Intensity
X (inch) Mean R M S S M D Mean (cm -^ i (cmS /  s.cm^) (%)
23.560 2.470 2.303 88.036 41.789 6226 0.09053 93.293
23.660 3.577 2.672 80.929 35.855 4926 0.08740 74.707
23.760 4.966 3.050 75.384 33.356 3418 0.07343 61.416
23.860 6.472 3.429 72.137 35.040 2361 0.06777 52.984
23.960 8.527 3.823 66.935 33.620 1811 0.06100 44.835
24.060 10.510 4.144 62.873 31.564 1449 0.05015 39.428
24.160 12.552 4.427 60.822 32.496 1174 0.05021 35.274
24.260 14.638 4.698 58.525 32.360 907 0.04433 32.095
24.360 17.159 4.763 54.816 32.249 784 0.04055 27.276
24.460 18.863 5.282 55.377 35.417 1251 0.07946 28.000
24.560 20.267 5.712 59.565 42.640 1083 0.11810 28.183
24.660 20.785 5.565 54.785 38.510 1201 0.09599 26.772
24.760 19.897 5.541 53.097 35.763 1233 0.08057 27.849
24.860 18.457 5.577 54.098 35.363 1274 0.08091 30.215
24.960 15.788 5.516 57.912 36.501 1505 0.08880 34.936
25.060 13.512 4.847 59.996 35.131 1158 0.06203 35.872
25.160 11.379 4.676 60.971 32.318 1287 0.04918 41.094
25.260 8.876 4.363 66.770 32.591 1826 0.05805 49.150
25.360 6.774 3.980 70.334 34.177 2116 0.05861 58.757
25.460 5.336 3.352 71.428 34.791 3476 0.08039 62.823
25.560 3.774 2.940 75.383 36.553 5167 0.09081 77.888
25.660 2.783 2.510 78.364 36.303 6045 0.07770 90.202
25.760 2.044 2.137 82.047 40.034 6159 0.06637 104.558
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Table F.7: PDA Measurements at Different Locations in the Spray-V

z = 4.000 inch
Qi =  388.00 m l lm in Qa =  26200.00 m l / m i n
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig Vjn’ = 9.7625 m m
P D A  Samples  = 50.000
Radial Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position t '-  {mj s) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
X {inch) Mean R M S S M D Mean (cm"^) (cm^ j  s.cm}) (%)
23.360 1.856 1.954 87.474 32.612 6675 0.05349 105.273
23.460 2.950 2.1.59 79.821 30.178 4134 0.05516 73.200
23.560 3.594 2.385 80.388 36.778 4635 0.09345 66.344
23.660 4.802 2.728 74.077 33.217 3381 0.07083 56.804
23.760 5.712 3.152 71.385 31.135 2679 0.05640 55.179
23.960 8.765 3.772 65.219 30.923 1833 0.05364 43.031
24.160 11.633 4.055 61.006 31.196 1229 0.04648 34.855
24.360 15.765 4.071 54.599 30.683 853 0.03671 25.821
24.560 18.187 3.996 51.055 31.097 685 0.03299 21.969
24.760 17.846 4.0.50 52.254 32.209 723 0.03725 22.694
24.960 14.881 4.210 55.257 32.357 915 0.04167 28.294
25.160 11.400 4.175 63.356 37.175 1159 0.06337 .36.624
25.360 7.587 3.786 67.115 33.888 1899 0.05573 49.901
25.560 4.983 3.117 72.827 31.985 3447 0.06782 62.547
25.760 2.642 2.434 78.592 34.410 5868 0.06840 92.148
25.960 1.327 1.791 81.968 29.578 9163 0.04415 134.979
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Table F.8: PDA Measurements for Various W ater and Air Flowrates-I

Qf = 207 00 m l /m in Qa =  22900.00 m l /m in
X =  24.435 inch P DASamples  =  50.000
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig Tm* =  9.7625 mm
Axial .Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position {m/ s) D {pm) Density Flux Intensity
z {inch) M  can R M S S M D M  can (cm"^) {cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.7675 60.570 20.490 28.417 21.741 338 0.01470 33.828
9.4675 52.805 18.647 29.397 22.653 409 0.01657 35.313
9.1675 45.303 15.777 28.992 21.393 549 0.01633 34.826
8.8675 39.235 13.781 30.481 22.671 650 0.01925 35.124
8.5675 34.313 11.779 30.357 22.131 835 0.01993 34.327
8.2675 29.829 10.274 31.093 22.394 1025 0.02131 34.444
7.9675 26.659 8.945 30.977 21.413 1181 0.02004 33.544
7.6675 24.096 7.963 32.192 22.480 1380 0.02420 33.048
7.3675 21.879 7.002 32.420 22.041 1685 0.02531 32.004
7.0675 20.025 6.493 33.672 23.464 1666 0.02754 32.426
6.7675 18.364 5.604 33.168 22.241 1872 0.02450 30.517
6.4675 17.022 5.282 35.040 24.127 2041 0.03147 31.029
6.1675 17.267 4.378 33.771 20.589 964 0.01247 25.352
5.8675 16.143 4.154 34.941 21.756 1118 0.01564 25.732
5.5675 15.449 3.852 35.172 21.477 1164 0.01531 24.930
5.2675 14.719 3.652 36.996 24.812 1240 0.02110 24.812
4.9675 14.051 3.524 36.066 21.947 1221 0.01627 25.079
4.6675 13.486 3.305 35.941 21.041 1269 0.01465 24.503
4.3675 12.923 3.106 40.200 27.998 1476 0.03511 24.035
4.0675 12.536 2.973 37.241 23.134 1587 0.02089 23.698
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Table F.8: PD.A. Measurements for Various Water and Air Flowrates-II

Q i  = 207 .00 m l /m in Q a  — 26200.00 m l / m i n
X =  24.435 inch P D A S  amples  =  50, 000
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig Vja" =  9.7625 m m
.Axial Axieil Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position T; (m /s) D {pm) Density Flux Intensity
r  [inch) Mean R M S S M D M ean (cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.4675 62.870 19.245 29.057 23.650 324 0.01779 30.610
9.1675 56.954 17.672 27.821 21.745 373 0.01460 31.028
8.8675 51.026 15.885 29.752 23.040 490 0.02013 31.131
8.5675 45.318 13.619 29.314 22.002 569 0.01815 30.052
8.2675 40.209 12.093 30.343 22.539 645 0.01929 30.074
7.9675 36.272 10.764 29.631 21.206 795 0.01821 29.676
7.6675 32.890 9.835 30.899 22.308 869 0.02043 29.901
7.3675 29.966 8.872 31.102 22.048 1012 0.02093 29.608
7.0675 27.858 8.146 31.434 21.975 1245 0.02373 29.241
6.7675 25.922 7.569 34.136 24.780 1354 0.03436 29.198
6.4675 23.863 6.991 33.338 23.585 1362 0.02681 29.299
6.1675 22.239 6.426 32.567 21.594 1800 0.02589 28.897
5.8675 20.705 6.057 33.445 22.615 1884 0.02930 29.252
5.5675 19.331 5.751 35.641 25.028 1868 0.03764 29.749
5.2675 18.208 5.406 34.672 23.363 2112 0.03302 29.690
4.9675 18.162 4.528 33.290 20.227 1089 0.01409 24.929
4.6675 17.601 4.290 33.709 20.352 1098 0.01407 24.376
4.3675 16.686 4.179 34.330 21.004 1008 0.01329 25.048
4.0675 16.060 3.945 34.497 20.955 1125 0.01440 24.567
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Table F.8: PD.A. Measurements for Various Water and .•Mr Flowrates-III

Qe =  207 00 m l /m in Qa =  29500.00 m l jm in
X = 24.435 inch P  D A Sam ples  = 50.000
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig Tm” =  9.7625 m m
Axial .A.xial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position (m /s) D [pm] Density Flux Intensity
z {inch) M  can R M S S M D M  can (cm"^) (cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.4675 68.737 18.722 •30.692 26.084 248 0.01964 27.237
9.1675 65.620 17.976 29.977 24.533 289 0.01879 27.394
8.8675 59.818 16.886 31.981 25.895 •327 0.02245 28.228
8.5675 55.298 15.321 31.267 24.400 406 0.02190 27.706
8.2675 •50.120 13.721 32.255 24.772 439 0.02215 27.376
7.9675 46.164 12.466 32.265 24.251 487 0.02148 27.004
7.6675 41.923 11.296 32.173 23.846 602 0.02264 26.944
7.3675 38.598 10.503 32.006 23.347 708 0.02293 27.212
7.0675 35.364 9.593 32.127 23.212 830 0.02385 27.126
6.7675 33.029 9.059 33.284 23.986 857 0.02517 27.428
6.4675 30.543 8.663 35.986 27.116 900 0.03411 28.362
6.1675 28.443 8.092 33.839 24.039 1118 0.02774 28.449
5.8675 26.950 7.686 34.580 24.660 28.519
5.5675 24.993 7.176 35.060 24.909 1335 0.03326 28.711
5.2675 23.591 6.809 36.079 26.575 1645 0.04638 28.864
4.9675 22.367 6.378 34.710 23.293 1518 0.03040 28.515
4.6675 21.213 6.124 37.491 27.349 1786 0.05055 28.870
4.3675 20.175 •5.757 •35.768 24.813 1754 0.03579 28.535
4.0675 19.154 •5.675 37.290 26.819 1881 0.04523 ^ 29.633
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Table F.8: PDA Measurements for Various W ater and Air Flowrates-IV

Q (  = 207 .00 m l / m m Q a  =  32745.00 m l /m in
X =  24.435 inch P DASamples  =  50,000
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig fm ' =  9.7625 mm
.Axial .Axial Velocity Diameter N um ber Volume Turbulent
Position (m/ s) D (f im) Density Flux Intensity
c (inch) Mean R M S S M D Mean (cm “^) (cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.4675 71.481 18.569 30.302 25.851 199 0.01602 25.978
9.1675 68.552 17.887 30.506 25.123 268 0.01959 26.096
8.8675 63.597 16.978 31.76 25.7.30 297 0.02137 26.696
8.5675 .39.220 15.833 31.398 24.487 356 0.02108 26.736
8.2675 54.208 14.252 32.561 25.330 399 0.02321 26.292
7.9675 .50.121 12.948 30.632 22.599 433 0.01702 25.834
7.6675 45.901 11.942 31.706 23.403 .551 0.02173 26.017
7.3675 42.468 10.957 31.734 22.873 587 0.02017 25.802
7.0675 39.203 10.577 32.603 23.365 674 0.02297 26.980
6.7675 36.150 9.884 31.510 22.008 790 0.02066 27.342
6.4675 33.984 9.254 32.111 22.502 901 0.02308 27.231
6.1675 31.755 8.846 33.095 23.167 901 0.02326 27.857
5.8675 29.643 8.341 33.480 23.544 1084 0.02761 28.139
5.5675 27.898 7.915 34.147 23.793 1190 0.02995 28.372
5.2675 26.287 7.520 35.499 25.229 1154 0.03232 28.607
4.9675 24.819 7.069 34.949 24.192 1286 0.03035 28.482
4.6675 23.711 6.739 34.902 22.742 1353 0.02675 28.419
4.3675 22.348 6.492 35.511 23.821 1392 0.02946 29.052
4.0675 21.599 6.187 36.671 25.047 1423 0.03394 28.647
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Table F.8: PDA Measurements for Various W ater and Air Flowrates-V

Qf =  388.00 m l /m in Qa =  22900.00 m l / m m
I  =  24.435 inch P DASamples  =  50.000
P t a n k  =  60 +  2 psig Tm* =  9.7625 mm
.Axial .Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position f'- (m /s) D {pm) Density Flux Intensity
z {inch) M  can R M S S M D M  can (cm “^) {cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.1675 55.648 14.602 34.546 25.205 327 0.02104 26.239
8.8675 49.628 12.999 36.678 26.745 422 0.02784 26.193
8.5675 43.879 11.086 35.753 25.081 482 0.02303 25.265
8.2675 38.764 9.697 35.332 24.730 551 0.02149 25.015
7.9675 34.383 8.561 35.359 24.265 702 0.02308 24.900
7.6675 31.181 7.639 36.195 24.713 895 0.02747 24.499
7.3675 28.339 6.893 36.231 24.376 997 0.02650 24.323
7.0675 26.074 6.239 36.572 24.562 1125 0.02864 23.927
6.7675 23.896 5.777 37.420 25.179 1353 0.03304 24.176
6.4675 22.289 5.386 38.639 26.245 1338 0.03445 24.164
6.1675 20.763 4.954 38.465 24.785 1482 0.03190 23.861
5.8675 19.536 4.666 39.772 26.225 1713 0.03977 23.886
5.5675 18.388 4.360 40.447 26.856 1727 0.04108 23.709
5.2675 18.097 3.704 40.044 24.527 944 0.02213 20.470
4.9675 17.291 3.558 40.619 24.206 877 0.01950 20.577
4.6675 16.595 3.424 41.652 24.985 912 0.02110 20.631
4.3675 15.969 3.274 42.421 24.637 906 0.02016 20.501
4.0675 15.368 3.095 43.360 24.985 1063 0.02407 20.137
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Table F.8: PDA Mccisurements for Various W ater and Air Flowrates-VT

Qf =  388.00 m l j m i n Qa =  26200.00 m l jm in
X = 24.435 inch P D A  Samples = 50.000
Ptank = 60 ±  2 psig Vm' =  9.7625 m m
Axial Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position U~ (m /s) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
r {inch) M  can R M S S M D M  can (cm~^) (cm^js.cm^) (%)
9.6675 73.660 16.139 35.478 29.942 192 0.02538 21.910
9.2675 65.915 15.126 36.779 29.823 271 0.03147 22.948
8.8675 58.181 13.763 38.319 30.066 335 0.03510 23.655
8.4675 51.583 12.042 35.088 25.806 391 0.02347 23.344
8.0675 45.145 10.503 .36.022 26.775 501 0.02794 23.266
7.6675 39.731 9.221 36.288 26.389 679 0.03215 23.209
7.2675 35.179 8.130 35.417 24.920 735 0.02603 23.110
6.8675 31.967 7.424 36.998 26.379 922 0.03467 23.223
6.4675 29.041 6.998 38.692 27.946 1045 0.04167 24.097
6.0675 26.681 6.538 38.900 27.064 1186 0.03963 24.504
5.6675 24.632 6.056 40.496 29.028 1230 0.04692 24.588
5.2675 22.647 5.564 40.478 27.722 1489 0.04676 24.569
4.8675 21.054 5.249 41.253 27.772 1439 0.04315 24.929
4.4675 19.738 4.867 42.647 29.715 1606 0.05491 24.660
4.0675 18.509 4.469 43.644 30.401 1750 0.06023 24.143
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Table F.8: PD.A. Measurements for Various Water and .Air Flowrates-VII

Qe =  388.00 m l/m in Qa — 29500.00 m l/m in
X =  24.435 inch P D ASamples  = 50.000
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig Cm' =  9.7625 mm
.Axial .Axial Velocity Diam eter N umber Volume Turbulent
Position ( m/ s ) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
r  (inch) Mean R M S S M D Mean (cm~^) cm^ /  s.cm}) (%)
8.8675 62.712 14.359 39.881 33.686 217 0.03230 22.897
8.5675 58.080 13.300 38.993 32.106 309 0.03668 22.900
8.2675 54.020 12.180 37.906 30.337 348 0.03324 22.548
7.9675 50.380 11.136 37.325 29.076 412 0.03301 22.105
7.6675 46.622 10.344 37.695 29.252 491 0.03637 22.187
7.3675 43.559 9.598 37.533 28.617 532 0.03459 22.034
7.0675 40.534 9.064 37.942 28.670 581 0.03530 22.362
6.7675 37.953 8.653 38.964 29.750 642 0.03995 22.799
6.4675 35.579 8.289 40.060 .30.729 785 0.05093 23.299
6.1675 33.468 7.798 39.820 30.064 865 0.04975 23.300
5.8675 31.934 7.776 43.607 35.064 805 0.07073 24.350
5.5675 29.913 7.315 42.119 32.635 1026 0.06740 24.455
5.2675 28.284 6.798 40.671 29.774 987 0.04721 24.036
4.9675 26.934 6.409 41.006 30.399 1031 0.04997 23.795
4.6675 25.649 6.202 42.488 31.639 1076 0.05547 24.179
4.3675 24.553 5.937 41.826 30.200 1238 0.05340 24.180
4.0675 23.466 5.697 42.448 29.983 1262 0.05292 24.279
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Table F.8: PDA Measurements for Various Water and Air Flowrates-VIII

Qe =  388.00 m l /m in Qa =  32745.00 m l/m in
X =  24.435 inch P D A  Samples  = 50.000
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig rm~ = S1.7625 mm
Axial •Axiai Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position Uz (m/ s ) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
z [inch] Mean R M S S M D M ean (cm~^) (cm^ /  s.cm}) (%)
8.8675 65.776 14.706 38.789 33.102 219 0.03241 22.358
8.5675 60.986 13.609 39.446 33.063 256 0.03514 22.316
8.2675 57.103 12.557 39.001 .32.110 319 0.03729 21.989
7.9675 53.461 11.628 37.341 29.452 365 0.03198 21.750
7.6675 49.792 10.795 38.002 29.865 448 0.03757 21.681
7.3675 46.482 10.189 38.410 29.851 483 0.03780 21.921
7.0675 43.392 9.469 38.080 28.994 578 0.03930 21.823
6.7675 40.564 9.056 39.539 30.695 592 0.04372 22.326
6.4675 38.372 8.769 41.780 33.189 677 0.05854 22.853
6.1675 35.905 8.235 39.161 29.343 782 0.04501 22.937
5.8675 33.612 7.996 40.748 30.849 820 0.05095 23.789
5.5675 31.946 7.708 42.201 32.914 866 0.06212 24.128
5.2675 30.213 7.309 41.381 30.802 981 0.05552 24.192
4.9675 28.656 7.093 42.302 32.411 1005 0.06125 24.753
4.6675 27.059 6.802 42.684 32.204 1207 0.06851 25.137
4.3675 25.437 6.413 43.875 33.165 1261 0.07415 25.213
4.0675 24.455 6.056 42.841 31.303 1366 0.06578 24.765
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Table F.8: PDA Measurements for Various W ater and Air Flowrates-IX

Q( =  580.00 m l/m in Qa =  26200.00 m l / m i n
X =  24.435 inch P D A  Samples  = .50.000
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig rm' =  9.7625 m m
.•\xial .\xiai Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position Ez (m/ s) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
z [inch] Mean R M S S M D Mean (cm-^) (amS /  s.cm^) (%)
9.4675 67.025 16.296 39.507 •33.196 213 0.03513 24.313
9.1675 63.415 14.854 39.446 31.802 245 0.03497 23.424
8.8675 58.066 13.268 40.571 32.001 290 0.03816 22.849
8.5675 53.831 11.983 38.834 29.211 358 0.03401 22.261
8.2675 48.861 10.590 38.621 28.464 427 0.03348 21.675
7.9675 44.126 9.454 37.187 26.489 494 0.02852 21.424
7.6675 40.088 8.775 37.580 26.935 598 0.03225 21.888
7.3675 36.742 8.085 36.596 25.676 706 0.02982 22.004
7.0675 33.912 7.604 37.751 27.123 806 0.03567 22.424
6.7675 31.502 7.089 .37.104 26.140 910 0.03362 22.505
6.4675 29.226 6.671 37.560 26.333 1065 0.03774 22.824
6.1675 27.455 6.242 38.595 27.388 1157 0.04285 22.737
5.8675 25.532 5.919 38.788 27.500 1291 0.04528 23.182
5.5675 24.207 5.641 39.060 27.620 1345 0.04517 23.303
5.2675 22.984 5.325 39.622 28.769 1496 0.05365 23.166
4.9675 21.779 5.094 40.308 29.362 1573 0.05695 23.389
4.6675 21.039 4.745 40.005 28.704 1682 0.05552 22.555
4.3675 19.988 4.601 41.465 30.424 1681 0.06322 23.021
4.0675 19.144 4.393 41.764 31.421 1637 0.06539 22.947
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Table F.8: PD.Â  Measurements for Various W ater and Air Flowrates-X

Q( =  580.00 m l /m in Q a  =  29500.00 m l j m i n
X =  24.435 inch P D A  Samples  = 50.000
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig =  9.7625 m m
.Axial .Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position L\ {mj s) D {pm) Density Flux Intensity
c {inch) Mean R M S S M D M  ean {cm~^) {cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.1675 60.156 16.467 42.617 35.317 234 0.04300 27.373
8.8675 56.754 14.547 43.951 36.665 247 0.04586 25.651
8.5675 54.768 12.989 42.354 33.582 314 0.04503 23.716
8.2675 51.206 11.498 42.098 32.652 363 0.04488 22.454
7.9675 47.975 10.376 40.479 30.123 421 0.03904 21.627
7.6675 44.691 9.549 40.390 29.928 527 0.04359 21.367
7.3675 41.656 8.703 39.919 28.838 559 0.03873 20.892
7.0675 38.995 8.138 40.524 30.025 685 0.04784 20.870
6.7675 36.504 7.643 40.183 29.344 736 0.04527 20.938
6.4675 34.209 7.168 40.055 28.720 747 0.04052 20.954
6.1675 32.456 6.845 40.964 30.093 976 0.05694 21.091
5.8675 30.928 6.600 40.836 30.013 1057 0.05922 21.341
5.5675 29.549 6.249 40.739 29.626 1038 0.05368 21.150
5.2675 27.878 6.027 41.453 30.793 1066 0.05801 21.620
4.9675 26.691 5.755 41.911 31.310 1179 0.06431 21.560
4.6675 25.467 5.528 42.070 30.931 1190 0.06062 21.705
4.3675 24.561 5.323 42.414 31.136 1267 0.06425 21.673
4.0675 23.653 5.330 43.219 33.310 1302 0.07645 22.536
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Table F.8: PDA Mezisurements for Various W ater and ,\ir  Flowrates-XI

Q( =  580.00 m l / m m Qa =  32745.00 m l / m i n
I  =  24.435 inch P D A  Samples = 50.000
Ptank =  60 ±  2 psig =  9.7625 m m
.A.xial Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position (m /s) D ifim) Density Flux Intensity
z (inch) M ean R M S S M D Mean (cm“^) {cm^/s.cm^) (%)
9.1675 64.550 16.518 43.604 36.502 1.54 0.03307 25.589
8.8675 61.824 14.543 45.075 38.624 177 0.04053 23.323
8.5675 59.691 13.303 43.647 36.316 264 0.04942 25.287
8.2675 55.942 11.943 43.819 35.754 307 0.05178 21.350
7.9675 52.926 10.968 42.648 33.401 .345 0.04553 20.723
7.6675 49.818 10.067 41.313 32.037 418 0.04605 20.208
7.3675 46.781 9.295 40.418 30.452 508 0.04547 19.869
7.0675 43.820 8.825 40.972 31.502 577 0.05152 20.139
6.7675 41.531 8.396 40.305 30.778 618 0.04911 20.217
6.4675 39.171 7.918 40.217 30.366 659 0.04759 20.215
6.1675 37.270 7.620 41.088 31.371 704 0.03242 20.446
5.8675 35.171 7.349 40.882 31.384 786 0.05550 20.895
5.5675 33.562 7.154 40.869 31.254 868 0.05729 21.315
5.2675 31.896 6.875 41.708 32.490 976 0.06862 21.556
4.9675 30.471 6.757 42.232 33.345 939 0.06747 22.176
4.6675 29.112 6.433 42.289 32.766 1011 0.06672 22.096
4.3675 28.066 6.285 43.491 34.456 1037 0.07618 22.394
4.0675 27.324 6.234 43.243 .35.194 1173 0.08695 22.815
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Table F.8: PDA Measurements for Various Water and Air Flowrates-XII

Q e  =  580.00 m l /m in Qa =  35722.00 m l / m i n
X =  24.435 inch P D A  Samples = 50,000
P t a n k  =  60 ±  2 psig Vm' = 9.7625 m m
Axial .Axial Velocity Diameter Number Volume Turbulent
Position U z  ( m/ s ) D (pm) Density Flux Intensity
z {inch) M  can R M S S M D Mean (cm^ /  s.cm^) (%)
9.1675 63.620 16.860 43.780 36.880 22.447
8.8675 60.550 14.890 45.020 38.620 22.266
8.5675 60.810 13.7 4 43.560 36.360 22.803
8.2675 57.510 12.460 43.460 35.450 22.166
7.9675 54.250 11.410 42.400 33.720 21.587
7.6675 51.030 10.640 41.560 32.550 21.398
7.3675 48.090 9.809 40.280 30.620 21.222
7.0675 44.920 9.221 40.680 31.340 21.237
6.7675 42.630 8.867 40.510 31.000 20.978
6.4675 39.790 8.347 40.760 30.970 20.800
6.1675 37.910 8.051 41.550 31.870 20.528
5.8675 36.510 7.748 41.150 31.650 20.397
5.5675 35.600 7.502 41.420 31.900 20.850
5.2675 33.330 7.195 42.320 33.010 21.032
4.9675 31.720 7.031 43.050 34.170 21.666
4.6675 30.000 6.841 43.270 33.970 22.595
4.3675 29.560 6.582 43.930 34.730 24.591
4.0675 28.570 6.413 44.000 35.550 26.501




